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Introduction and Acknowledgments 
 
George Haggarty  
 
Research Associate: National Museums Scotland.  
 
 
: 
My work on the Portobello ceramic resource disk was funded by Historic Scotland. 
The shard material was catalogued using National Museums of Scotland accession 
numbers (FD.2006.1 to 659), and the catalogue has been divided into fabrics, types, 
forms, and decoration, in (11 folders and 93 word files), illustrations (1 to 621), and 
comparable extant examples have been illustrated using the letters (a to p). 
 The mixed ceramic assemblage was recovered from various episodes of work on the 
site of the Portobello potteries, where a number of different potteries were in 
production from c1765 until 1970. The author salvaged some of the material from an 
entirely devastated site, with occasional help from Catherine Brooks and Bill Lindsay. 
Although responsible both for the development and archaeology of the site, 
Edinburgh District Council did practically nothing to mitigate this destruction.  
In response to a wave of criticism, Historic Scotland asked the author to investigate, 
but it became immediately obvious that the damage had already been done, with most 
of the site scraped down to natural sand. Several house foundations had already been 
laid down as flat concrete pads, in preparation for building. In the evenings, the areas 
around the perimeter of the site, where mounds had been built up, were awash with 
bottle collectors carrying away many hundreds of stoneware bottles, parrot feeders 
etc. I was able to do no more than concentrate on recovering any early material still to 
be found.  All in all, the entire site was an unequivocal disaster, with the opportunity 
to appraise one of Scotland’s significant industrial pottery areas lost forever. Later 
with the appointment of a City of Edinburgh archaeologist a limited amount, of 
archaeological investigation took place. Unfortunately John Lawson the present city 
archaeologist who has been incredibly helpful, can find none of the archive relating to 
this work therefore all I could do was record what was on the bags if anything, in the 
hope that the archive turns up at some future date.     
All the photographs used in the catalogue were taken in the MOS ceramic storeroom 
against a one cm. square background. They are for information only, and not intended 
to be of publication standard. 
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Portobello: Transfer Printed Earthenware: Bisque & Glazed.  
 
Shards (Box 1)   
 
Pattern: (my name) "Bird, Butterfly and Flowers”   
 
KEY 
 
B              Bisque shard 
G              Glazed shard 
P              Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                       Small 
F              Context or feature from which the material was recovered 
FD 2006.1.1                    National Museums  Scotland acquisition number 
BW: PU: BL & RE         Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black &Red.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1.1) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Bowl  B. 6 Bird Butterfly and Flowers B/W  No 01 
 
Six bisque 
whiteware shards 
from two sides of 
what is probably the 
same London 
shaped bowl. A 
fragment of a bird 
can be seen to the 
left, and in the 
centre, where the 
shards overlap a 
butterfly.   
There is also what 
appears to be two or 
three less fussy versions of the same pattern on the interior. 
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(FD 2006.1.2) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Cup B. 4 Bird Butterfly and Flowers B/W No 02 a & b 
 
Four bisque shards 
from, almost 
certainly, a cup with a 
splayed rim. Part of a 
bird can be seen on 
the bottom left shard, 
and a butterfly sits in 
the centre. There 
appear to be   
a number of smaller 
patterns around the 
interior.  
(illus 02b) below.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD2006. 1.  3) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Cup B. 1 Bird Butterfly and Flowers B/W No  
One bisque shard, not illustrated.  
 
 
 
 1
Portobello: Transfer Printed Earthenware: Bisque & Glazed  
 
Shards (Box 1)   
 
Pattern: “Bosphorus”  
 
KEY 
 
B              Bisque shard 
G              Glazed shard 
P              Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                       Small 
F              Context or feature from which the material was recovered 
FD 2006.1.1                    National Museums Scotland acquisition number 
BW: PU: BL & RE         Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black &Red.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
Bosphorus is a common and well-known pattern in Scotland, and generally is found 
with the backstamp of J. Jamieson & Co., or J. Marshall & Co., of Bo’ness. A number 
of English manufactures are also known to have produced patterns titled Bosphorus 
(Coysh & Henrywood 1982, 48). Unfortunately the blue underglaze backstamp on the 
Portobello shard is lacking the manufacturer’s name, but that which survives is 
similar to a mark used by Bo’ness, only with the pattern in reverse. The bisque shard, 
however, suggests that in the later period, Rathbone also produced a version of 
Bosphorus. 
 
(FD 2006.1.4) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Bowl G. 3 Bosphorus B/W  U/g Bosphorus 03 a b & c 
 
 
Three thick, glazed, white earthenware shards 
from a large moulded, panelled, bowl, decorated 
with a transfer print of the “Bosphorus” pattern. 
See main text above.  The base shows part of an 
underglaze backstamp (illus, c) below.  
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(FD 2006.1.5) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Plate? G. 1 Bosphorus B/W  04  
 
One glazed white earthenware shard from the base of, probably 
a plate, decorated with the transfer print of a building, taken 
from the “Bosphorus” pattern. See main text on page 1 above.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1.6) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Plate G. 1 Bosphorus B/W   05 
 
One glazed, white 
earthenware, shard from the 
rim of a plate decorated 
with the floral transfer print 
which accompanies the 
“Bosphorus” pattern. See 
main text on page 1 above.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 7) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Plate B. 1 Bosphorus B/W   06 
 
One bisque, white earthenware, shard 
from the rim of a plate, decorated with 
the floral transfer print, which 
accompanies the “Bosphorus” pattern. 
See main text on page 1 above.   
 1
Transfer printed earthenware: bisque and glazed.  
 
 (Box 1) 
 
     Pattern: (my name) “Boy with Parrot Dog & Cage” 
 
KEY 
 
B               Bisque shard 
G               Glazed shard 
P               Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                       Small 
F              Context or feature from which the material was recovered 
FD 2006.1.1                    National Museums Scotland acquisition number 
BW: PU: BL & RE         Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black &Red.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
This pattern, comprising a trellis with flowers underneath, and a robed boy kneeling 
in what might be a garden, is on both the exterior and interior rims (illus 08 & 09). 
There is a large birdcage behind the boy, and a vase of flowers on a plinth (illus 7). A 
parrot sits on the boy’s right hand, while his left hand is around a dog with his head 
on the boy’s lap.  
 
(FD 2006.1. 8) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Cups B. 3 - G. 1 Boy with Parrot Dog & Cage B/W   07 a & b 
 
Three, of four, 
white base 
shards, from 
what are 
almost 
certainly cups, 
with 
developed 
bases and 
rounded 
footrims with a diameter of 48mm. Two 
shards are bisque, and one is glazed. All 
three examples are decorated with parts of 
a transfer printed pattern of a boy with 
parrot, dog, and cage. The centre example 
is in brown, and the other two are in blue. 
The exterior of the largest base shard (illus 
07 b) shows the exterior decoration of a 
transfer print of trellis with flowers. The 
bodies of the cups have double carinations. 
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(FD 2006.1.9) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Tea pot B. 1 Boy with Parrot Dog & Cage B/W  08 
 
One white bisque body shard from a 
thrown, globular teapot, showing part 
of a handle scar on the left, well 
below the rim. The teapot is 
decorated with parts of a transfer 
printed pattern of a trellis with 
flowers, and may be part of the boy 
with parrot, dog and cage patten. 
There is a horizontal groove at the 
base of the missing rim, or cape. 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1.10) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Bowls B. 3 Boy with Parrot Dog & Cage B/W  09 a & b 
 
Three white bisque rim 
shards, one abraded, 
perhaps from two bowls. 
Both surfaces are 
decorated with two 
different border transfer 
printed patterns of the 
‘trellis with flowers’ 
which could  be part of 
the boy with parrot, dog, 
and cage pattern. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.11) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Saucers B. 2 - G. 1 Boy with Parrot Dog & Cage B/W  10 
 
 Three white shards, two bisque and one glazed, 
from saucers decorated with elements of the 
transfer printed pattern ‘trellis with flowers’. 
This is found with the boy with parrot, dog, and 
cage pattern. The saucer has a cordon on the 
interior, and a 7mm groove on the underside, 
17mm from the edge.   
 1
Portobello: Transfer Printed Earthenware: Bisque & Glazed.  
 
Shards (Box 1)   
 
Pattern: (my name) “Bridge and Swans” 
 
KEY 
 
B              Bisque shard 
G              Glazed shard 
P              Complete profile 
L                                      Large 
S                                      Small 
F             Context or feature from which the material was recovered 
FD 2006.1.1                    National Museums Scotland acquisition number 
BW: PU: BL & RE         Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black &Red.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 12)  
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Bowl  B. 2 Bridge and Swans B/W B/Stamp Semi China 11 a b & c 
 
Two conjoining, white earthenware, bisque 
shards from the base of a London shaped bowl 
decorated on the interior with a transfer 
printed swan (illus 11 a), and, on the base, the 
words “SEMI CHINA” (illus 11 b). The 
conjoining body shards show a swan on water 
(illus 11 c). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
 
(FD 2006.1. 13) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Cup? G. 1 Bridge and Swans B/W B/stamp Semi China 12 a & b 
 
One pearlglazed shard, 
probably from the base 
of a cup with a transfer 
print of a swan on the 
interior (illus 12 a), 
and the words SEMI 
CHINA in smudged 
U/G blue on the base  
(illus 12 b). 
 
 
(FD 2006-.1. 14) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Plate B. 1 Bridge and Swans B/W Impressed Crown & R 13 a & b 
 
One white bisque shard with part of 
the transfer print of a bridge, with 
buildings behind. This shard, 
probably from a small plate, is 
impressed on the reverse with a 
crown over a capital R (illus13 b).  
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1.15) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Cup? G. 1 Bridge and Swans B/W  14 
 
One small glazed shard with an all 
over blue and white transfer print of 
part of a bridge, and swans: 
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Illus A: MES1.1084: National Museums Scotland:  
Three conjoining, 
pearlware, shards from 
the base of a saucer are 
from the excavations at 
West Pans (Haggarty 
2002) They are decorated 
in a blue underglaze 
transfer-printed design 
incorporating two swans 
on the water in front of an 
arched stone bridge and a 
landscape behind the 
bridge. We know from the 
complete tea bowl (illus 
B), that there is a 
fisherman to the left of 
the bridge: his legs can be 
seen above the head of the 
swan on the left. There are minor differences from the Portobello shards illustrated 
above 
 
 
Illus B; Scottish Private Collection                                                                              
A London shaped tea 
bowl in the “Swan & 
Bridge” pattern.   
Height 55mm, rim 
diameter 95mm, and 
base 48mm. 
Purchased in 2000 at 
the sale of the 
Macdonald collection, 
lot 256. The pattern 
on this appears to 
have more in common 
with the shards from 
West Pans, see                                           
(illus A) above. 
 
                                                                                                          
 
 1
Portobello: Transfer Printed Earthenware: Bisque & Glazed. 
 
Shards (Box 1)   
 
Pattern: "Canton”  
 
KEY 
 
B             Bisque sharf 
G             Glazed sharf 
P             Complete profile 
L                                      Large 
S                                      Small 
F             Context or feature from which the material was recovered 
FD 2006.1.1                    National Museums Scotland acquisition number 
BW: PU: BL & RE         Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black &Red.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
Other makers, including Robert Herron & Sons of Kirkcaldy, are known to have 
produced a pattern called Canton.  
 
(FD 2006.1.16) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Cup B. 1 Canton B/W  Tran Printed  ‘Canton’ 15 a b & c 
 
One white earthenware bisque shard 
from, probably, a cup, decorated on the 
interior with a transfer print of a small 
boat with a sail and two figures (illus 
15a). On the exterior is seen a pot 
containing a flowering plant beneath what 
could be a fence (illus15c). The base of 
this shard has the printed backstamp 
“CANTON” within a wreath (illus 15b).     
 2
(FD 2006.1.17) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Cup B. 1 Canton B/W  16 
 
One white earthenware bisque shard from, 
probably, a cup, decorated on the interior with an 
indistinct transfer print of a small boat with a sail 
and, apparently, two figures: 
 
 
 
 
 
 1
Portobello: Transfer Printed Earthenware: Bisque & Glazed. 
 
Shards (Box 1)   
 
Pattern: (my name) “Castle and Tree”   
 
KEY 
 
B             Bisque shaed 
G             Glazed shaed 
P             Complete profile 
L                                      Large 
S                                      Small 
F              Context or feature from which the material was recovered 
FD 2006.1.1                 :  National Museums Scotland acquisition number 
BW: PU: BL & RE         Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black &Red.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
(FD 2006.1.18) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Cup B. 1 Castle and Tree B/W   17 
 
One white earthenware bisque shard from the 
base of a cup with a developed foot rim. There 
are traces of a transfer print on the exterior. 
The interior has a smudged transfer print of a 
castle with mountains beyond, and a stretch of 
water and a tree, in front. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 19) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Cup G. 1 Castle and Tree B/W  18 
 
One white earthenware glazed shard from the 
base of a cup with a developed footrim, and 
traces of a blue and white transfer print on the 
exterior: The interior is decorated with a transfer 
print of a castle with mountains beyond, and a 
stretch of water, and a tree growing beside some 
rocks, in front. 
 
 
 1
Portobello: Transfer Printed Earthenware: Bisque & Glazed.  
 
Shards (Box 1)   
 
Pattern: (my name) "Chinese Raftman & Ruins”   
 
KEY 
 
B             Bisque shard 
G             Glazed shard 
P             Complete profile 
L                                      Large 
S                                      Small 
F             Context or feature from which the material was recovered 
FD 2006.1.1                    National Museums Scotland acquisition number 
BW: PU: BL & RE         Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black &Red.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
The name I have given to this group of shards “Chinese Raftman & Ruins” derives 
from “Chinese Raft”, a pattern named by Coysh in (1974, 106-7 illus 160), and given 
a probable Herculaneum attribution. It was suggested later by Jones that the same 
pattern, this time in reverse, may have been a Clews product FOB 66 (1989, 7 illus 2). 
A Chinese Raft teapot with a very distinctive moulded gallery was later illustrated by 
Holdaway in the FOB 86 (1995, 7 illus 2), and what could be the same teapot in 
reverse was illustrated by Jones FOB 123, 7).   
A damaged saucer decorated with a transfer print of the “Chinese Raft” with the 
addition of a horseman, with a dog on his left, riding uphill towards ruins (my 
"Chinese Raftman & Ruins”), was illustrated in the FOB 41 (Jones 1983, 6). This 
saucer seems to have many of the elements found on the Rathbone shards, although 
the transfer is often printed in reverse. There are variations in the small number of 
“Chinese Raftman & Ruin” shards recovered from Portobello. 
     
(FD 2006.1.20) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Cup B. 1 Chinese Raftman & Ruins B/W   19 
 
One white earthenware bisque shard from a 
cup, transfer printed on the exterior with a 
horseman, with a dog on his right, riding uphill 
towards ruins (illus 19 a). The internal border 
shows a crenellated castle gatehouse between 
two crenellated towers, and two trees: each 
tower has two windows: all sit on a cloud (illus 
19 b). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
(FD 2006.1.21) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Cup B. 1 Chinese Raftman & Ruins B/W  20 
 
One white earthenware bisque shard from a cup, 
transfer printed on the exterior with a horseman, with a 
dog on his right, riding uphill towards ruins. On his left, 
a Chinaman man with a pole stands on a raft. The inside 
border is as (illus 19 b): a transfer printed version of the 
gate house lies in the well of the cup.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1.22) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Bowl  B. 1 Chinese Raftman & Ruins B/W   21 
 
One white earthenware bisque 
shard from a bowl, transfer printed 
on exterior with a horseman, with a 
dog on his, left riding uphill 
towards ruins. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1.23) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Saucer G.1 Chinese Raftman & Ruins B/W  22 
 
One pearlware shard from a saucer 
decorated with an oriental tree below 
which are mountain peaks, and to the 
left, part of a colonnaded temple. Part of 
the entrance to the ruin, which the 
horseman is riding towards, is in the left 
hand corner.  
 
 
 
 
 3
(FD 2006.1.24) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Creamer B. 1 Chinese Raftman & Ruins B/W   23 
 
Two extruded bisque handles in a simple C shape. One 
almost certainly springs from a creamer rim, and the other 
is from a cup. Both are decorated with a row of transfer 
printed stylised flowers. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1.25) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Cup B. 6 Chinese Raftman & Ruins B/W  24 
 
One small white earthenware bisque shard from the 
rim of a cup, transfer printed on the exterior with 
part of the ruined arch, and on the interior with part 
of a gate house and a section of a tree. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1.26)  
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Bowl  B. 4 Chinese Raftman & Ruins B/W    
Three conjoining white earthenware bisque shards from a bowl:   
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Portobello: Transfer Printed Earthenware: Bisque & Glazed 
 
Shards (Box 1)   
 
Pattern: “Claremont”  
 
KEY 
 
B             Bisque shard 
G             Glazed shard 
P             Complete profile 
L                                      Large 
S                                      Small 
F              Context or feature from which the material was recovered 
FD 2006.1.1                 :  National Museums Scotland acquisition number 
BW: PU: BL & RE         Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black &Red.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
 
Claremont is a floral pattern introduced by Minton c1830 (Priestman 2001, 224). I am 
not sure if the glazed cup shards illustrated below are a Minton product, or a Rathbone 
copy. Minton wares were usually marked, and most of the Portobello cup base is 
missing. Howeve, on comparing the cup in the Claremont pattern published in the 
Minton book, there are definite differences (ibid PL 8.65).     
 
(FD 2006.1. 27) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Cup G.  2 Claremont B/W   25 a & b 
                                                                                             
Two glazed, white earthenware, cup 
shards decorated on both surfaces with 
blue and white transfer prints of rococo 
scrolls and flowers, “Claremont” (illus 
25 a & b),.   
 1
Portobello: Transfer Printed Earthenware: Bisque & Glazed 
 
Shards (Box 1)   
 
Pattern: (my name) "Cottage with Tall Chimney”   
 
KEY 
 
B             Bisque shard 
G             Glazed shard 
P             Complete profile 
L                                      Large 
S                                      Small 
F              Context or feature from which the material was recovered 
FD 2006.1.1                    National Museums Scotland acquisition number 
BW: PU: BL & RE         Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black &Red.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 28) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Bowl  B. 1 Cottage with Tall Chimney B/W  26 
 
One bisque white 
earthenware shard from 
the base of a bowl, 
decorated in the centre 
with the blue and white 
transfer print of a cottage 
with a tall chimney, 
behind a wall. The base 
has an out-turned, 
rounded and developed, 
footrim.  
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 29) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Cup G. 2 Cottage with Tall Chimney B/W  27 
 
Two conjoining, pearl glazed, bisque 
shards from the base of a bowl, decorated 
in the centre with a blue and white transfer 
print of a cottage with a tall chimney, 
behind a wall. The base is missing most of 
the footrim.  
 
 
 
 2
(FD 2006.1. 30) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Cup  B. 1 Cottage with Tall Chimney B/W  28 
 
One bisque, white earthenware, shard 
illustrating the complete profile of a 
London shaped cup with an out-turned, 
developed, footrim. The interior of the cup 
is decorated in the centre with the blue and 
white transfer print of a cottage with a tall 
chimney, behind a wall. See (illus 26 and 
27). The exterior shows part of the transfer 
printed landscape on the left of the cottage.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 31) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Bowl  B. 2 Cottage with Tall Chimney B/W  29 a & b 
 
Two conjoining, white 
earthenware, bisque shards 
from the rim of a bowl: The 
shards are decorated on the 
exterior with part of a blue and 
white transfer print of a cottage 
with a tall chimney, and a 
woman on the right (illus 29 a). 
The interior has part of a 
transfer printed border of 
flowers and large rococo scrolls 
(illus 29 b).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 3
(FD 2006.1. 32) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Bowl B. 1 Cottage with Tall Chimney B/W  30 a & b 
 
One bisque white earthenware shard from a 
bowl the exterior of which shows part of the 
transfer printed landscape to the left of the 
cottage (illus 30 a). 
 
 The interior has part of a transfer printed border 
of flowers, and large rococo scrolls (illus 30 b).   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 33) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Teapot  B. 1 Cottage with Tall Chimney B/W  31 
 
One bisque white 
earthenware shard from 
the rim of a round teapot, 
decorated on the interior 
with the transfer printed 
border of flowers and 
large rococo scrolls 
associated with the 
cottage with a tall 
chimney pattern. 
 
 
 
 
 4
(FD 2006.1. 34) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Cup?  B. 1 Cottage with Tall Chimney B/W  32 
 
One small, very thin, bisque white earthenware shard 
decorated with part of a blue and white transfer print of 
a woman. The interior shows part of a transfer printed 
border of flowers and large rococo scrolls. A lot of 
stippling is seen on this pattern. 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 35) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Teapot   B. 1 Cottage with Tall Chimney B/W  33 
 
One dirty, bisque, white earthenware 
shard from the cover of a London shaped 
teapot, decorated with the transfer 
printed border of flowers and large 
rococo scrolls associated with the cottage 
with a tall chimney pattern. 
The steam hole looks as if it has 
penetrated the knop, which is missing. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 36) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Saucer  G. 1 Cottage with Tall Chimney B/W  34 
 
One Glazed, white earthenware, shard from a 
saucer, decorated around the edge with the 
transfer printed border of flowers and large rococo 
scrolls associated with the cottage with a tall 
chimney pattern. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 5
(FD 2006.1. 37) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
? G. 1 Cottage with Tall Chimney B/W  35 
 
Three, white 
earthenware, bisque 
shards show parts of the 
transfer printed 
landscape around the 
cottage 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 38) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Cup? B. 3 Cottage with Tall Chimney B/W  36 
 
One small, glazed, white earthenware shard 
decorated with part of  the blue and white 
transfer print of a woman. See (illus 32), 
page 4 above, for another shard, in bisque, of 
the same woman. 
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Portobello: Transfer Printed Earthenware: Bisque & Glazed.  
 
Shards (Box 1)   
 
Pattern: (my name) “Dagger Star & Flower Border”  
 
KEY 
 
B             Bisque shard 
G             Glazed shard 
P             Complete profile 
L                                      Large 
S                                      Small 
F             Context or feature from which the material was recovered 
FD 2006.1.1                :  National Museums Scotland acquisition number 
BW: PU: BL & RE         Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black &Red.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 39) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Jug B. 1 Dagger Star & Flower Border B/W   37 
 
One white earthenware bisque 
shard from a press-moulded jug, 
decorated under the interior, and 
exterior, of the rim with the 
“Dagger Star & Flower Border”. 
The body of the jug has what 
appear to be vertical fluted panels, 
and distinctive moulding under the 
spout. There are traces of a floral 
print on the body. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
(FD 2006.1. 40) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Jug B. 1 Dagger Star & Flower Border B/W   38 
 
One, white earthenware, bisque shard 
form a press-moulded jug, decorated 
under the interior and exterior of the 
rim with transfer prints of the 
“Dagger Star & Flower Border”. The 
body of the jug has what appear to be 
vertical fluted panels and distinctive 
moulding under the spout. There are 
traces of a floral print on the body. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 (FD 2006.1. 41) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Jug. L? B. 1 Dagger Star & Flower Border B/W   39 
 
One, very thick, white earthenware 
bisque shard from a large jug decorated 
below the interior and exterior of the 
rim with transfer prints of the “Dagger 
Star & Flower Border”. There are 
traces of two floral prints on the body. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 42) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Saucer. S B. 1 Dagger Star & Flower Border B/W   40 
 
One, white earthenware, bisque shard 
from a small saucer decorated with 
the transfer print “Dagger Star & 
Flower Border”under the interior 
rim.  
 
 
 
 
 
 3
 
(FD 2006.1. 43) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Jug. L B. 1 Dagger Star & Flower Border B/W   41 
 
One, thick, white 
earthenware bisque shard, 
probably from the base of 
a large jug, decorated 
with a transfer print of the 
“Dagger Star & Flower 
Border 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 44) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Bowl B. 1 Dagger Star & Flower Border B/W   42 
 
One, white 
earthenware, bisque 
shard from a moulded 
bowl decorated below 
the wavy rim with a 
transfer print of the 
“Dagger Star & 
Flower Border”. It is 
difficult to make 
anything of the 
moulding.  
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 45) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
? G. 1 Dagger Star & Flower Border B/W   43 
 
The back of this single glazed shard has flaked, 
but is decorated with a transfer print of the 
“Dagger Star & Flower Border”. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 1
Portobello: Transfer Printed Earthenware: Bisque & Glazed. 
 
Shards (Box 1)   
 
Pattern: (my name) “Deer and Cottages”  
 
KEY 
 
B             Bisque shard 
G             Glazed shard 
P             Complete profile 
L                                      Large 
S                                      Small 
F             Context or feature from which the material was recovered 
FD 2006.1.1                    National Museums  Scotland acquisition number 
BW: PU: BL & RE         Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black &Red.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
The central transfer print of what we call “Deer and Cottages” resembles Rogers’ 
“Fallow Deer”. When the shards were recovered, the late Irene McDonald published 
two photographs of a small beaker, now in a Scottish private collection, which she 
claimed had the same transfer print as “Deer and Cottages” (Friends of Blue, Bulletin 
68 p10). I have illustrated this beaker, which has some minor differences, on page 3, 
(illus C a - b). Interestingly, there are no cup handles among shards from the site 
which match the handle on the Bute shaped cup, with a possible Portobello 
attribution, published by Priestman, (2001, 142 Pl 6.67). A blue and white transfer 
printed bowl, which might relate to this group, is in the collections of the National 
Museums Scotland; see (illus D) on page 3 below.   
 
(FD 2006.1. 46) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Saucer G. 1 Deer and Cottages B/W  No 44 a & b 
 
One pearlglazed shard from a deep saucer decorated 
around its internal rim with a blue and white transfer 
print of deer and houses, and, in the centre, with a print 
that resembles a version of Rogers “Fallow Deer”.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
(FD 2006.1. 47) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Cup G. 1 Deer and Cottages B/W No 45 
 
One pearlglazed rim shard from, probably, a small 
cup: the interior has the same house and deer border 
as seen on the saucer above. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 48) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Beaker G. 1 Deer and Cottages B/W No 46 
 
A pearlglazed rim shard from, probably, a small beaker 
similar to the one illustrated in (Friends of Blue, 
Bulletin 68 p10). The interior has the same house a
deer border as seen on the saucer abov
nd 
e.     
 
    
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 49) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Saucer B. 1 Deer and Cottages B/W No 47 
 
One, small, white earthenware bisque shard from a 
saucer decorated with part of the deer and house 
border. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 3
Illus C a -b: Scottish Private Collection. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Illus D: National Scotland 
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Portobello: Transfer Printed Earthenware:  
 
Shards (Box 1)   
 
Pattern: “Fibre”  
 
KEY 
 
B             Bisque shard 
G             Glazed shard 
P             Complete profile 
L                                      Large 
S                                      Small 
F              Context or feature from which the material was recovered 
FD 2006.1.1                    National Museums Scotland acquisition number 
BW: PU: BL & RE         Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black &Red.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
In an attempt to empty a stone well before it was destroyed, Bill Lindsay and I 
worked at Portobello till 10 o’clock one evening. From the top layers, and possibly 
from later domestic dwellings, we recovered a number of shards of Thomas Till’s 
“Fibre” pattern. Thomas Till was in production at the Sytch Pottery, Burslem in 
Staffordshire, from c1850 to 1928. “Son” changed to “Sons” in c1861 (Godden 1964, 
617).   
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 50) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Saucer G. 3 Fibre A pale grey 
blue 
U/G T Till & Son Fibre & 
Impressed Till & Son 
48 
 
 
 
See 
main 
text 
above.  
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(FD 2006.1. 51) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Cup G. 1 Fibre A pale grey blue   
One glazed white earthenware shard from a cup decorated as illus 48 above. 
 
(FD 2006.1. 52) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Saucer G. 3 Fibre A pale grey blue   
Three glazed white earthenware shard from a saucer decorated as illus 48 above. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Portobello: Transfer Printed Earthenware: Bisque & Glazed.  
 
Shards (Box 1)   
 
Pattern: “Florentine Rathbone Copy”  
 
KEY 
 
B              Bisque shard 
G              Glazed shard 
P              Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                       Small 
F              Context or feature from which the material was recovered 
FD 2006.1.1                    National Museums Scotland acquisition number 
BW: PU: BL & RE         Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black &Red.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
It has been suggested in print for many years that copies of the Minton “Florentine” 
pattern had been produced by George Gordon at Prestonpans. As yet there seems to 
be no published evidence for this hypothesis: a plate with a “Florentine” type print, 
and attributed to Prestonpans, was illustrated by Fleming (1923, 177, PL. XXXIX). 
However, until more evidence is found, this must be treated with some scepticism. 
The single bisque shard from Portobello could have come from a tureen cover, and 
appears to have been taken from Minton’s “Florentine” pattern. It certainly seems to 
have an entwining serpent, and a vase, but also has a strange, large, leaf, to the left. 
.         
(FD 2006.1. 114) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Cover? B. 1 Florentine Rathbone Copy B/W   49 
 
 
One white 
earthenware 
bisque shard, 
decorated with a 
transfer print, see 
text above. 
 1
Portobello: Transfer Printed Earthenware: Bisque & Glazed.  
 
Shards (Box 1)   
 
Pattern: (my name) "Flowers Birds and Insects”   
 
KEY 
 
B              Bisque shard 
G              Glazed shard 
P              Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                       Small 
F              Context or feature from which the material was recovered 
FD 2006.1.1                    National Museums Scotland acquisition number 
BW: PU: BL & RE         Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black &Red.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
It is considered that three, or possibly four, potteries were producing ware in this 
pattern (Griffin 2001, 118). These include the Don Pottery in Yorkshire, William Reid 
of Musselburgh, and Thomas Rathbone of Portobello. This hypothesis is mostly based 
on the variation in the underglaze blue and white “GENUINE OPAQUE CHINA” 
backstamps, (ibid 118-9). I have examined the museum shards at some length and 
have illustrated what I think is a complete Portobello mark, from a jug purchased in 
Edinburgh, see (illus E a-b) on page 4 below. The handle and decoration illustrated by 
Griffin on the left of Pl 94, on page 119, would seem to be Rathbone, but the 
backstamp illustrated on the bottom left of page 118 is markedly different. There is 
always the possibility that, over a period of time, Rathbone used more than one 
backstamp. The handle from the Rathbone group of handle shards (illus 56 b) page 4 
below, has only one pronounced spur and is similar to the example illustrated by 
Griffin (ibid 119, Pl 94 left). Interestingly, none of the few glazed Rathbone shards 
recovered so far has polychrome decoration.  
 
(FD 2006.1. 53) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Jug? G. 1 Flower Birds & Insects B/W U/G Backstamp 49 
 
One glazed, white 
earthenware, base 
shard, almost certainly 
from a jug, with part 
of a blue and white 
underglaze 
backstamp, 
“GENUINE 
OPAQUE CHINA”: 
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(FD 2006.1. 54) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Jug G. 1 Flower Birds & Insects B/W U/G Backstamp 50 
 
One glazed, white 
earthenware, base shard from 
a jug has part of a blue and 
white underglaze backstamp, 
“GENUINE OPAQUE 
CHINA”. The body is 
decorated with a transfer print 
of flowers  
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 55) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Jug G. 1 Flower Birds & Insects B/W U/G Backstamp 51 
 
One glazed, white earthenware, base and body shard 
from a jug, with part of a blue and white underglaze 
backstamp, “GENUINE OPAQUE CHINA”: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 56) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Jugs B. 3 Flower Birds & Insects B/W  52 
 
Three, wavy, white 
earthenware, bisque 
rim and body shards, 
two conjoining, from 
two jugs, both 
decorated with bits of 
the “Flowers Birds 
and Insects” transfer 
print.  
 
 
 
 3
(F .1. 57
S C  Ma ks 
D 2006 ) 
Form hards Pattern Name olour r Illus 
Jugs G. 11 Flower Birds & Insects B/W  3 a & b 5
Eleven 
pearlgla
shards, 
including r
body, and 
handle, with 
three, and tw
conjoining. 
The shards are
from at leas
three jugs, 
decorated wit
fragments of 
the “Flowe
Birds and
Insects” 
transfer print, (illus 53 a). The Rathbone handle
zed 
ims, 
o, 
 
t 
h 
rs 
 
 
as one upper spur (illus 53 b). See main text.  
 
h
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Illus E a-b: K.2006. 433: National Museums Scotland:  
 
ated 
els. 
d 
hards in 
e NMS.  
 
 
Two illustrations 
showing a damaged 
jug, and Backstamp, 
which was purchased
on the internet from 
an Edinburgh dealer. 
The jug was decor
over the “Flower 
Birds & Insects” 
transfer print with 
polychrome enam
The polychrome 
painting apart, the 
backstamp, handle, 
and transfer printe
decoration are an 
exact parallel to the 
Portobello s
th
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 1
Portobello: Transfer Printed Earthenware: Bisque & Glazed. 
 
Shards (Box 1)   
 
Pattern: (my name) “Girl Musician II”   
 
KEY 
 
B              Bisque shard 
G              Glazed shard 
P              Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                       Small 
F              Context or feature from which the material was recovered 
FD 2006.1.1                    National Museums Scotland acquisition number 
BW: PU: BL & RE         Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black &Red.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
It is reasonable to assume that the pattern which I have named “Girl Musician II” was 
derived from the same source print, or copied from the John and Richard Riley pattern 
known as “The Girl Musician”, illustrated in Coysh (1979 58-9 fig 76). Another 
version was discussed in the Friends of Blue, (Henrywood 10, p 6) but this was not 
illustrated. Unlike the Riley version with three figures on the right of the transfer, the 
Rathbone bisque shards show the pattern reversed, and has only two figures, a 
kneeling shepherd with a crook, and a girl musician. The print on the Rathbone bisque 
cup shards seems to show a country house, similar to Riley’s but, again, reversed 
(illus 87) page 3 below. The Rathbone shards also have a distinctive floral border. So 
far, I have been unable to identify any extant examples of this pattern.      
 
(FD 2006.1.100) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Saucers B. 12  Girl Musician II B/W    82 
 
Twelve, white earthenware, bisque 
shards from a minimum of four 
saucers are decorated with transfer 
prints of the “Girl Musician II”, and 
a flower border, see main text 
above. 
Only eleven of these shards are 
illustrated here, as one body shard 
is presently on display in the 
Museum of Scotland, Chamber 
Street. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
 
 
(F .1. 10
S C  Ma s Illus 
D 2006 1) 
Form hards Pattern Name olour rk
Plate. S B. 1 Girl Musician II  B/W   83 
 
One bisque shard, in a white fabric, from a 
small plate decorated with a transfer print of 
the “Girl Musician II” pattern and the flower 
rder: See main text above. 
C  Ma s Illus 
bo
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(F .1. 10
S
 
D 2006 2) 
Form hards Pattern Name olour rk
Bowl? B. 1 Girl Musician II  B/W   84 
 
One, white earthenware, bisqu
shard from a bowl decorated 
with a transfer print of the “Girl
Musician II
e 
 
” pattern: See main 
xt above 
 
te
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 3
 
(F .1. 10
S C  Ma s Illus 
D 2006 3) 
Form hards Pattern Name olour rk
Cups B. 7 Girl Musician II  B/W   85 
 
Seven, white earthenware, 
bisque shards from what is
probably two cups. Three
shards from one cup a
illustrated. This was 
decorated on the interior 
only with a transfer print o
the flo
 
 
re 
f 
wer pattern which 
ormally occurs with “Girl Musician II”. See main text above. 
(F .1. 10
S C  Ma s Illus 
n
 
 
D 2006 4) 
Form hards Pattern Name olour rk
Cup? B. 3 Girl Musician II  B/W   86 
 
Two, white earthenware, bisque shards from
bowl decorated only on the interior with 
transfer print of the flower pattern. This 
normally occurs w
 a 
a 
ith “Girl Musician II”: See 
ain text above. 
 
(F .1.105
C  Ma s Illus 
m
 
 
 
 
 
D 2006 ) 
Form Shards Pattern Name olour rk
Cups  B.  10 Girl Musician II  B/W   87 
 
Ten, white earthenware, 
bisque shards with three
two, conjoining, from a 
minimum of three cups 
decorated with transfer prints 
of the “Girl Musician II” and 
flower b
, and 
order: See main text 
above. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 4
(F .1.106
S C  Ma s Illus 
D 2006 ) 
Form hards Pattern Name olour rk
Bowls  G. 2 Girl Musician II  B/W   88 
 
Two, thick, glazed white earthenware shards 
from bowls decorated with transfer prints of 
the “Girl Musician II”. See main text above. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 1
Portobello: Transfer Printed Earthenware:  
 
Shards (Box 1)   
 
Pattern: (my name) "Gondola and Flowers”   
 
KEY 
 
B              Bisque shard 
G              Glazed shard 
P              Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                       Small 
F              Context or feature from which the material was recovered 
FD 2006.1.1                    National Museums Scotland acquisition number 
BW: PU: BL & RE         Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black &Red.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
Of the six bisque Portobello shards from, probably, two slip-cast vessels, possibly 
tureens, only two conjoin. I have named this pattern “Gondola and Flowers” to 
differentiate it from “Gondola”, which was produced by the Clyde pottery in 
Scotland, and probably several others. Coysh & Henrywood (1989, 92) illustrated two 
plates marked “Gondola” in a simple frame. By an unknown maker, these are 
decorated with boats in different harbour scenes, against backgrounds of Italianate 
buildings.  
A plate with a Gondola type print attributed to Prestonpans was illustrated by Fleming 
(1923, 177, PL. XXXIX). This, however, must be treated with some scepticism.    
 
(FD 2006.1. 58) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Tureen? B.  2 Gondola and Flowers BL?  53 
 
Two, conjoining, 
white earthenware 
bisque body shards 
decorated with part of 
a rococo style gondola 
punted by a man, 
with, to the left, 
another figure sitting 
under a canopy, 
steering the boat. A 
range of buildings lies 
behind the boat. On 
the right are rococo 
                                                                                                      scrolls and flowers 
  
 
 
 2
(FD 2006.1. 58) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Tureen? B. 3 Gondola and Flowers P?  54 
 
 Three shards, two conjoining, 
are decorated with part of a 
rococo style gondola. The shard 
illustrated shows a man in the 
centre punting the boat from right 
to left, while another figure sits 
under the rear canopy and steers 
with a long fancy rudder. On the 
forecastle there appears to be a 
third figure sitting with what 
looks like a large pot. A range of 
buildings lies behind the boat. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 59) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Tureen?  B. 1 Gondola and Flowers B/W   
One bisque white earthenware body shard not illustrated. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 1
Portobello: Transfer Printed Earthenware: Bisque & Glazed. 
 
Shards (Box 1)   
 
Pattern: "Indian Figure”   
 
KEY 
 
B             Bisque shard 
G             Glazed shard 
P             Complete profile 
L                                      Large 
S                                      Small 
F             Context or feature from which the material was recovered 
FD 2006.1.1                    National Museums Scotland acquisition number 
BW: PU: BL & RE         Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black &Red.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
 
When I first started work on the Portobello shards this was an unknown pattern, and 
was catalogued as such. However, a shard from a saucer showing much of the b/w 
pattern, and most of the backstamp was recovered, in the course of a recent 
archaeological program, from a trench close to the rear of the kilns. There is little 
doubt that this reads “Indian Figure” above something like “Nankin China” or “Pekin 
China”. As another program of work is to be carried out on the site, this shard cannot 
be published at present, but I have been able to illustrate the backstamp (illus F) on 
page 4 below.  
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 107) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Teapot G. 8 Turk Scroll’s & Flowers B/W  89 
 
Eight conjoining 
shards from the 
body of a blue 
and white 
transfer printed 
teapot, decorated 
with rococo 
scenes of an 
eastern figure 
and, what looks                                
like, a long pipe:   
 
 
 
 
 
 2
(FD 2006.1.108) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Teapot G. 7 Indian Figure B/W  90 
 
Seven, conjoining, shards from 
the rim and shoulder of a blue 
and white transfer printed 
teapot decorated with a rococo 
border and flower sprays on the 
inside of high, wavy, everted 
rim.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 109) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Teapot G. 6 Indian Figure B/W  91 
 
Six, conjoining, shards 
from the body and spout 
of a transfer printed teapot 
decorated with rococo 
scenes of an eastern figure 
and, what looks like, a 
long pipe. The strainer has 
six large, individually 
pierced, holes around a 
seventh hole:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 3
(FD 2006.1. 110) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Teapot B. 2 Indian Figure  B/W  92 
 
Two, conjoining, white 
earthenware bisque shards, 
possibly from a teapot in a different 
style to the ones above, decorated 
with a rococo scene of an eastern 
figure and, what looks like, a long 
pipe.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1.111) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Teapot G. 4 Indian Figure  B/W   
Four glazed white earthenware shards not illustrated. 
 
(FD 2006.1. 86) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Cup G. 4 Indian Figure  B/W  72 
 
Four glazed white 
earthenware shards, 
three conjoining, from a 
cup decorated with the 
Indian Figure border. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 87) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
  Indian Figure  B/W  73 
 
Three glazed white earthenware 
shards from a cup decorated with the 
Indian Figure border 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 4
(FD 2006.1. 88) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Cup B. 1 Indian Figure  B/W  74 
 
Two bisque white earthenware shards from a cup 
decorated with the Indian Figure border. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 89) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Cup G. 5 Indian Figure  B/W  75 
Five glazed white earthenware shards not illustrated. 
 
(FD 2006.1. 90) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Cup B. 1 Indian Figure  B/W  76 
One bisque white earthenware shards not illustrated. 
 
(FD 2006.1. 91) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Cup B. 1 Indian Figure  B/W  77 
One bisque white earthenware shards not illustrated. 
 
(FD 2006.1. 92) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Saucer B. 3 Indian Figure  B/W  78 
Three bisque white earthenware shards not illustrated 
 
Illus F: Scottish Urban Archaeological Trust Ltd. 
 1
Portobello: Transfer Printed Earthenware: Bisque & Glazed. 
 
Shards (Box 1)   
 
Pattern: (my name) "Mega Flower Border”   
 
KEY 
 
B              Bisque shard 
G              Glazed shard 
P              Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                       Small 
F              Context or feature from which the material was recovered 
FD 2006.1.1                 :  National Museums Scotland acquisition number 
BW: PU: BL & RE         Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black &Red.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
The “Mega Flower Border” is known to have been used on large bowls with a number 
of Rathbone central patterns including “Two Temples” (Word File 34 illus 152), 
“Octagonal Vermicelli”, “Church” (Word File 20) “Woman with Child” (Word File 
29) and “Talking Farmers” (Word File 24) and below (illus G), on page 3. It has been 
suggested that a jug, printed with a variation of the “Milkmaid” pattern, FOB, (Otto 
1983, 14 fig 2) and a cup and saucer, also in the “Milkmaid” pattern (Coysh and 
Henrywood 1989, 137 Pl 3), based on the borders, are Rathbone products. However, 
although the borders are similar, both differ markedly from the shards published 
below. The great disparity in the thickness of the shards could mean that this pattern 
was used over a period. 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 60) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Jug G. 1 Mega Flower Border B/W No 55 
 
One thick glazed white 
earthenware rim shard from a 
moulded jug decorated with 
part of the transfer printed 
pattern “Mega Flower 
Border”. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
(FD 2006.1. 61) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Jug B. 1 Mega Flower Border B/W No 56 
 
One thick bisque white earthenware rim shard 
from a moulded jug decorated with part of the 
transfer printed pattern “Mega Flower 
Border”. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 62) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Bowls B. 5 Mega Flower Border B/W No 57 
 
Five bisque white earthenware 
shards, including two rims, 
from bowls decorated with 
parts of the transfer printed 
pattern “Mega Flower Border”. 
Only four shards are illustrated 
here, as one rim is on display in 
the Museum of Scotland 
Chamber Street.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 63) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Bowl G. 3 Mega Flower Border B/W No  
Three very thick glazed white earthenware shards including a rim not illustrated  
 
(FD 2006.1. 64)  
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Bowl G. 1 Mega Flower Border B/W No  
One glazed white earthenware body shard not illustrated. 
 
 3
Illus G: Scottish Private Collection: Detail of the “Mega Flower Border”: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 1
Portobello: Transfer Printed Earthenware:  
 
Shards (Box 1)   
 
Pattern: (my name) “Look Mummy”  
 
KEY 
 
B              Bisque shard 
G              Glazed shard 
P              Complete profile 
L                                      Large 
S                                      Small 
F             Context or feature from which the material was recovered 
FD 2006.1.1                    National Museums Scotland acquisition number 
BW: PU: BL & RE         Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black &Red.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
 
I worked with Bill Lindsay at Portobello until 10 o’clock one evening in an attempt to 
empty a stone lined well before it was destroyed. From the top layers, and possibly 
from the later domestic dwellings, these shards were recovered.  
 
Although they do not conjoin, it is possible that all three shards illustrated below 
come from the same vessel.  
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 74) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Cup G. 1 Look Mummy BL  64 
 
One glazed white earthenware 
base shard decorated with the 
black transfer print of a large 
architectural vase in an Italianate 
landscape:   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
(FD 2006.1. 75) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Cup G. 1 Look Mummy BL  65 a & b 
 
Two, conjoining, glazed white earthenware 
shards from the rim and body of a cup with 
an everted rim and developed footrim. 
Decorated with the brown transfer print of 
an architectural vase in an Italianate 
landscape viewed by two women and a child 
pointing (illus 65 a). The interior of the cup 
is decorated below the rim with a broad 
border (illus 65 b).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 1
Portobello: Transfer Printed Earthenware: Bisque & Glazed. 
 
Shards (Box 1)   
 
Pattern: (my name) “Octagonal Vermicelli (Church)”  
 
KEY 
 
B              Bisque shard 
G              Glazed shard 
P              Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                       Small 
F              Context or feature from which the material was recovered 
FD 2006.1.1                 :  National Museums Scotland acquisition number 
BW: PU: BL & RE         Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black &Red.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
Several potteries are known to have used sections of the vermicelli transfer print as 
part of a pattern. Of these, the most significant was almost certainly the Don pottery 
in Yorkshire where the vermicelli pattern has dots along both sides of the line 
(Griffin, 2001, 112). Rathbone’s “Octagonal Vermicelli (Church)” of which there are 
at least two versions, with cows, see (illus H on page 3) below, or without cows, also 
has dots along both sides (1985, 72 Pl 430). A vermicelli teapot with a different scene 
within an octagonal vignette; is illustrated by Miller and Berthoud. Interestingly, the 
border of leaves on the shoulder resembles those on the saucer, shown on page 2 
below, (illus 60). 
.           
(FD 2006.1. 65) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Cup G. 1 Octagonal Vermicelli:  Church 1 B/W    58 
 
One white earthenware 
glazed shard from the 
base of a cup decorated 
with a blue and white 
transfer print of a 
church in a landscape 
within an octagonal 
vignette., surrounded by 
a band of vermicelli,  
 The exterior of the cup 
is decorated with sheet 
vermicelli.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
(FD 2006.1. 66) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Cup G. 2 Octagonal Vermicelli: Church 1 B/W   59 
 
 Two, conjoining, 
glazed white 
earthenware shards 
from the base of a cup 
decorated with a blue 
and white transfer print 
of a church in a 
landscape within an 
octagonal vignette, 
surrounded by a band of 
vermicelli,. 
 The exterior of the cup 
is decorated with sheet 
vermicelli inset with a   
 larger example of the 
octagonal church.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 67) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Saucer B. 2 Octagonal Vermicelli:  Church 2 B/W    60 
 
Two white earthenware 
shards from a thick saucer 
decorated on the interior 
with a blue and white 
transfer print of a church 
in a landscape within an 
octagonal vignette, 
surrounded by dotted 
vermicelli, and an outer 
border of leaves. This 
large vignette also has 
two grazing cattle, see 
page 3 (illus H) below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 3
(FD 2006.1. 68) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
? B. 2 Octagonal Vermicelli: Church  B/W    
 Two white earthenware bisque shards not illustrated. 
 
(FD 2006.1. 69)  
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Jug G. 1 Octagonal Vermicelli:  Church B/W     
One glazed white earthenware shard with a handle scar not illustrated. 
 
(FD 2006.1. 70)  Note (London shaped) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Bowl G. 1 Octagonal Vermicelli: Church B/W    
One glazed white earthenware shard from a bowl not illustrated. 
 
 
Illus H: Scottish Private Collection 
 This large Rathbone 
bowl is held in a 
Scottish private 
collection. The centre of 
the interior is decorated 
with a blue and white 
transfer print of a 
church in a landscape 
within an octagonal 
vignette, surrounded by 
a band of dotted 
vermicelli, and the 
“Mega Flower Border” 
see (Word File 18: 
page 3: illus G).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 1
Portobello: Transfer Printed Earthenware:  
 
Shards (Box 1)   
 
Pattern: (my name) “Octagonal Vermicelli (Flowers)”  
 
KEY 
 
B              Bisque shard 
G              Glazed shard 
P              Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                       Small 
F              Context or feature from which the material was recovered 
FD 2006.1.1                    National Museums Scotland acquisition number 
BW: PU: BL & RE         Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black &Red.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
Several potteries are known to have used sections of a vermicelli transfer print as part 
of a pattern. Of these, the most significant was almost certainly the Don pottery in 
Yorkshire where the vermicelli has dots along both sides of the line (Griffin, 2001, 
112). Rathbone’s “Octagonal Vermicelli (Flowers)” has no dots. See page 3 below, 
for illustrations of a small saucer dish (I), and a teapot decorated with this print (J).
          
   
(FD 2006.1. 71)  
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Saucer  B. 1 Octagonal Vermicelli: Flowers B/W   61 
 
One large white bisque shard 
from a saucer dish with a floral 
transfer print within an octagonal 
vignette, surrounded by an area 
of plain vermicelli  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
(FD 2006.1. 72) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Saucer B. 3 Octagonal Vermicelli: Flowers B/W  62 
 
Three bisque white earthenware 
shards, with two conjoining, from a 
saucer dish decorated with a floral 
transfer print within an octagonal 
vignette, surrounded by an area of 
plain vermicelli  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 73) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Tea-bowl B. 2 Octagonal Vermicelli: Flowers B/W  63 a & b 
 
Two, very small, 
fine, bisque white 
earthenware rim 
shards from either 
a tea-bowl or a 
cup, decorated on 
the exterior with a 
blue and white transfer printed floral border between plain vermicelli (illus 63 a). 
There is a band of hatched vermicelli on the interior (illus 63 b).   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 3
 
Illus I: Author: 
 
This small saucer dish decorated with 
the b/w transfer print “Octagonal 
Vermicelli (Flowers)” is presently in 
the author’s possession 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Illus J: Scottish Private Collection 
 
Housed in a 
Scottish private 
collection, this  
small teapot and 
cover is decorated 
with the b/w 
transfer print 
“Octagonal 
Vermicelli 
(Flowers)” and 
was illustrated by 
Berthoud & 
Maskell (2006, 35 
PL 207).   
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Portobello: Transfer Printed Earthenware: Bisque & Glazed.  
 
Shards (Box 1)   
 
Pattern: (my name) “Resting Camel” 
 
KEY 
 
B              Bisque shard 
G              Glazed shard 
P              Complete profile 
L                                      Large 
S                                      Small 
F              Context or feature from which the material was recovered 
FD 2006.1.1                    National Museums Scotland acquisition number 
BW: PU: BL & RE         Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black &Red.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
   
Philip Miller and Michael Berthoud (1985, 280 Pl 1679) illustrated a teapot 140mm 
high, decorated with this transfer print, the property of Libra Antiques. It was 
unmarked, a variant of the London shape, and dated by the authors to c1825. 
 
(FD 2006.1. 77) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Teapot B. 2 Resting Camel B/W   66 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Two, conjoining, shards from the shoulder of a round teapot decorated with a transfer 
print the “Resting Camel”. There is a small floral transfer print immediately above the 
spout scar.  
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 78) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Teapot B. 1 Resting Camel B/W   
One white earthenware bisque shard not illustrated. 
 
 
 
 
 
 1
 2
(FD 2006.1. 79) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Saucer B. 2 Resting Camel B/W  67 
 
Two, conjoining, white earthenware saucer 
shards decorated with the same transfer printed 
floral border illustrated by Miller and Berthoud. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 80) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Cup G. 1 Resting Camel B/W  68 a & b 
 
One glazed earthenware shard from the base of 
a cup decorated inside with the transfer print of 
a domed building (illus 68 a), and decorated on 
the outside with two pots (illus 68 b). The pots 
can also be seen on the teapot illustrated by 
Miller and Berthoud (1985, 280 Pl 1679). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
  
3
3
 
(FD 2006.1. 81) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Plate G.1 Resting Camel B/W   69 
 
One glazed earthenware shard from the base of a plate 
decorated with the transfer print of a tent frame and 
two date palms. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 82) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Cup B. 2 Resting Camel B/W  70 
 
One, thinly potted, white earthenware 
bisque rim shard from a cup, decorated 
with the transfer print of a domed 
building, and on the inside with the same 
floral border illustrated by Miller and 
Berthoud. Not illustrated is a base shard, 
which may be from this cup. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 83) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Saucer B. 1 Resting Camel B/W   
One white earthenware bisque shard not illustrated. 
 
 
 
 
 
( 
 
 
 
 1
Portobello: Transfer Printed Earthenware: Bisque & Glazed. 
 
Shards (Box 1)   
 
Pattern: (my name) “Ruins in Landscape”   
 
KEY 
 
B              Bisque shard 
G              Glazed shard 
P              Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                       Small 
F              Context or feature from which the material was recovered 
FD 2006.1.1                    National Museums Scotland acquisition number 
BW: PU: BL & RE         Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black &Red.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 84) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Jug B. 4 Ruins  B/W   70 
Four, conjoining, white earthenware bisque shards from the shoulder of a jug 
decorated with the transfer print of ruin. As I have no idea what type of building this 
is, perhaps an abbey, I have named it simply “Ruins in Landscape”.   
 
 
 
 
 
 2
(FD 2006.1. 85) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Cups? G. 2 Ruins B/W  71 
 
 Two, small, glazed shards from what are 
probably cups. The exterior shows part 
of the ruin in (illus 70) above, while the 
interior shows part of a transfer printed 
floral border. 
 
 
 
 
Portobello: Transfer Printed Earthenware: Glazed. 
 
Shards (Box 1)   
 
Pattern: “Success to the Plough”   
 
KEY 
 
B               Bisque shard 
G               Glazed shard 
P               Complete profile 
L                                        Large 
S                                        Small 
F               Context or feature from which the material was recovered 
FD 2006.1.1                     National Museums Scotland acquisition number 
BW: PU: BL & RE          Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black &Red.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 93) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Jug?  G. 7 Success to the Plough B/W   75 
 
Seven, conjoining, 
glazed white 
earthenware 
shards, probably 
from a jug 
decorated with 
part of a blue and 
white transfer 
print of a farmer 
within a 
landscape, and 
what appears to be 
a heraldic device 
enclosing a 
                                                                                                            plough, etc. 
                                                                                                             
 
 1
Portobello: Transfer Printed Earthenware:  
 
Shards (Box 1)   
 
Pattern: (my name) "Talking Farmers”   
 
KEY 
 
B              Bisque shard 
G              Glazed shard 
P              Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                       Small 
F              Context or feature from which the material was recovered 
FD 2006.1.1                 :  Unique National Museums Scotland acquisition number 
BW: PU: BL & RE         Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black &Red.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
 
The key to this pattern is the 10-¼ inch diameter bowl published by Otto in the 
Friends of Blue (1883, no 39 14 Pl-1). The rural scene shows two farmers, with a dog 
alongside, talking in front of a cottage. To the left are another two, smaller, figures 
talking. Around this scene is the “Mega Flower Border”. There is good evidence in 
the Rathbone shards for a number of variations of this pattern (illus 77). On page 2, a 
sheep is in front of the cottage door is exactly where one of the talking farmers should 
be, while (illus 127b) has a sheep to the left of the farmers’ feet. These are different 
from the transfer on the extant bowl (illus K and L) on page 3.  
  
   
(FD 2006.1. 94) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Bowl G. 1 Talking farmers B/W   76 
 
One glazed earthenware body shard from a 
bowl decorated with a blue and white transfer 
print which shows part of the two small figures 
found on the “Talking Farmers”, published by 
Otto (1883, 14 Pl 1).   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
(FD 2006.1. 95) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Bowl? G. 1 Flower Border B/W   77 
 
One glazed earthenware body shard from a bowl decorated 
with a blue and white transfer print which shows a section 
of the cottage found on the “Talking Farmers”, and 
published by Otto (1983, 14 pl 1). This shard shows a sheep 
in front of the cottage door exactly where one of the talking 
farmers should be. See main text. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 96) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Bowl B.  5 Talking farmers B/W   78 
 
One of five shards is illustrated. This is a thick, 
white earthenware, bisque shard with faint traces 
of the “Talking Farmer” transfer print. As all the 
shards have been heavily stippled, and are 
smudged, identification has proved difficult.      
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 147) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Footbath G. 1 Talking farmers B/W   127 a & b 
One thick, glazed, white 
earthenware, basal 
angled shard from a 
large footbath decorated 
on the exterior with a 
transfer print of the 
talking Shepherds (illus 
127 a) and on the 
interior base with a 
willow pattern transfer 
print. The combination 
of Chinoiserie and a 
British inspired design 
was not common in the 
                                                                                                  19th century. 
     
 3
Illus G: National Museums Scotland: H. MEK914: 
A variation “Talking Farmers” with “Mega Flowers Border” 
 
Illus H: National Museums Scotland: K. 2006. 429: 
A variation of the “Talking Farmers” with “Mega Flowers Border” 
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Illus M: National Museums Scotland:  
A variation of “Talking Farmers” with “Mega Flowers Border” 
 
 
 1
Portobello: Transfer Printed Earthenware: Bisque & Glazed. 
 
Shards (Box 1)   
 
Pattern: “The Font”  
 
KEY 
 
B              Bisque shard 
G              Glazed shard 
P              Complete profile 
L                                      Large 
S                                      Small 
F             Context or feature from which the material was recovered 
FD 2006.1.1                :   National Museums Scotland acquisition number 
BW: PU: BL & RE         Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black &Red.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
The “Font” seems to have been one of Thomas Rathbone’s commonest blue and white 
patterns, see page 3 below (illus N). Although often found on plates, the author is 
aware of several other shapes which include two pierced chestnut baskets, part of a 
supper set, a tureen and stand, and a large wash bowl. The same pattern was probably 
first produced by Spode in the 1820s as “Girl at the Well” (Drackard and Holdaway 
1983, 136), and later used by Heath, Harvey and Edward Challinor of Staffordshire 
(Coysh and Henrywood 1982, Vol 1-144 & Vol 2 – 84).  
Wares in the Font pattern are often found with an added impressed mark, generally an 
impressed crown, but very occasionally, an impressed crown within a double circle 
within which is “T R & CO. STONE CHINA”.  As this is such a common pattern, I 
have not photographed many shards in detail.  
 
(FD 2006.1. 97) 
Forms Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Various B. 2 G. 2 The Font B/W  Transfer Printed “Font” 79 
 
Four white earthenware shards, two 
bisque, and two glazed, from 
various vessels marked on the 
bases with parts of the Font transfer 
print. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
 
(FD 2006.1. 98) 
Forms Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Various G. 6 The Font B/W   80 
 
Six white earthenware glazed 
shards from plates, bowls with 
sloping sides, and a large wash 
bowl, all decorated with parts 
of the Font transfer print.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 99) 
Form   Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Various B.  23  The Font B/W   81 
Twenty-three white earthenware bisque shards from a number of different vessels all 
decorated with fragments of the Font transfer print. Ashet plates and bowls are the 
only identifiable forms.  
 
 3
Illus N: Scottish Private Collection: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This ashet is marked on the rear with the transfer print of a well, water gushing 
upwards, above the words “THE FONT” 
 
 1
Portobello: Transfer Printed Earthenware: Bisque & Glazed.  
 
Shards (Box 1)   
 
Pattern: (my name) “Twa Coos”   
 
KEY 
 
B              Bisque shard 
G              Glazed shard 
P              Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                       Small 
F              Context or feature from which the material was recovered 
FD 2006.1.1                    National Museums Scotland acquisition number 
BW: PU: BL & RE         Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black &Red.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
(FD 2006.1.112) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Bowl B. 1 Twa Coos B/W   93 
 
One bisque white earthenware shard from the 
base of a bowl decorated on the interior with a 
small transfer print of two cows ruminating.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 113) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Bowl B. 1 Twa Coos B/W  94 
 
One bisque white earthenware 
shard from the base of a bowl 
decorated in the interior with a 
small transfer print of two cows 
ruminating 
Portobello: Transfer Printed Earthenware: Bisque. 
 
Shards (Box 1)   
 
Pattern: (my name) “Wild Dog Roses”   
 
KEY 
 
B              Bisque shard 
G              Glazed shard 
P              Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                       Small 
F              Context or feature from which the material was recovered 
FD 2006.1.1                    National Museums Scotland acquisition number 
BW: PU: BL & RE         Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black &Red.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1.115) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Jug B. 1 Wild Dog Roses B/W   95 a & b 
 
One, white earthenware bisque rim shard from a 
large, moulded jug with a pronounced, beaded, 
rim, and vertically ribbed neck panels with a 
groove running around the shoulder. There are 
transfer prints on both surfaces, a print resembling 
dog roses with  buds and leaves on the exterior 
(illus 95 a), and different flowers on the interior 
(illus 95 b). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
(FD 2006.1. 116) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Jug B. 1 Wild Dog Roses B/W  96 
 
One white earthenware bisque rim shard from a 
large moulded jug with a beaded rim and large, 
vertically ribbed, neck panels: There are transfer 
prints on both surfaces, a print resembling dog 
roses on the exterior (illus 96 a), and mixed 
flowers on the interior (illus 96b). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 1
Portobello: Transfer Printed Earthenware: Bisque & Glazed. 
 
Shards (Box 1)   
 
Pattern: (my name) “Women with Child”  
 
KEY 
 
B              Bisque sherd 
G              Glazed sherd 
P              Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                       Small 
F              Context or feature from which the material was recovered 
FD 2006.1.1                 :  National Museums  Scotland acquisition number 
BW: PU: BL & RE         Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black &Red.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1.117) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Bowl G. 1 Women with Child B/W   97 
 
One glazed white 
earthenware shard from a 
bowl showing part of the 
central blue and white 
transfer print of a ‘Women 
with Child’. There is a large 
bowl in this pattern of two 
women and a child looking 
over one shoulder in the 
ceramic store of the 
National Museums Scotland 
(H.MEK 582) (illus J) on 
page 3 below. The museum 
bowl also has the “Mega 
Flower Border”. See (Word 
File 16) and (MacDonald 
1983, 7) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
(FD 2006.1.118) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Saucer B. 1 Women with Child B/W  98 
 
Two bisque rim shards 
from a white earthenware 
saucer decorated with part 
of the “Women with 
Child” transfer print and 
“Mega Flower Border”. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 119) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Saucer B. 1 Women with Child B/W   99 
   
One bisque rim shard from a white 
earthenware saucer decorated in the 
centre with part of a transfer print of 
women’s feet from the pattern known as 
the “Women with Child”, and a section 
of the “Mega Flower Border”. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 3
Illus J: H. MEK. 582: National Museums Scotland: Bowl: “Women & Child”.  
 
 
 
 1
Portobello: Transfer Printed Earthenware:  
 
Shards (Box 2)   
 
Patterns: “Unknown” Glazed  
 
Several glazed shards, in a number of forms, and decorated with transfer prints 
unknown to the author, were recovered from Portobello, and these are illustrated 
below. The recovery of glazed shards from one vessel is not necessarily evidence that 
this vessel was produced on site. However, as in the case of (FD 2006.1. - illus 00), 
when two different vessels are represented, statistically, the evidence is much 
stronger.   
 
KEY 
 
B               Bisque shard 
G               Glazed shard 
P               Complete profile 
L                                        Large 
S                                        Small 
F               Context or feature from which the material was recovered 
FD 2006.1.1 to infinity:    National Museums Scotland acquisition number 
B/W: PU: BL RE & GR: Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black Re& Green.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1.137) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Saucer G. 4 Unnamed RE  Impressed stylised flower 117 a & b 
 
Four glazed, 
conjoining, 
white 
earthenware 
shards from a 
saucer decorated 
with a red 
transfer print of 
flowers and a 
bird around a 
landscape. On the obverse of one shard there is 
(illus 117 b), an impressed stylised flower 
with eight petals, c10 mm in diameter.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
 
(FD 2006.1. 138) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Saucer G. 3 Unnamed  B/W  118 
 
Three glazed white earthenware 
shards from a saucer decorated 
with a transfer printed black 
border of flowers, and perhaps a 
similar central panel. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 139) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Bowl/Saucer G. 2 Unnamed  B/W & GR  119 
 
Two glazed white earthenware 
shards from a bowl and a saucer 
decorated with a broad transfer 
printed border of tiny stylised 
flowers, one in blue and white, and 
one in green and white. The blue and 
white bowl shard is decorated on the 
exterior with the same transfer. 
There is evidence for a central transfer print on the green saucer. 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 140) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Saucer G. 1 Unnamed  PU  120 
 
One rim shard from a moulded 
bone china saucer decorated with 
a purple transfer print of what are 
probably sea shells, coral and sea 
weed within a small reserve. 
There is a transfer printed purple 
border. 
 
 
 
 
 3
(FD 2006.1.141) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
? G. 1 Unnamed  Red  121 
 
One small, flat, glazed white earthenware 
shard, transfer printed in red on both surfaces. 
A small sailing boat is on one surface, and on 
the other, possibly a courtier. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 142) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Cup G. 1 Unnamed  B/W   122 a & b 
 
One glazed 
white 
earthenware rim 
shard from a 
cup, decorated 
on both surfaces 
with blue and 
white transfer 
prints of rococo 
scrolls and flowers.   
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 143) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Bowl G. 1 Unnamed  B/W  123 
 
One glazed white earthenware rim 
shard from a bowl, decorated on both 
surfaces with blue and white transfer 
prints of rococo scrolls and Flowers. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 4
(FD 2006.1.144) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Cup? G. 1 Unnamed  BL  124 
One glazed white earthenware 
shard from a cup, decorated on 
the exterior with a black 
transfer print of woods, and on 
the interior with, probably, a 
border showing the figure of a 
ploughman, and houses.  
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1.149) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Jug G. 2 Unnamed  B/W  129 
 
 
 
Two, conjoining, glazed white earthenware rim shards from a large jug with a section 
of the handle still attached. The shards are decorated on both surfaces with somewhat 
smudged transfer prints of mixed flowers. See also (Word File 31: FD. 2006.1.150 
illus 130).    
 
 
 1
Portobello: Transfer Printed Earthenware:  
 
Shards (Box 2)   
 
Patterns: “Unnamed”  
 
KEY 
 
B              Bisque shard 
G              Glazed shard 
P              Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                       Small 
F              Context or feature from which the material was recovered 
FD 2006.1.1                    National Museums Scotland acquisition number 
BW: PU: BL & RE         Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black &Red.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
Several transfer printed bisque shards, in a number of forms, were recovered from 
Portobello. These are illustrated below.   
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 120) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Cup B. 1 Unnamed BL   100 a & b 
 
One bisque shard 
from a cup with 
a wavy rim, 
decorated on the 
exterior with a 
black transfer 
print of a round 
tower, a figure, 
flowers, and 
foliage. The 
interior border 
has a vignette of 
what appears to 
be a mountainous island within a rococo scroll.      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
(FD 2006.1. 121) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Cup B. 1 Unnamed  B/W  101 a & b 
 
One white 
earthenware bisque 
shard from a cup, 
decorated on the 
exterior and 
interior with 
transfer printed 
borders. A handle 
scar, c 8 mm, is 
seen below the rim.  
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 122) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Cup B. 1 Unnamed  B/W   102 
 
One white earthenware bisque 
shard from a cup, decorated on 
the interior with a transfer print 
of two swans in a pond within a 
formal garden. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 3
(FD 2006.1. 123) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Plate B. 1 Unnamed  RE  103 
 
One white earthenware bisque rim 
shard from a plate decorated with a 
red transfer print. Unfortunately the 
print has been rubbed, making 
identification difficult. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 124) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Bowl B. 1 Unnamed  B/W  104 A & b 
 
 
One white earthenware bisque shard from 
a bowl, decorated on both surfaces with a 
dark blue transfer print of large flowers 
and foliage.    
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(FD 2006.1. 125) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Jug B. 1 Unnamed  B/W   105 
 
One white earthenware bisque 
handle shard from a jug decorated 
with a dark blue transfer print of 
entwined foliage.    
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 126) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Jugs B. 1 Unnamed  B/W   106 
 
Two moulded, white 
earthenware, bisque 
shards from jugs 
decorated with a blue 
sheet transfer print of tiny 
dots, fine twig like lines, 
and spaced larger dots. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 127) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Cup? B. 1 Unnamed  B/W  107 
 
 
One, moulded, white earthenware 
bisque handle shard from an open 
vessel decorated with a blue 
transfer print of flowers. 
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(FD 2006.1.128) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Plate. S B. 1 Unnamed B/W   108 
 
One white earthenware bisque rim 
shard from what is possibly a small 
plate decorated with a blue transfer 
print of flowers. 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 129) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Bowl B. 1 Unnamed B/W   109 
 
One white earthenware 
bisque shard from a bowl 
with an everted rim, 
decorated on the interior 
with a blue transfer print of 
what appears to be a ruined 
tower on rocks. There may 
be traces of the transfer 
print of a tree on the 
exterior. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1.130) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Plate? B. 1 Unnamed B/W  Tran/Printed Backstamp 110 a & b 
 
One white 
earthenware 
bisque shard from 
what is probably a 
plate, decorated 
with a transfer 
print of flowers. 
On the reverse can 
be seen part of a 
large printed 
backstamp. 
 
 
 6
 
(FD 2006.1. 131) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Bowl? B. 1 Unnamed B/W   111 
 
One white earthenware bisque 
shard from what may be a plate, 
decorated with a transfer print of, 
possibly, towers. 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 132) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Soup plate B. 1 Unnamed B/W   112 
 
One white earthenware bisque shard from a 
soup plate decorated with a faint transfer print 
of seaweed type of foliage.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 133) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Saucer B. 1 Unnamed B/W   113 
 
One white earthenware bisque shard from a saucer, 
decorated on the interior with a transfer print of a 
rococo scroll and flowers, and what could be an 
island with trees and bushes.  
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(FD 2006.1. 134) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Jug B. 1 Unnamed B/W   114 
One white earthenware bisque shard from an 
extruded oval handle, 11 x 7mm, decorated with 
a simple transfer print of a stylised tendril. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 135) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Cups B. 1 Unnamed B/W   115 a b & c 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Two, moulded, bisque cup handle shards decorated with different transfer prints of 
stylised tendrils. On (illus 115 b) part of an internal transfer print can be seen.  
The two handles here are different in shape to the one shown on page 4 (Word File 
35) 
 
(FD 2006.1. 136) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Cup B. 1 Unnamed B/W   116 a & b 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
One white earthenware cup rim shard 
decorated with the transfer print of a 
window, and branches, above what could 
be a terrace, and possibly the head of an 
 8
oriental figure. There is a flower border on the interior (illus 116 b).  
(FD 2006.1. 137) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Mug B. 3 Unnamed B/W  Transfer Printed 117 
 
Three white earthenware bisque shards, 
one a rim, possibly from a mug. One of 
the shards is decorated on both surfaces 
with border transfer prints of mixed 
flowers and foliage. One shard has this 
on the interior only, and one has this 
decoration on the exterior. The shard 
with the narrowest border on the interior 
only, has slight traces of another transfer 
print on the exterior (illus 130a). For a 
glazed example of this pattern see, 
(Word File 32: FD. 2006.1.146 illus 
126).    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 1
Portobello: Transfer Printed Earthenware: Bisque & Glazed.  
 
Shards (Box 2)   
 
Pattern: “Standard Willow”  
 
KEY 
 
B               Bisque shard 
G               Glazed shard 
P               Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                        Small 
F               Context or feature from which the material was recovered 
FD 2006.1.1                     National Museums Scotland acquisition number 
BW: PU: BL & RE          Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black &Red.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
Accession no (FD 2006.1. 147 not used) 
 
(FD 2006.1.148) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Plate G. 2 Standard Willow B/W  Impressed 128 a & b 
 
Two, conjoining, glazed white 
earthenware shards from a small plate 
with dished border, and decorated with 
a blue and white, Standard Willow, 
transfer print. On the base of the plate 
(illus 128 b) is part of an impressed 
crown under which the letters RR. can 
be made out. These are part of 
(S&RR), (Samuel and Robert 
Rathbone)  
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(FD 2006.1. 149) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Plate G. 2 Standard Willow B/W  129 
 
Two, conjoining, 
pearlware shards 
from a plate 
decorated with a 
blue and white 
transfer printed 
version of Standard 
Willow.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1.150) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Plates G. 3 Standard Willow B/W   130 
 
Three glazed white 
earthenware shards, 
two conjoining, from 
two similar plates, 
decorated with a 
transfer printed blue 
and white version of 
the Standard Willow.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 3
(FD 2006.1.151) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Plates B. 57 Standard Willow B/W   131 
 
Fifty seven 
bisque shards 
from plates all 
decorated with 
a transfer 
printed blue 
and white 
version of the 
Standard 
Willow. I have 
combined a 
number of 
shards in a bid 
to produce a 
composite 
illustration of 
this print.  
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1.152) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Plate B. 1 Standard Willow B/W   132 
 
One bisque 
shard from a 
plate decorated 
with a transfer 
printed blue and 
white version of 
the Standard 
Willow. This 
plate feels heavy 
and would seem 
to be much later 
(c1940) than all 
the other 
illustrated 
Standard Willow 
shards.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 4
(MEK 912b 1987) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Tureen? G. 2 Two Temples B/W Tran/Printed 162 
 
Two pearlglazed shards from 
the bases of two tureens, both 
decorated with transfer prints 
of Standard Willow, and on 
the reverse, with fragments of 
Rathbone Brothers’ blue and 
white backstamp.  
“NON PAREIL” 
 “R Brs” 
Shards and mark first 
published, in (Dalgleish 
Haggarty & McVeigh 1990, 
10).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
.     
 1
Portobello: Transfer Printed Earthenware: Bisque & Glazed.  
 
Shards (Box 2)   
 
Pattern: “Two Temples”  
(Cups page 1 & Saucers page 7) 
 
KEY 
 
B               Bisque shard 
G               Glazed shard 
P               Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                        Small 
F               Context or feature from which the material was recovered 
FD 2006.1.1                     National Museums Scotland acquisition number 
BW: PU: BL & RE          Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black &Red.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
I have deliberately published all of the “Two Temples” shards from Portobello 
together, although it is patently obvious that there are several variations of this. On 
some shards, elements of the pattern have been reversed. I have tried to match the 
shards using features like everted, or wavy, rims. 
 
 
CUPS 
 
(FD 2006.1. 153) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Cup B. 2 Two Temples B/W   133 a & b 
 
Two, conjoining, white earthenware 
bisque shards from a cup decorated 
on the exterior with a 
 “Two Temples” transfer print and on 
the interior with a “Two Temples” 
border (illus 133 b). This cup has a 
slightly flared rim and a waist/break 
in the profile exactly 30 mm below 
the rim. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
 
(FD 2006.1. 154) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Cup B. 3 Two Temples B/W  134 a & b 
. 
Three white earthenware bisque 
shards, two conjoining, from a cup or 
cups, decorated on the exterior with a 
“Two Temples” transfer print and on 
its interior with a “Two Temples” 
border (illus 134 b). The large shard 
is London shaped, and has the break 
50 mm below the rim. 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 155) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Cup B. 1 Two Temples B/W   135 a & b 
 
One white earthenware bisque shard from 
a London shaped cup decorated on the 
exterior with a “Two Temples” transfer 
print and on the interior with a “Two 
Temples” border (illus 135 b). The break 
is 50 mm below the rim. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1.156) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Cups B. 3 Two Temples B/W  136 a & b 
Three white earthenware bisque shards 
with two illustrated from a cup, or cups, 
decorated on the exterior with a “Two 
Temples” transfer print and on the interior 
with a “Two Temples” border (illus 000 
b). The large shard is London shaped and 
has the break 45 mm below the scalloped 
rim. 
 
 
 3
(FD 2006.1. 157) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Cups B. 6 Two Temples B/W   137 a & b 
 
Six white earthenware 
bisque shards with 
three illustrated from 
cups decorated on the 
exterior with a “Two 
Temples” transfer 
print and on the 
interior with a “Two 
Temples” border. These cup shards have flared rims, so the cups may have been bell 
shaped. 
 
(FD 2006.1.158) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Cup B. 4 Two Temples B/W  138 a & b 
Four white earthenware bisque shards from 
a London shaped cup decorated on the 
interior only, with a “Two Temples” 
transfer printed border. The break of slope 
on this cup is 43 mm below the rim, and 
the handle is 49mm, point to point. 
This handle (illus 138 b) is different from 
the two shown on page 7 
(Word File 31: FD 2006.1.135)   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 159) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Cup G. 4 Two Temples B/W   139 a & b 
Four glazed white earthenware 
bisque shards from two London 
shaped cups with only two 
conjoining shards illustrated. The 
illustrated shards are decorated with 
a “Two Temples” transfer print on 
the exterior and 
the other shards 
have a “Two 
Temples” 
transfer border 
on the interior. Combining the shards, the break of slope is 45 
mm below the rim. The well of the illustrated cup is decorated 
with a version of the island and rocks pattern (illus 139 b).  
 4
 
(FD 2006.1.160) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Cups B. 3 Two Temples B/W  140 
 
Three white earthenware bisque 
base shards from cups. All are 
decorated with transfer prints of the 
common “Island and Rocks” 
pattern. 
Nothing survives to give us a clue 
to the cup shapes.    
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 161) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Tumbler? B. 2 Two Temples B/W   141 a & b 
 
Two, conjoining, 
white earthenware 
bisque shards 
from the base of a 
cup, tumbler, or 
other hollow ware 
vessel, decorated 
on the exterior with a “Two Temples” transfer print.  
 
 
(FD 2006.1.162) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Cup? B. 1 Two Temples B/W  142 a & b 
 
One white earthenware bisque shard decorated on the 
exterior with a “Two Temples” 
transfer print and on the interior 
with a “Two Temples” border (illus 
142 b). If this shard is from a cup, 
then it must be bell shaped.  
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 163) 
 5
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Cup B. 1 Two Temples B/W   143 a & b 
 
One white earthenware bisque shard decorated on 
the exterior with a “Two Temples” transfer print, 
and with a “Two Temples” border on the interior 
(illus 143 b). This shard 
has a waist break in its 
profile exactly 30mm 
below the rim. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1.164) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Cups G. 2 Two Temples B/W  144 a & b 
 
Two glazed white 
earthenware shards from 
two cups decorated on the 
exterior with the “Two 
Temples” transfer print, and 
on the interior with the 
“Two Temples” border 
print (illus 144 b). The 
largest shard is in the form 
of a Bute shaped cup. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 165) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Cup B. 2 Two Temples B/W   145 
 
Two bisque white 
earthenware 
shards from a cup 
decorated on the 
exterior with a 
“Two Temples” 
transfer print. The 
largest shard has a 
break in the 
 6
profile 28mm from the base. 
(FD 2006.1.166) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Cup B. 1 Two Temples B/W  146 
 
One white earthenware bisque shard 
from the body of a cup decorated on 
the exterior with a transfer print in 
what may be a variation of the“Two 
Temples” pattern, and on the interior 
with the “Two Temples” border. The 
cup has a slight break in the profile, 
just above the rocks.  
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SAUCERS 
 
(FD 2006.1. 167) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Saucer B. 6 Two Temples B/W   147 a & b 
 
Six white earthenware bisque 
shards, with two conjoining, 
from a minimum of two 
saucers, all decorated with 
“Two Temples” transfer prints. 
The bases of the saucers have a 
distinctive profile (illus 147 b) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(MEK 912b 1987) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Saucer? B. 1 Two Temples B/W Impressed  a & b 
 
One white earthenware bisque shard from 
what is probably a saucer or small plate, 
decorated with a transfer print of the “Two 
Temples” pattern. The reverse has an 
impressed wheel shaped stamp c.11mm in 
diameter.   
 
 
 
 
 8
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 168) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Saucer? B. 1 Two Temples B/W  Impressed 148 a & b 
 
One white earthenware bisque 
shard from what is probably a 
saucer or small plate, decorated 
with a transfer print of the “Two 
Temples” pattern. The reverse has 
part of an 
impressed 
wheel 
shaped 
stamp 
c.11mm in diameter. See (Word File 65: Page 3 Illus 470) for another example. 
 
 
(FD 2006.1.169) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Saucer B. 3 Two Temples B/W  149 
 
Three, conjoining, white earthenware bisque shards 
from a footed saucer decorated with a transfer print 
of the “Two Temples” pattern. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 170) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Saucer G. 4 Two Temples B/W   150 
 
Four glazed earthenware rim shards from a 
minimum of two saucers, all decorated with 
“Two Temples” transfer prints. 
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(FD 2006.1. 171) & (MEK 912b 1987)  
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Saucers B. 14 Two Temples B/W Impressed 151 a & b 
 
Fourteen white 
earthenware bisque shards 
with three, and three, 
conjoining, See (illus 151 
a), from a minimum of 
three footed saucers, all 
decorated with “Two 
Temples” transfer prints. 
The central conjoining 
shard has a crown above 
the letter R for Rathbone 
impressed on the base 
(illus 151 b). 
 
 
 1
Portobello: Transfer Printed Earthenware: Bisque & Glazed. 
 
Shards (Box 2)   
 
Pattern: “Two Temples”  
Bowls page1: Jugs page 4: Plates page 5 : Mugs page 6 : Others  page 7 : 
 
KEY 
 
B               Bisque shard 
G               Glazed shard 
P               Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                        Small 
F               Context or feature from which the material was recovered 
FD 2006.1.1                 :   National Museums Scotland acquisition number 
BW: PU: BL & RE          Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black &Red.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
 
BOWLS 
 
(FD 2006.1. 172) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Bowl L B. 2 Two Temples B/W   152 
 
Two, conjoining, white 
earthenware bisque 
shards from the base of 
a large bowl decorated 
with a transfer print of 
the “Two Temples” 
pattern. Both the 
interior and exterior 
have surviving traces of 
the transfer print  
“Mega Border”. See 
(Word File 18). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1.173) 
 2
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Bowl  G. 1 Two Temples B/W   153 
 
One glazed body shard from a 
pearlware London shaped bowl, 
decorated on the exterior with a 
blue and white, reversed, “Two 
Temples” transfer print.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1.174) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Bowl B. 1 Two Temples B/W  154 
 
One bisque shard from a London shaped bowl 
decorated with a transfer printed section of the 
“Two Temples” pattern on the exterior, and a 
variation of the “Three Islands” pattern on the 
interior. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 175) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Bowl B. 3 Two Temples B/W   155 a & b 
 
One bisque rim shard from a 
small bowl decorated on the 
exterior with a “Two Temples” 
transfer print.  
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(FD 2006.1. 176) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Bowl G. 1 Two Temples B/W  156 a & b 
 
Two, conjoining, glazed shards 
from a pearlware London 
shaped bowl, decorated on the 
exterior with a blue and white 
“Two Temples” transfer print. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 4
JUGS 
 
(FD 2006.1. 177) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Jugs B. 1 + G. 2 Two Temples B/W   157 
 
Three shards, one bisque, and two 
glazed, from the rims of three jugs, all 
with traces of the blue and white “Two 
Temples” transfer print and a version of 
the “Moth” border.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 178) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Jug G. 1 Two Temples B/W  158 
 
Two, conjoining, shads from 
the rim and neck of a jug 
(including evidence of a 
pouring spout) decorated with a 
blue and white version of the 
“Two Temples” pattern. 
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PLATES 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 179) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Plate G. 2 Two Temples B/W   159 
 
Three glazed white earthenware 
shards, two conjoining, from a small 
plate decorated with a variation of 
the “Two Temples” pattern.  
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MUGS 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 180) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Mug B. 1 Two Temples B/W  160 
 
One bisque body shard with a 
handle scar from a mug, 
decorated on the exterior with 
an unusual version of the “Two 
Temples” transfer print.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 181) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Mugs? G. 6 Two Temples B/W   161 
 
Six glazed white 
earthenware shards 
with four, and two, 
conjoining, from two 
vessels which, with 
some misgivings, I 
refer to as “Mugs”. 
They are decorated 
with a variation of the 
“Two Temples” 
pattern on the interior 
and the “Island and 
Rocks” pattern on the 
interior. 
 1
Portobello: Bisque: Child’s Mugs.  
 
Shards (Box 2)   
 
KEY 
 
B              Bisque sherd 
G              Glazed sherd 
P              Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                       Small 
F              Context or feature from which the material was recovered 
FD 2006.1.1                    National Museums Scotland acquisition number 
B/W: PU: BL RE & GR: Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black Re& Green.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 182) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Mug - S B. 1 A Present for a good Boy B/W  162 
 
One bisque earthenware rim 
shard from a child’s very small 
mug, decorated with a fairly 
plain transfer printed panel 
within almost certainly, the 
common print “A Present for a 
Good Boy”.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 183) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Mug - S B. 1 A Present to Elizabeth” B/W  163 
 
One white earthenware bisque rim shard from a 
child’s mug, probably worded originally “A Present 
to Elizabeth”, within an ornate floral transfer 
printed panel.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
 
(FD 2006.1. 184) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Mug - S B.  1  B/W    164 
 
One white earthenware bisque rim shard from a 
child’s mug, decorated with a fairly ornate 
transfer printed panel and matching border:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 1
Portobello: Bisque Child’s Plates:  
 
Shards (Box 2)   
 
 “Childs Plates”   
 
KEY 
 
B              Bisque sherd 
G              Glazed sherd 
P              Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                       Small 
F              Context or feature from which the material was recovered 
FD 2006.1.1                    National Museums Scotland acquisition number 
B/W: PU: BL RE & GR: Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black Re& Green.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.185) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colours Marks Illus 
Plate S B. 3  Bird & Moth    165 
 
Three, conjoining, 
white earthenware 
rim shards from a 
child’s plate, 
decorated with a 
quasi rope effect, 
swagged border, and 
a bird. A plate with 
this moulding was 
purchased on the 
internet, and is now 
in the collection of the National Museums Scotland see (illus O) on page 6 below.   
 
(FD 2006.1.186) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Plate S B. 1  B/W  166 
 
One moulded, white earthenware, 
rim shard from a child’s plate, 
decorated with pink painted 
flowers and green painted leaves. 
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(FD 2006.1.187) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Plates S B.  Dog, fox monkey border Green    167 
 
Eight shards,  
seven bisque, 
and one glazed 
waster, from a 
number of 
different sizes 
of moulded 
child’s plates 
with what is 
known as the 
“Dog, Fox and 
Monkey” 
border. Only 
seven shards, 
with two 
conjoining, 
have been 
illustrated. 
Three have traces of green on the stylized flowers, and there is evidence of a blue and 
white floral transfer print on another shard. A large number of child’s plates with this 
moulding have been illustrated elsewhere (Riley 1991) and it was noted that two 
plates were marked with an asterisk.  
I have seen a plate with this moulding with the border elements painted in bright blue, 
brown, and green, and a small black transfer print of a bird on a branch in the centre. 
On the obverse an indistinct impressed mark appeared to be (? - Adams & Sons), 
although the first letter resembled C, or G, rather than W: 
 
(FD 2006.1.188) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Colour Marks Illus 
Plate S G. 1 Dog, fox monkey border Brown, black & yellow  168 
 
One glazed pearlware rim shard 
from a moulded child’s plate with 
what is known as the “Dog, Fox 
and Monkey” border. On this 
shard the monkey’s head is 
painted with black highlights and 
with what looks like a yellow 
ball. There is an area of reddish 
brown decoration running down 
the monkey’s back. A number of 
extant examples are known to 
have this feature (Riley 1991, 233 
illus 923 & 929). 
 
 
 3
 
 
(FD 2006.1.189) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Decoration & Colour Marks Illus 
Plate S B. 2  Tran Printed B/W  169 
Two, conjoining, bisque 
shards from a moulded, 
white earthenware child’s 
plate, decorated with a 
transfer print of a flower 
on the border and, in the 
centre, part of a transfer 
print of a man’s face.   
Although there has been 
much discussion on the 
likeness represented 
(Haggarty 1996, 47), 
there is still no consensus 
of opinion. See (illus 419) 
on page 4 for an enhanced 
illustration of this border:  
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1.190) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Decoration &Colour Marks Illus 
Plates S B. 9  Tran Printed Black & B/W  170 
 
Nine bisque 
shards from 
a number of 
different 
sized, 
moulded, 
child’s plates 
with 
moulded 
borders. 
Most of the 
shards have 
traces of a 
floral 
transfer print 
on the 
borders, and 
one also has 
a floral print 
in the centre. 
 
 
 
 4
 
Note: The shards from child’s plates illustrated below were given to me when 
working at the Portobello kiln site in 2005. The gentleman said that he had recovered 
them a number of years ago when workman were digging a service trench at the foot 
of Pipe Street, immediately to the front of the site of Rathbone’s pottery. 
 
 
(FD 2006.1.442) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Decoration & Colour Marks Illus 
Plates S B. 9    419 
 
Nine bisque white 
earthenware shards, two 
conjoining, from what 
may be a number of 
different, small, moulded 
child’s plates with borders 
similar to (illus 165) on 
page 1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1.443) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Decoration & Colour Marks Illus 
Plates S B. 1  Trans Printed B/W  420 
 
One bisque white 
earthenware rim shard from a 
small, moulded, child’s plate. 
There are traces of blue floral 
transfer printing in the border 
reserve and on the central 
area. A plate with this 
moulding was purchased on 
the internet, and is now in the 
collection of the National 
Museums Scotland; see (illus 
O) on page 6 below 
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(FD 2006.1.444) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Decoration & Colour Marks Illus 
Plates S B. 1    421 
 
One bisque white earthenware 
rim shard from a small, moulded, 
child’s plate: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1.445) 
Form Shards Pattern Name Decoration & Colour Marks Illus 
Plates S B. 3    422 
 
Three bisque 
white earthenware 
rim shards, with 
two only 
illustrated from, 
probably, two 
moulded child’s 
plates 
There is an 
example of this 
moulding on a 
larger, crudely 
decorated, plate 
with a small red 
transfer print of 
“Brougham” in the centre, and four small sections of a black transfer printed border 
interspaced in the moulding. See (Illus P) on page 6 below. A large dump of early 
pottery shards and moulds were recovered from a backfilled extension to the sea-wall 
during work carried out on the site of the Belfield pottery near Prestonpans. My guess 
is that this material came from George Gordon’s pottery, one of the nearby potteries. 
Several ceramic moulds with this design were recovered.  
 
 6
(Illus O: National Museums Scotland) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(Illus P: Scottish Private Collection).  
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 1
Earthenware Red: Coarse Wares. 
 
Shards (Box 15)   
 
KEY 
 
B              Bisque shard 
G              Glazed shard 
P              Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                       Small 
FD 2006.1.1                    National Museums Scotland acquisition number 
B/W: PU: BL RE & GR: Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black Re& Green.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
All the coarse redware shards are unstratified. 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 210) 
Context Shards Form Decoration Marks Illus 
U/S G.1  Crock White slip  190 
 
One, glazed, rim 
shard from a large 
redware crock, 
decorated with 
white slip under a 
lead glaze on the 
interior: this also 
covers the inner rim 
and outer body. A 
thin band of white slip lies under the outer rim, with traces of another band c.10mm 
below. The space between the bands is unglazed. Only one of the original two handles 
remains.  
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 211) 
Context Shards Form Decoration Marks Illus 
U/S G.2  Crock White slip   
Two shards, one rim, and one base from a redware crock decorated with internal white 
slip: not illustrated. 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
 
(FD 2006.1. 212) 
Context Shards Form Decoration Marks Illus 
U?S G.1  Dairy Bowl Sgraffito  191 
 
One internally white slipped, redware body 
shard with traces of sgraffito decoration.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 641) 
Context Shards Form Decoration Marks Illus 
U/S G.1  Chicken Feeder   603 
 
One large piece of a redware, 
circular chicken feeder with 
at least five concentric 
chambers: Very little of the 
largest chamber has survived. 
The upper surfaces are 
covered in a thick, dark 
brown, glaze. 
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(FD 2006.1. 642) 
Context Shards Form Decoration Marks Illus 
U/S G. 4  Bowls White Slip  604 
 
Four, brown glazed, 
shards from large redware 
bowls, decorated with 
vertical bands of white 
slip over the dark brown 
glaze. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 643) 
Context Shards Form Decoration Marks Illus 
U/S G. 1  Jar White slip  605 
 
Two, conjoining, shards from a 
straight sided redware jar, 
155mm in diameter, decorated 
with horizontal bands of white 
slip. 
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(FD 2006.1. 644) 
Context Shards Form Decoration Marks Illus 
U/S G. 3- P Dairy Bowls White Slip  606 
 
Three large 
redware shards 
from three dairy 
bowls, decorated 
with all over 
white slip on the 
interior. The 
largest has a rim 
diameter of mm, a 
base diameter of 
260mm, and a 
height of 117mm. 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 645) 
Context Shards Form Decoration Marks Illus 
U/S G.1  Bowl White Slip  607 
 
One redware base shard 
from a bowl, decorated 
with patches of white slip 
on the interior. There is a 
run of brown glaze on the 
exterior, implying that the 
upper area was glazed. 
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(FD 2006.1. 646) 
Context Shards Form Decoration Marks Illus 
U/S G. 2  Dairy Bowl White Slip & Coloured 
oxides 
 608 
 
Two large redware shards from 
a dairy bowl, decorated with a 
coating of white slip on the 
interior: Brown and green 
oxide was dribbled over this.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 647) 
Context Shards Form Decoration Marks Illus 
U/S G. 1  Bank White slip  609 
 
One redware body shard, almost 
certainly from a money bank, 
decorated with horizontal bands of 
white slip. This was glazed on both 
surfaces, and traces of a slit can be 
seen at the top right of the illustration.  
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(FD 2006.1. 648) 
Context Shards Form Decoration Marks Illus 
U/S B. 2 - P Trays   610 
 
Two profiles, from two 
different, shallow, redware 
vessels: I am not sure if these 
are unglazed are trays for 
plant pots, or if they are the 
seed trays which are listed in 
some pottery inventories of 
the early 19th century. Rim 
diameters 170 & 200mm, 
heights 35 & 47mm. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 649) 
Context Shards Form Decoration Marks Illus 
U/S G. 1-P  Small pot   611 
 
One half of a small redware pot glazed on the 
upper surfaces.  
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(FD 2006.1. 650) 
Vessel Shards Form Decoration Marks Illus 
U/S G. 2 -P Jar   612 
             
Two conjoining (but with 
fritted edges), redware shards 
from a jar, glazed internally 
and over the top half of the 
exterior: Rim and base 
122mm in diameter, and 
height 148mm. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 651) 
Context Shards Form Decoration Marks Illus 
U/S B. 1-P  Basin?   613 
 
One large shard from an 
unglazed basin, with a rim 
diameter of 320mm, a base 
diameter of 275mm, and a 
height of 98mm:   
 
 
 
 
 1
Earthenware Red: Refined: Bisque Teapots. 
 
Shards (Box 3)   
 
KEY 
 
B              Bisque shard 
G              Glazed shard 
P              Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                       Small 
FD 2006.1.1                    National Museums Scotland acquisition number 
B/W: PU: BL RE & GR: Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black Re& Green.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
The entire group of redware shards illustrated in this section came from an excavation 
carried out by Nick Holmes, at that time the Edinburgh City Archaeologist, on the site of 
the Portobello potteries. John Lawson, the current Edinburgh City Archaeologist, can find 
no documentation for this episode of work. However, printed on the two bags which 
contained this material is (TRENCH I - CLINKER LAYER AT WEST END: RED 
BISQUE) 
 
(FD 2006.1.191) 
Vessel Shards Form Decoration Marks Illus 
Teapot B. 5   Moulding  171 
 
Five, conjoining, 
refined red 
earthenware bisque 
shards from the 
shoulder and body of 
a moulded teapot 
c1820-25:  
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(FD 2006.1.192) 
Vessel Shards Form Decoration Marks Illus 
Teapot B.  3  Moulding  172 
 
Three refined red 
earthenware bisque shards, 
with two conjoining, from 
the shoulder and body of a 
teapot c1820-25, decorated 
with broad horizontal bands 
of small, moulded, 
diamonds, under a band of 
beading:  
 
 
(FD 2006.1.193) 
Vessel Shards Form Decoration Marks Illus 
Teapot B.    Moulding  173 
 
One refined red earthenware 
bisque shard from the rim of a 
teapot, decorated with a band of 
moulded diamonds. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1.194) 
Vessel Shards Form Decoration Marks Illus 
Teapot B.  1  Moulding  174 
 
One refined red 
earthenware bisque 
shard from the rim 
of a teapot, 
decorated on the 
shoulder with 
moulded flowers 
and leaves. 
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(FD 2006.1.195) 
Vessel Shards Form Decoration Marks Illus 
Teapot B.  1 Round Moulding  175 
 
One refined red earthenware 
bisque shard from the base of a 
moulded, overfired, round teapot, 
decorated on the body with what 
may be flowers and foliage. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FD 2006.1.196) 
Vessel Shards Form Decoration Marks Illus 
Teapot? B.  1   Moulding  176 
 
One refined red earthenware bisque 
shard from what may be the body of a 
moulded teapot, decorated with foliage. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 197) 
Vessel Shards Form Decoration Marks Illus 
Teapot B.    Moulding  177 
 
One refined red earthenware bisque shard 
from the shoulder of a teapot, decorated with 
two lathe cut bands, and moulded flowers.  
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(FD 2006.1.198) 
Vessel Shards Form Decoration Marks Illus 
Teapots B.  5 Round? Rouletted  178 
 
Five refined red earthenware 
bisque shards from the rim and 
shoulder of a teapot, or teapots, 
decorated with a band of 
rouletting around the everted, 
and thickened, 25mm high, rim 
(type 15). Just under the almost 
flat 30mm shoulder, there are 
traces of two cut lathe bands on 
the body, as can be seen on 
(illus 177) above. The teapot 
also has an internal lid seating.  
 
 
(FD 2006.1.199) 
Vessel Shards Form Decoration Marks Illus 
Teapots B.  1 Round? Rouletted  179 
 
One refined red earthenware bisque shard from the 
body and shoulder of a round teapot, decorated with 
a band of almost vertical rouletted (type 20) panels.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1.200) 
Vessel Shards Form Decoration Marks Illus 
Teapot B.  1 Round? Rouletted  180 
 
One refined red 
earthenware bisque shard 
from the 30mm high 
everted rim of teapot, 
decorated with a band of 
beaded rouletting (type 21). 
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(FD 2006.1.201) 
Vessel Shards Form Decoration Marks Illus 
Teapot B.  1 Round? Rouletted  181 
 
One refined red 
earthenware bisque shard 
from the 24mm high 
everted rim of teapot, 
decorated with a band of 
shallow, beaded rouletting 
(type 21). 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1.202) 
Vessel Shards Form Decoration Marks Illus 
Teapot? B.  5 Round   182 
 
Five bisque shards from 
five, round, refined red 
earthenware teapot 
covers: Three are 
almost flat, and two are 
more conical. Four of 
the steam-holes are 
5mm, and one is 7mm 
in diameter. The two 
more conical covers 
have diameters of 82, 
and 87mm, 
respectively. and the 
rounder examples are 
82mm, and 90mm, 
respectively. Only one 
knop survives, and this 
is plain, and flattish. 
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(FD 2006.1.203) 
Vessel Shards Form Decoration Marks Illus 
Teapots B.  2 Round   183 
 
Two bisque shards from refined red 
earthenware teapot spouts: The two 
spouts are almost complete, and 
probably are from bullet shaped 
teapots. See word file 40 (illus 192), 
for examples decorated with a black 
glaze: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1.204) 
Vessel Shards Form Decoration Marks Illus 
Teapots B.  3 Round Moulded  184 
 
Three bisque shards, with two 
conjoining, from two refined red 
earthenware teapot spouts: Both 
spouts have residual moulded 
decoration on both exterior sides. 
This is in the form of pairs of 
stylized wings, and scrolls. See word 
file 40 (illus 193) for examples 
decorated with a black glaze:   
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(FD 2006.1.205) 
Vessel Shards Form Decoration Marks Illus 
Teapots B.  2 Round   185 
 
Two refined red earthenware 
bisque shards from two teapot 
spouts with no decoration. The 
nine, hand punched, straining holes 
are in what may be an unusual 
configuration of three, three, two, 
and one. See word file 40 (illus 
194) for examples decorated with a 
black glaze:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1.206) 
Vessel Shards Form Decoration Marks Illus 
Teapots B. 94 Round   186 
 
Ninety four refined red 
earthenware bisque shards, 
with eighteen pairs 
conjoining. All are from 
round teapots with almost 
flat 30mm shoulders. A 
few of the nine illustrated 
shards have evidence for 
lathe cut bands, as can be 
seen on (illus 177) on page 
3. Others have one band 
on each corner, forming a 
bead. 
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(FD 2006.1.207) 
Vessel Shards Form Decoration Marks Illus 
Teapots B.  12 Round   187 
 
Twelve refined red 
earthenware bisque 
shards. The four 
illustrated are from 
what appear to be 
extruded teapot 
handles in the form of 
simple “C” scrolls 
with stamped 
terminals. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1.208) 
Vessel Shards Form Decoration Marks Illus 
Teapot B. 1   Sprigged  188 
 
One refined red earthenware bisque rim 
shard from what appears to be a teapot 
with a lid seating, decorated below the 
exterior rim with a moulded, sprigged, 
face mask of a lion with a ring dangling 
from the mouth. 
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(FD 2006.1.209) 
Vessel Shards Form Decoration Marks Illus 
Teapot B. 1   Sprigged  189 
 
One refined red earthenware 
bisque rim shard from what 
seems to be a round teapot with a 
lid seating, decorated below the 
exterior rim with a moulded, 
sprigged, face mask of a bearded 
man with traces of, probably, a 
crown.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 267) 
Vessel Shards Form Decoration Marks Illus 
Teapot B. 2 Round Lath cut & Rouletted  246 
 
Two, conjoining, highly fired refined 
redware bisque body shards from a teapot, 
decorated with a band of rouletting, below 
which are vertical lathe cut flutes.  
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(FD 2006.1. 268) 
Vessel Shards Form Decoration Marks Illus 
Teapot B. 2 Rectangular Moulded  247 
 
Two, overfired, refined redware 
bisque shards from the cover 
and rim of a rectangular teapot, 
decorated with small, raised, 
moulded, bosses.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 269) 
Vessel Shards Form Decoration Marks Illus 
Teapot B. 3 Rectangular Moulded  248 
 
Three, overfired, 
refined redware bisque 
body shards all from 
moulded teapots: There 
is also evidence for 
rouletting. 
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Earthenware Red: Refined: Black Glazed Teapots. 
 
Shards (Box 3)   
 
KEY 
 
B              Bisque shard 
G              Glazed shard 
P              Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                       Small 
FD 2006.1.1                    National Museums Scotland acquisition number 
B/W: PU: BL RE & GR: Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black Re& Green.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
The entire group of black-glazed redware shards illustrated in this section came from an 
excavation carried out by Nick Holmes, who was then the Edinburgh City Archaeologist, 
on the site of the Portobello potteries. John Lawson, the current Edinburgh City 
Archaeologist, can find no documentation for this episode of work. However, printed on  
the two bags which contained this material is (TRENCH I: CLINKER LAYER AT 
WEST END: RED BISQUE).  
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 213) 
Vessel Shards Form Decoration Marks Illus 
Teapots G. 3 Round   192 
 
Three black glazed shards 
from refined red earthenware 
teapot spouts: The three 
spouts are almost complete 
and probably come from 
round teapots. Two of the 
spouts have six hand punched 
straining holes. See word file 
39 (illus 183) for bisque 
examples: 
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(FD 2006.1. 214) 
Vessel Shards Form Decoration Marks Illus 
Teapots G. 3  Moulding  193 
 
Three black glazed shards from a 
minimum of two refined red 
earthenware teapot spouts: All 
three shards have evidence of 
moulded decoration in the form 
of pairs of stylized wings and 
scrolls on both sides. One of the 
spouts has five hand punched 
straining holes. See word file 39 
(illus 184) for better bisque 
examples of this decoration: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 215) 
Vessel Shards Form Decoration Marks Illus 
Teapots G. 2  Moulding  194 
 
Two black glazed shards from 
two refined red earthenware 
teapot spouts: Both spouts have 
hand punched straining holes, 
one with six, and one with seven. 
See word file 39 (illus 185) for 
bisque examples of these spouts: 
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(FD 2006.1. 216) 
Vessel Shards Form Decoration Marks Illus 
Teapots G. 4  Moulding  195 
 
Four black glazed shards, two 
conjoining, from the shoulder 
of a refined red earthenware 
teapot, decorated with a 
horizontal band of simple 
beaded rouletting (type 4). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 217) 
Vessel Shards Form Decoration Marks Illus 
Teapots G. 62   Moulding  196 
 
Sixty two black glazed shards with 
five, and two, conjoining, from the 
rims, bases, and bodies, of refined 
red earthenware round teapots, 
decorated with a horizontal band of 
simple beaded rouletting. Ten shards 
only have been illustrated. 
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Dipped & Related Wares. 
 
Dipped and related wares have been the subject of intensive research for the last twenty 
or so years in the USA by ceramic researchers such as Rickard, Carpentier and Sussman. 
Although a number of important research papers have been published, it is only in the last 
ten years that books on this subject have become easily available in Britain (Sussman 
1997 & Rickard 2006).  
 
Dipped bowls are normally found in two basic forms (a) hemispherical, based on the 
Chinese, and what is generally termed the London shape (b). A number of examples 
from Portobello appear to be transitional (c). See illustrations below, for which I am 
grateful to Jonathan Rickard.    
 
(a) (b) (c) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Rouletted Wares: 
 
 
Research for a major paper on the runners used by British Potters is presently 
being undertaken by an Australian, John Adeney. John has recently recorded all 
the examples from Scotland which are known to me: I eagerly await his publication.  
Evidence from the rouletted shards recovered at Portobello suggests that 
Rathbone’s pottery used a minimum of (19) different runners on white earthenware, 
and another (2) on red ware teapots (Word File 38). I have illustrated all 21of these 
on pages 2 to 4 below.  
See (Word File 86 crocks & 91 lamps) for examples of rouletting which occurs on 
later stonewares from Portobello. For convenience I have illustrated these on page 4 
& 5. 
 
 
Rouletting (type 1)  
 
 
 
 
 
Rouletting (type 2) 
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Rouletting (type 3) 
 
 
 
 
Rouletting (type 4) 
 
 
 
 
 
Rouletting (type 5) 
 
 
 
Rouletting (type 6) 
 
 
 
 
Rouletting (type 7) 
 
 
 
 
Rouletting (type 8) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Rouletting (type 9) 
 
 
 
 
Rouletting (type 10) 
 
 
 
 
Rouletting (type 11) 
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Rouletting (type 12) 
 
 
 
 
 
Rouletting (type 13) 
 
 
 
 
 
Rouletting (type 14) 
 
 
 
 
 
Rouletting (type 15) 
 
 
 
 
Rouletting (type 16) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Rouletting (type 17) (center) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Rouletting (type 18) 
 
 
 
 
 
Rouletting (type 19) 
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Rouletting (type 20)  
 
 
 
 
Rouletting (type 21)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Rouletting found on later Portobello stoneware 
 
 
 
Rouletting (type 22) 
Not sure if this was formed by two runners 
 
 
 
 
Rouletting (type 23)  
Not sure if this was formed by two runners? 
 
 
 
 
Rouletting (type 24) 
Not sure if this was formed by two runners? 
 
 
 
 
Rouletting (type 25) 
 
 
 
 
Rouletting (type 26) 
 
 
 
 
Rouletting (type 27) 
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Rouletting (type 28) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 1
Banding: Bisque & Glazed: Bowls. 
 
Shards (Box 5)   
 
KEY 
 
B              Bisque shard 
G              Glazed shard 
P              Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                       Small 
FD 2006.1.1                    National Museums Scotland acquisition number 
B/W: PU: BL RE & GR: Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black Re& Green.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 275) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S G. 20 Bowl 87mm             180mm   +  79mm    254 
 
Twenty, conjoining, glazed 
shards form a large fragment 
and profile of a carinated 
bowl, decorated with varied 
banding in light brown, light 
blue and dark brown.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 276) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S G. 2 Bowl                200mm+ 255 
 
Two, conjoining, glazed shards: the one 
illustrated is from a hemispherical bowl 
decorated with varied banding in light 
brown and dark brown .  
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(FD 2006.1. 277) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S G. 2 Bowl               185mm + 256 
 
Two, conjoining, glazed shards one illustrated 
from a hemispherical bowl decorated with 
varied banding in light and dark brown.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 278) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S G. 3 Bowl  + 257 
 
Three glazed rim shards, with 
two conjoining, from a 
hemispherical bowl decorated 
with varied banding in light 
and dark brown.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 279) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S  Bowl   258 
 
Eighteen glazed 
shards, from which 
a number will 
conjoin, from a 
carinated bowl 
decorated with 
varied banding in 
light blue, light 
brown and dark 
brown.  
 
 3
(FD 2006.1. 280) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S G. 9 Bowl               170mm +    259 
Nine glazed shards, with 
three conjoining, from a 
carinated bowl decorated 
with varied banding in 
pale grey, light blue and 
very dark brown. Only 
four shards are illustrated. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 281) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S G. 2 Bowl  + 260 
 
Two, conjoining, glazed shards from 
a hemispherical bowl decorated with 
varied banding in light blue, and a 
dark brown, which has run.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 282) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S B. 2  Bowl - S - P 60mm               140mm +  65mm 261 
 
Two bisque shards from a 
small hemispherical bowl 
decorated with varied 
bands of light brown, and 
dark brown, slip.  
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(FD 2006.1. 283) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S B. 1 Bowl - S   262 
 
One bisque shard from a small carinated bowl 
decorated with varied bands of light brown, and 
pale blue, slip. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 284) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S B. 1 Bowl - S - P 52mm 125mm + 65mm 263 
 
One bisque shard from a small hemispherical bowl decorated 
with varied bands of three shades of brown slip. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 285) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S B 1 Bowl              165mm  + 264 
 
One bisque rim shard from a bowl 
decorated with varied bands of tan, and 
light blue, slip. 
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(FD 2006.1. 286) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S B. 1 Bowl              165mm  +  265 
 
One bisque rim shard from a bowl decorated with 
varied bands of tan, and light blue, slip. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 287) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S B. 1 Bowl               150mm + 266 
 
One bisque rim shard from a bowl decorated 
with varied bands of  black, and light blue, 
slip. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 288) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S G. 1 Bowl   267 
 
One bisque rim shard from a bowl decorated 
with varied bands of tan, and light blue, slip. 
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(FD 2006.1. 289) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S B. 1 Bowl            140mmm + 268 
 
One bisque shard from a 
hemispherical bowl decorated with 
varied bands of tan, and dark 
brown, slip. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 290) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S B. 1 Bowl               150mm + 269 
 
One bisque shard from a small carinated bowl 
decorated with varied bands of dark brown, and 
blue, slip. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 291) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S B. 1 Bowl               160mm + 270 
 
One bisque rim shard from a bowl 
decorated with varied bands of brown, and 
light blue, slip. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 7
(FD 2006.1. 292) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S B. 1 Bowl               180mm + 271 
 
One bisque rim shard from a bowl decorated with 
varied bands of tan, and light brown, slip. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 293) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S B.  8 Bowls                             +  80 - 85mm 272 
Eight bisque base shards from carinated bowl almost certainly decorated with varied 
bands. All have blue bands above the bases, and two shards show traces of black, or dark 
brown.  
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 294) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S G.  2 Bowls                             +  65 & 82mm 273 
Two bisque base shards from carinated bowl almost certainly decorated with varied 
bands. All have dark brown, and blue, bands above the bases.  
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 295) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S G.  1 Bowl                             +  75mm 274 
One bisque base shard from a hemispherical bowl almost certainly decorated with varied 
bands. This has a dark brown band above the base, and above this is a trace of a light blue 
band. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 8
 
(FD 2006.1. 370) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S B.  19 Bowls                             +  100mm 347 
 
Nineteen white 
earthenware base 
and body shards, 
with only two 
conjoining, from 
bowls with 
carinated bodies: 
All are decorated 
with banding in 
black, and light 
blue.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 9
(FD 2006.1. 371) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S B.  4 Bowls                             +  72mm 348 a & b 
 
Four white earthenware 
base shards from bowls 
with carinated bodies. 
The top three bowls are 
decorated with banding 
in black, and light blue. 
The bottom example is 
in black, and brown. As 
can be seen from illus 
(348 b) these bowls have 
a very distinctive shape.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 1
Banding: Cable & Lathe Cutting.  
 
Shards (Box 5)   
 
KEY 
 
B              Bisque shard 
G              Glazed shard 
P              Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                       Small 
FD 2006.1.1                    National Museums Scotland acquisition number 
B/W: PU: BL RE & GR: Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black Re& Green.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
 
The cut banding on the shards illustrated below is broader than is normally seen on extant 
examples, which are coloured in green, and occasionally in yellow. “Cable” is a period 
term. The design is produced by using a pourer made from three chambered slip cups, 
with three hollow goose quills. A drop consisting of the three slip colours, falling from 
the tightly gathered quills, creates the triple-coloured effect. Overlapping cats’ eyes 
produce the common cable design. 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 260) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 U/S B. 1  Bowl                140mm + 239 
 
One white earthenware rim 
shard from a bowl, decorated 
with varied banding, common 
cable, and cut banding, below 
the rim: Dark brown, light 
brown, and light blue coloured 
slips were used. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
(FD 2006.1. 261) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S   B. 1 Bowl                              + 240 
 
One white earthenware rim shard from a bowl 
decorated with varied banding, common cable, 
and cut banding, below the rim. Dark brown, 
light brown, and light blue coloured slips were 
used. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 262) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S  B. 1   Bowl. L             220 mm   + 241 
 
One white earthenware rim shard from a bowl 
decorated with varied banding, common cable, and 
cut banding, below the rim. Dark brown, light brown, 
and light blue coloured slips were used. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 263) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 U/S  B. 1  Bowl             220 mm   + 242 
 
One white earthenware rim shard 
from a bowl decorated with 
varied banding, common cable, 
and cut banding below the rim. 
Dark brown, light brown, and 
light blue coloured slips were 
used. 
 
 
 3
(FD 2006.1. 264) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S  B. 1   Bowl            220 mm   + 243 
 
One white earthenware rim shard from a 
bowl decorated with varied banding, 
common cable, and cut banding, below the 
rim. Dark brown, light brown, and light 
blue coloured slips were used. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 265) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S  B. 1   Bowl                             + 244 
 
One white earthenware rim shard from a bowl decorated with 
varied banding, common cable, and cut banding, below the rim. 
The coloured slips used are dark brown, and light brown. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 266) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S   B. 5  Bowls                             +  110mm 245 
 
Five white earthenware base shards, 
with two conjoining, from four bowls 
all decorated with varied banding, and 
common cable. The coloured slips 
used are dark brown, light brown, and 
light blue.  
 1
Banding: Cable & Rouletting:  
 
Shards (Box 5)   
 
KEY 
 
B              Bisque shard 
G              Glazed shard 
P              Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                       Small 
FD 2006.1.1                    National Museums Scotland acquisition number 
B/W: PU: BL RE & GR: Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black Re& Green.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
 
. “Cable” is a period term. The design is produced by using a pourer made from three 
chambered slip cups, with three hollow goose quills. A drop consisting of the three slip 
colours, falling from the tightly gathered quills, creates the triple-coloured effect. 
Overlapping cats’ eyes produce the common cable design. 
 
(FD 2006.1. 257) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S  B. 1   Jug             60mm      + 236 
 
One white earthenware bisque 
shard probably from a jug 
decorated with varied banding, 
common cable, and rouletting 
(type 4) below the rim. Dark 
brown, light brown, and light 
blue coloured slips were used. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
(FD 2006.1. 258) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 U/S B. 2   Mug                105mm + 237 
 
Two bisque white 
earthenware shards 
almost certainly from a 
mug decorated with 
varied banding, 
common cable, and 
rouletting (type 2) 
below the rim. Dark 
brown, light brown, and 
light blue coloured slips 
were used. 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1 259 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 U/S B. 1   Bowl          180mm       + 238 
 
One bisque white earthenware shard, 
probably from a bowl, decorated with 
varied banding, common cable, and 
rouletting (type 3) on the exterior of 
the rim. Dark brown, light brown, and 
light blue coloured slips were used. 
 
 
 1
Banding & Lathe Cutting:  
 
Shards (Box 7)   
 
KEY 
 
B              Bisque shard 
G              Glazed shard 
P              Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                       Small 
FD 2006.1.1                    National Museums Scotland acquisition number 
B/W: PU: BL RE & GR: Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black Re& Green.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 363) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 U/S B. 2 Bowl            220mm    +        340 
 
Two conjoining rim shards from a 
bowl decorated with brown and 
very light green/grey bands and 
lathe cutting. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
(FD 2006.1. 364) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 U/S G. 6 Bowls   160 to 180mm  +        341 
 
Six white earthenware rim shards 
from bowls decorated with 
brown and light blue bands and 
lathe cutting 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 365) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 U/S B. 12 Bowls    160 to 180mm +        342 
 
Twelve white earthenware 
shards from London shaped 
bowls decorated with 
brown and light blue bands 
and lathe cutting 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 3
(FD 2006.1. 366) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 U/S G 2 Bowl               160mm +        343 
 
Two conjoining white 
earthenware rim shards from a 
bowls decorated with green and 
black bands and lathe cutting 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 367) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 U/S B. 5 Bowls              160mm  +        344 
 
Twelve white earthenware 
shards from bowls 
decorated with black 
banding and lathe cutting. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 4
(FD 2006.1. 368) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 U/S G. 5 Bowls                             +   71mm     345 
 
Five white earthenware shards of 
which two conjoin from the bases of 
London shaped bowls decorated with 
black and light blue bands and lathe 
cutting 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 369) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 U/S G. 13 Mugs  +        346 
 
Thirteen white 
earthenware 
shards from a 
number of mugs 
all decorated with 
brown, light blue 
bands and lathe 
cutting. All the 
basal angle shards 
would seem to 
have similar 
moulding. 
 
 
 1
Banding: & Cat’s Eyes:  
 
Shards (Box 4)   
 
KEY 
 
B              Bisque shard 
G              Glazed shard 
P              Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                       Small 
FD 2006.1.1                    National Museums Scotland acquisition number 
B/W: PU: BL RE & GR: Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black Red, Green.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
 
Cat’s eyes is a collector’s term as no period reference has been found: The design is 
produced by using a pourer made up of three chambered slip cups with three hollow 
goose quills. A drop made up from the three slips, falling from the tightly gathered quills; 
create the tri-coloured. Overlapping cat’s eyes create the common cable design.  
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 237) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S B. 3 Bowl                             + 216 
 
Three conjoining 
whiteware shards from 
a carinated bowl 
decorated with 
variegated banding and 
unusually small 
tricolour cat’s eyes:   
The colours slips used 
are light blue, dark 
brown and a very light 
brown. There is 
evidence for a border of 
thin lathe cut bands.  
 1
Banding: Mocha & Rouletting:  
 
Shards (Box 4)   
 
KEY 
 
B              Bisque shard 
G              Glazed shard 
P              Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                       Small 
FD 2006.1.1                    National Museums Scotland acquisition number 
B/W: PU: BL RE & GR: Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black Re& Green.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 218) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S B. 2 Bowl   197 
 
Two, conjoining, white earthenware 
bisque shards from a carinated bow, 
decorated with a band of rouletting (type 
2), varied banding (light brown, black 
and light blue), and mocha decoration. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
 
(FD 2006.1. 219) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S G. 6 Bowls   198 
 
Six glazed white earthenware 
bisque shards from several 
hemispherical bowls, decorated 
with (type 2) rouletting, varied 
banding (light brown, black and 
light blue), and mocha decoration 
over the blue. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 220) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S G. 1 Bowl                +    85mm 199 
 
One glazed white bisque 
shard from a carinated bowl 
decorated with varied 
banding (light brown, black 
and light blue), and mocha. 
This bowl is similar to the 
bisque shards illustrated 
above (197), and is, 
therefore, included in this 
group:  
 
 1
Banding: Mugs, Porringers, etc: Bisque & Glazed.  
 
Shards (Box 5)   
 
KEY 
 
B              Bisque sherd 
G              Glazed sherd 
P              Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                       Small 
FD 2006.1.1                    National Museums Scotland acquisition number 
B/W: PU: BL RE & GR: Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black Re& Green.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
 
Both variegated and monochrome decorated examples on this file. 
 
(FD 2006.1. 296) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S B. 1 Mug - S               +  53mm 275 
 
One bisque, white earthenware, turned base 
shard from a child’s mug, decorated with light 
brown slipped bands.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 297) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S B. 1 Mug             + 85mm 276 
 
One bisque, white earthenware, turned 
base shard from a child’s mug, decorated 
with a dark brown slipped band. 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
(FD 2006.1. 298) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S B. 2 Mug - S - P 71mm 77mm + 80mm 277 
 
Two bisque white earthenware shards from a child’s mug 
decorated with light blue slipped bands. Two handle scars. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 299) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S B. 1 Mug - S             + 80mm 278 
 
One bisque white earthenware shard from a child’s mug, 
decorated with light blue slipped bands.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 300) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S B. 1 Jug?                 85mm + 279 
 
One bisque, white earthenware, rim shard from, 
probably, a jug decorated with brown and blue 
slipped bands. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 3
(FD 2006.1. 301) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S B. 1 Porringer - S                  65mm + 280 
 
One bisque, white earthenware, rim shard from a 
small porringer, decorated with brown and blue 
slipped bands. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 302) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S B. 1 Porringer - S                             +  55mm  281 
 
One bisque, white earthenware, base shard with a 
handle scar, from a small porringer or cup, 
decorated with brown slipped bands. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 303) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S B. 1 Porringer - S                  65mm + 282 
 
One bisque, white earthenware, rim shard 
from a small porringer, decorated with brown 
and blue slipped bands. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 4
(FD 2006.1. 304) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S G. 1 Porringer - S                             +   55mm 283 
 
One glazed, white earthenware; base shard from a 
small porringer, decorated with brown slipped 
bands 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 305) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S G. 1 Porringer - S                             + 284 
 
One glazed, white earthenware, body shard from 
a small porringer, decorated with dark brown & 
grey/blue slipped bands. 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 306) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S B. 1 Porringer                   65mm + 285 
 
Two, glazed, white earthenware body shards 
from a porringer, decorated with dark brown 
& light blue slipped bands: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 5
(FD 2006.1. 307) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S G. 2 Mug - S                  65mm + 286 
 
Two, glazed, white earthenware, body shards 
from a mug, decorated with dark brown & light 
blue slipped bands 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 308) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S G. 1 Cover                             + 287 
 
One, glazed, white earthenware, shard ,probably 
part of a cover, decorated with dark brown & light 
grey/blue slipped bands. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 309) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S G. 7 Mugs          90mm        +       90mm 288 
 
 Seven, glazed, white earthenware shards from 
two mugs, decorated with dark brown & light 
blue slipped bands: Three, and two, shards from 
the scalloped rim conjoin. Jonathan Rickard 
informs me that this is a very unusual feature on 
banded and dipped wares.  
 
 
 
 
 
 1
Banding: Rouletting - (type 1).  
 
Shards (Box 6)   
 
KEY 
 
B              Bisque shard 
G              Glazed shard 
P              Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                       Small 
FD 2006.1.1                    National Museums Scotland acquisition number 
B/W: PU: BL RE & GR: Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black Re& Green.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
 
I have now divided this group into type (1 & 1a). For examples of (type 1a) see illus 293 
& 299 pages 3 & 6. 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 310) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S B. 40 Bowls   180 to 225mm  + 289 
  
Forty, white 
earthenware, 
bisque shards 
from carinated 
bowls of with 
two, and two, 
shards conjoin.  
Variations in the 
blue 
monochrome 
banding suggest 
at least 25 
vessels are 
represented, all 
decorated with 
(type 1) 
rouletting.   
 
 
 
 
 
 2
(FD 2006.1. 311) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S G. 1 Bowl        180mm        + 290 
 
One, glazed, white 
earthenware shard 
from a bowl, 
decorated with bands 
of blue and brown 
slip, and (type 1) 
rouletting: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 312) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S B. 1 Bowl              + 291 
 
One, bisque, white earthenware shard from a 
bowl, decorated with bands of blue and brown, 
slip, and (type 1) rouletting: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 313) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S B. 1 Jug          85mm        + 292 
 
One, bisque, white earthenware shard from a 
bowl, decorated with bands of blue and brown 
slip, and (type 1) rouletting: There are two spaced 
coloured dots on the shoulder, probably part of 
five dots in a diamond pattern as (illus 294) 
below. 
 
 
 
 3
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 314) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S G. 1 Porringer           90mm       + 293 
 
One, glazed, white 
earthenware shard from a 
porringer, decorated with 
bands of blue, dark 
brown, and yellow slip, 
and (type 1a) rouletting: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 315) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S G. 1 Bowl-S 65mm          130mm      +    65mm 294 
 
Three, conjoining, bisque 
white earthenware shards 
forming a large section of a 
carinated bowl, decorated 
with bands of pale blue and 
very dark brown slip. 
Below the scalloped edge 
there is a band of (type 1) 
rouletting. The bowl is also 
decorated with spaced 
groups of five brown dots 
in a quasi diamond pattern. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 4
 
(FD 2006.1. 316) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S B. 22 Bowls     180 to 210       + 295 
 
Twenty two 
shards from, 
probably, the 
same number 
of bowls, all 
decorated with 
(type 1) 
rouletting and 
various 
combinations 
of banding in 
dark brown, 
light brown, 
and light blue. 
A couple of 
the larger 
shards show 
two rouletted 
bands, one 
beneath the 
rim, and one 
above the carination line.     
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 317) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S B. 2 Jugs           82mm 296 
 
Three rim shards, with two 
conjoining, from two jugs, 
decorated with pale blue 
banding, and (type 1) 
rouletting. Both examples 
show traces of spouts. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 5
(FD 2006.1. 318) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S G. 1 Jug            90mm       +     297 
 
One rim shard from a jug, 
decorated with pale blue, and 
brown, banding and (type 1) 
rouletting. A moulded handle 
scar is below the rim. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 319) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S G. 1 Jug             90mm      +   298 
 
One rim shard from a jug, decorated with 
pale blue, and brown, banding, and (type 
1) rouletting. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 6
(FD 2006.1. 320) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S G. 2 Bowls           190mm     + 299 
 
Two rim shards from two 
bowls, decorated with 
brown, and blue, banding 
and (type 1a) banding 
below the rims. Both 
shards show traces of 
(type 2) banding.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 1
Banding: Rouletting - (type 2):  
 
Shards (Box 6)   
 
KEY 
 
B              Bisque shard 
G              Glazed shard 
P              Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                       Small 
FD 2006.1.1                    National Museums Scotland acquisition number 
B/W: PU: BL RE & GR: Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black Re& Green.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 321) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S B. 56 Bowls   145 to 180mm  + 300 
  
Fifty six white 
earthenware 
bisque shards 
from carinated 
bowls, with only 
two conjoining. 
Variations in the 
monochrome blue 
banding suggest at 
least 30 vessels 
are represented, 
all decorated with 
bands of (type 2) 
rouletting.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
(FD 2006.1. 322) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S B. 1 Jug          82mm        +        301 
  
One bisque white earthenware rim 
and shoulder shard from a jug, 
decorated with blue, and black, 
banding with a band of (type 2) 
rouletting. Handle scar seen below 
rim. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 323) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S B. 7 Bowls   130 to 150mm   +        302 
 
Seven, bisque, 
white 
earthenware, 
rim shards, with 
two conjoining, 
from six bowls 
decorated with 
light blue and 
black, banding. 
All six have 
been decorated 
with a band of 
(type 2) 
rouletting.  
 
 
 
 
 3
(FD 2006.1. 324) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S G. 2 Bowl          130mm       +        303 
 
Two, glazed, white earthenware shards 
from a bowl, decorated with light blue, 
and dark brown, banding, and (type 2) 
rouletting. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 325) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S B. 1 Porringer          95mm        +        304 
 
One only, bisque, white 
earthenware rim shard from a 
porringer, decorated with light 
blue banding, and a band of 
(type 2) rouletting:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 4
(FD 2006.1. 357) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S B.16 Mugs 98mm         100mm       +       118mm 334 
 
Sixteen, bisque, white earthenware shards, with four, and two, conjoining from a 
minimum of three mugs, all decorated with light blue banding, and (type 2) rouletting: 
There are two distinctive handle terminals: all three basal angles have similar moulding.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Banding: Rouletting & Lathe Cutting:  
 
Shards (Box 5)   
 
KEY 
 
B              Bisque shard 
G              Glazed shard 
P              Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                       Small 
FD 2006.1.1                    National Museums Scotland acquisition number 
B/W: PU: BL RE & GR: Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black Re& Green.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 270) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S  G. 1   Bowl 99mm           215mm    + 125mm 249 
  
One, large, glazed shard, 
giving the complete profile 
of a hemispherical bowl 
with a developed footrim. 
Decorated with light blue, 
and dark brown, banding, 
(type 1) rouletting, there is 
thin cutting on the body.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 271) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 U/S G. 1  Bowl                              + 250 
 
One glazed rim shard from a carinated bowl, decorated with 
light blue, and dark brown, banding, (type 1) rouletting, and 
thin cutting on the body. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 272) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S  G. 1  Bowl                              + 251 
 
One glazed rim shard from a bowl, decorated 
with light blue, and dark brown, banding, 
(type 1) rouletting, and thin cutting on the 
body 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 273) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U’S  G. 1  Bowl                              + 252 
 
One glazed rim shard from a bowl, decorated with light blue, 
light brown, and dark brown, banding, (type 1) rouletting, and 
thin cutting on the body 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 274) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S  G. 1  Bowl                              + 253 
 
One glazed body shard from a bowl, decorated with 
light blue, and light brown, banding, (type 1) 
rouletting, and thin cutting on the body. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 275) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 U/S  G. 5 Bowls                              +  72mm 254 
 
Five, glazed, base and body shards, of 
which two conjoin, from carinated 
bowls with developed footrims: 
Decorated with light blue, brown, and 
very dark brown, banding: The body 
shards have thin cutting on the bodies. 
These shards appear to be similar to 
the rouletted bowls illustrated above. 
 1
Banding: Rouletting - (type 3) - Bowls.  
 
Shards (Box 7)   
 
KEY 
 
B              Bisque shard 
G              Glazed shard 
P              Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                       Small 
FD 2006.1.1                    National Museums Scotland acquisition number 
B/W: PU: BL RE & GR: Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black Re& Green.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 346) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S B. 7 Bowls         200mm       + 325 
  
Seven, white 
earthenware, bisque 
shards, with two 
conjoining: Six 
London shape bowls 
are represented all 
decorated with 
banding in light blue, 
and shades of brown. 
The rims all have (type 
3) rouletting.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
(FD 2006.1. 347) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S B. 10 Bowls         200mm       + 326 
Ten, white earthenware, bisque shards from ten different bowls, possibly all in the 
London shape, and decorated with banding in light blue, and black. All the bowls were 
decorated with (type 3) rouletting.  
 
 
 
 3
(FD 2006.1. 348) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S B. 6 Bowls         200mm       + 327 
Six, white earthenware, bisque shards from six different bowls, possibly all in the London 
shape, decorated with banding in light blue, and black: All the bowls were decorated with 
(type 3) rouletting.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 1
Banding: Rouletting - (types 5 & 6)  
 
Shards (Box 7)   
 
KEY 
 
B              Bisque shard 
G              Glazed shard 
P              Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                       Small 
FD 2006.1.1                    National Museums Scotland acquisition number 
B/W: PU: BL RE & GR: Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black Re& Green.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 326) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S G. 25 Bowl         150mm        +  305 
 
Twenty five glazed 
shards, conjoining to 
form a large part of a 
London shaped bowl, 
decorated with light 
blue bands, (type 5 & 6) 
rouletting,, and groups 
of spaced, double 
coloured dots, forming 
a diamond pattern.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
(FD 2006.1. 327) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S G. 7 Bowl        150mm        + 306  
 
Seven glazed shards, with two, and three, 
conjoining, from a London shaped bowl, 
decorated with light blue bands, (type 5 
& 6) rouletting, and groups of spaced, 
double coloured dots in a diamond 
pattern. Only the largest fragment is 
illustrated. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 328) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S G. 3 Bowl                             + 307 
 
Three, conjoining, glazed shards 
from a London shaped bowl, 
decorated with tan coloured bands, 
and (type 5 & 6) rouletting.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 3
(FD 2006.1. 329) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S G. 1 Bowl                             + 308  
 
One glazed rim shard from a London shaped 
bowl, decorated with brown and light blue, 
bands, and (type 5) rouletting. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 1
Banding: Rouletting - (types 7 to 17).  
 
Shards (Box 7)   
 
KEY 
 
B              Bisque shard 
G              Glazed shard 
P              Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                       Small 
FD 2006.1.1                    National Museums Scotland acquisition number 
B/W: PU: BL RE & GR: Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black Re& Green.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 330)  
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S B. 1 Bowl                             +  309 
 
One bisque rim shard from bowl, decorated with a 
dark brown band below a band of (type 7) 
rouletting filled with dark brown slip.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 331) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S G. 1 Bowl            150mm     + 310 
 
One, glazed, white earthenware rim shard from a blue, 
dipped, bowl, decorated with a band of (type 7) 
rouletting filled with black slip. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
(FD 2006.1. 332) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S B. 1 Bowl                             + 311  
 
One, white earthenware, bisque body shard from a 
bowl decorated with light blue, and brown, banding, 
and two bands of (types 7) rouletting filled with brown 
slip. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 333) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S B. 1 Bowl                             + 312  
 
One, white earthenware, bisque body 
shard from a bowl, decorated with 
light blue, and brown, banding, and 
two bands of rouletting (types 7 & 
17) filled with brown slip. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 3
(FD 2006.1. 334)     
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S G. 3 Bowl         150mm       + 313  
 
Four, conjoining, glazed white earthenware rim shards from a bowl, decorated with light 
blue, and dark brown, banding with a broad band of (type 8) rouletting between.  
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 335) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S G. 2 Bowl                             + 314 
 
Two, white earthenware, glazed rim shards 
from a bowl, decorated with light blue 
banding, and, almost certainly, spaced groups 
of five single brown dots in a quasi diamond 
pattern: the band of (type 9).rouletting was 
filled with dark brown slip. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 336) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S G. 1 Porringer     85mm             + 315 
 
One, white earthenware, glazed rim 
shard from a bowl, decorated with light 
blue banding and, probably, spaced 
groups of five single brown dots in a 
quasi diamond pattern: the band of (type 
9).rouletting was filled with a dark 
brown slip. 
 
 4
(FD 2006.1. 337) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S G. 3 Bowl     180mm            + 316 
 
Three, conjoining, white 
earthenware, glazed rim 
shards, with two illustrated, 
from a bowl, decorated with  
tan coloured banding with a 
band of (type 10) .rouletting 
between the tan bands.  
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 338) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S G. 1 Bowl     180mm            + 317 
 
One, white earthenware, glazed rim shard from 
a bowl, decorated with two, light blue, bands, 
with a band of (type 10) rouletting filled with 
brown slip. There is a trace of a brown dot on 
the left of the illustration: this could be part of 
one of five forming a quasi diamond pattern, see 
illus 314 above). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 339) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S B. 1 Bowl                             + 318 
 
One, white earthenware, bisque rim shard from a bowl, 
decorated with a blue band, and a black band. Below the 
blue band is a band of (type 11) rouletting. This shard has 
also been decorated with fine bands of lathe cutting. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 5
(FD 2006.1. 340) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S G. 1 Bowl                             + 319 
 
One, white earthenware, glazed rim shard from a 
bowl, decorated with a light blue bands, and 
bands in several shades of brown: Below the rim 
there is a band of (type 12) rouletting filled with 
dark brown slip.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 341) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S B. 1 Bowl                             + 320 
 
One, white earthenware, bisque rim shard from a bowl, 
decorated with three light blue bands: Between two of 
these, there is a band of (type 13) rouletting filled with 
brown slip.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 342) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S B. 1 Bowl                             + 321 
 
One, white earthenware, bisque body shard from a 
London shaped bowl, decorated with a light blue band, 
and a light brown band. Between the bands there is a 
partly obliterated band of (type 14) rouletting filled 
with light brown slip.  
 
 
 
 6
(FD 2006.1. 343) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S G. 1 Bowl                             + 322 
 
One, white earthenware, glazed 
body shard from a London 
shaped bowl, decorated with a 
light blue band, and two bands 
in shades of brown. Between 
these there are two bands of 
(type 15) rouletting.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 344) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S G. 3 Mug               80mm    + 323 
 
Three, white 
earthenware, 
glazed shards,   
with two 
conjoining, from 
a child’s mug, 
decorated with 
light blue, and 
black, bands. 
All the blue 
bands were 
applied over 
bands of (type 
15) rouletting.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 7
 
(FD 2006.1. 344) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S G. 1 Bowl                             + 323 
 
One, white earthenware, glazed 
body shard from a bowl, decorated 
with a light blue, and a brown band 
with a band of (type 15) rouletting: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 1
Banding: Rouletting - (type 16) - Bowls.  
 
Shards (Box 7)   
 
KEY 
 
B              Bisque shard 
G              Glazed shard 
P              Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                       Small 
FD 2006.1.1                    National Museums Scotland acquisition number 
B/W: PU: BL RE & GR: Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black Re& Green.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
(Type 16) rouletting is similar but smaller than (type 3). 
 
(FD 2006.1. 349) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S B. 10 Bowls   140-160mm      + 326 
  
Ten, white 
earthenware, 
bisque rim shards 
from ten bowls, 
all decorated with 
light blue, and 
black banding and 
(type 16) 
rouletting. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
(FD 2006.1. 350) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S B. 4 Bowls        140-160mm      + 327 
  
Four, white 
earthenware, 
bisque rim shards 
from four 
different London 
shape bowls all 
decorated with 
light blue, and 
black, banding, 
and with (type 16) 
rouletting. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 351) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S B. 1 Bowl                             + 328 
  
One, white earthenware, bisque rim 
shard from a bowl, decorated with 
light blue, and brown, banding, and 
(type 16) rouletting: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 3
(FD 2006.1. 352) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S G. 3 Bowl                             + 329 
  
Three, white earthenware, glazed 
rim shards from bowls, all 
decorated with light blue, and 
brown, banding, and with (type 16) 
rouletting: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 353) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S G. 2 Porringers         90mm          + 330 
  
Two, white earthenware, glazed rim 
shards from Porringers one of which is 
decorated with light blue, and black, 
banding, and  the other with brown. Both 
have also been decorated with (type 16) 
rouletting. 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 354) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S G. 1 Jug                              + 331 
  
One, white earthenware, glazed rim shard from a jug, 
decorated with light blue, and black, banding, along with 
(type 16) rouletting: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 4
(FD 2006.1. 355) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S B. 1 Porringer         90mm          + 332 
  
One, white earthenware, 
bisque rim shard from a 
porringer, decorated with 
light blue banding and (type 
16) rouletting: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 356) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S B. 1 Bowl               80mm    + 333 
 
One, white earthenware, bisque 
shard from a bowl, decorated 
with light brown, and dark 
brown, banding: There is also a 
trace of light blue slip: The 
rouletting appears to be a 
combination of one band of (type 
17) in the centre, and two bands 
of (type 15) above and below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 5
Note: The rouletted shards illustrated below were given to the author while work on the 
Portobello kiln site for SUAT Ltd in 2005. The gentleman said that he had recovered 
them a number of years previously when workman were digging a service trench at the 
foot of Pipe Street, just in front of the site of Rathbone’s pottery. 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 466) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S B. 1 Bowl                             + 443  
 
One, white earthenware, bisque shard from a 
bowl, decorated with light blue bands, and 
spaced dots under a single, dark brown, band: 
There is also a single band of (type 18) 
rouletting.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 467) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S B. 1 Bowl             180mm    + 444  
 
One, white earthenware, bisque shard from a 
hemispherical bowl, decorated with black, 
grey, and brown, banding, and a single band 
of (type 19) rouletting filled with black slip. 
 
 
 1
Banding: Vertical Combing:  
 
Shards (Box 4)   
 
KEY 
 
B              Bisque shard 
G              Glazed shard 
P              Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                       Small 
FD 2006.1.1                    National Museums Scotland acquisition number 
B/W: PU: BL RE & GR: Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black Re& Green.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 237a) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S G. 2 Mug   215 
 
Two pearlglazed shards 
from a mug, decorated 
with dark brown, and 
blue, horizontal banding 
which has been combed.  
 
 
 
 1
Dipped: Fan Decorated:  
 
Shards (Box 4)   
 
KEY 
 
B              Bisque shard 
G              Glazed shard 
P              Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                       Small 
FD 2006.1.1                    National Museums Scotland acquisition number 
B/W: PU: BL RE & GR: Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black Re& Green.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 225) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S B. 4 Bowls                             +     204 
Four, white earthenware, 
bisque shards from small 
bowls, although it is 
possible that the base 
shard is from a porringer. 
These were dipped in a 
light brown slip, then 
decorated with dark 
brown, light brown, and 
white, dipped fans. Just 
under the rim there is a 
thin, painted, band of dark 
brown slip. 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 226) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S B. 1 Bowl                             +     205 
 
One, white earthenware, bisque rim 
shard from a small, dipped, brown 
bowl, decorated with a hand painted 
blue band below the rim, and a light 
blue, white, and brown, dipped fan. 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
(FD 2006.1. 227) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S G. 2 Bowl                             +     206 
 
Two, conjoining, glazed base 
shards from a pearlglazed, 
hemispherical, dipped bowl, 
decorated with tan slip. A 
band of brown above the base 
was painted over the tan slip, 
and has run. There are also 
fragments of three, dipped, 
fans. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 228) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S B. 4 Porringer  110mm+ 80mm    207 
 
Four white earthenware 
bisque shards, three 
conjoining, from a 
porringer. The vessel was 
dipped in a dark brown slip, 
and then decorated with 
dark brown, light brown, 
and white, dipped, fans. A 
thin, painted, band of dark 
brown slip is just below the 
rim.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 3
 
(FD 2006.1. 229) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S B.  12 Bowl               130mm + 65mm 208 
Twelve, white 
earthenware bisque 
shards with six 
conjoining, from a 
stained, light brown, 
dipped bowl, 
decorated with 
dipped fans in dark 
brown, light brown, 
and white, slips. A 
thin, dark brown, 
painted band is 
below the rim. 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 230) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S B. 7 Bowl             + 74mm 209 
 
Seven white earthenware 
bisque shards with three, 
and two, conjoining, from a 
light brown, dipped, bowl, 
decorated with dipped fans 
in dark brown, light brown, 
and white, slips.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 231) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S G.  Bowls etc                             +     210 
 
Five, pearlware, glazed 
shards: four are almost 
certainly from dipped 
bowls, and one (bottom 
left), from a very small 
vessel. All were dipped in 
shades of brown, and 
decorated with dipped 
fans in browns, white, and 
blue.  
 4
 
(FD 2006.1. 232) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S B. 4 Porringer    
 Four conjoining shards from the rim of a porringer which was dipped in tan slip. 
There is a light brown band below the rim, and just a trace of a fan. Not illustrated.  
 
Dipped: Green & Yellow Monochrome:  
 
Shards (Box 4)   
 
KEY 
 
B              Bisque shard 
G              Glazed shard 
P              Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                       Small 
FD 2006.1.1                    National Museums Scotland acquisition number 
B/W: PU: BL RE & GR: Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black Re& Green.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 238) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S G. 12 Jugs              120mm   + 217 
 
Twelve glazed, yellow 
dipped, shards from a 
minimum of two jugs, 
decorated with thin lathe 
cut bands. The two large 
rim shards have flat 
handle scars 20 x 5mm.  
Almost certainly, 
severalof the ten small 
shards belong to other 
vessels.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 239) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S G. 1 ?                             + 218 
 
One small, glazed, yellow dipped body shard, with 
red decoration on both surfaces.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 240) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S G. 3 Creamer                  65mm +  39mm 219 
 
Four, glazed, yellow dipped shards with two 
conjoining. All are decorated with thin, lathe 
cut, bands. The rim shard is definitely from a 
creamer, as the scar is evidence of a spout, 
but I am less certain about the other shards.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 241) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S G. 1 Mustard?                             + 220 
 
One, glazed, yellow dipped shard from a 
cover, probably from a mustard pot. 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 242) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S G. 1 Bowl?                             +  54mm 221 
 
One, glazed, base shard 
from, probably, a green 
dipped bowl, decorated 
with thin, lathe cut, 
bands. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 1
Dipped & Lathe Cutting:  
 
Shards (Box 7)   
 
KEY 
 
B              Bisque shard 
G              Glazed shard 
P              Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                       Small 
FD 2006.1.1                    National Museums Scotland acquisition number 
B/W: PU: BL RE & GR: Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black Re& Green.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 358) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 U/S  B. 1 Saucer  28mm       125mm         +       73mm 335 
  
One, white 
earthenware, bisque 
shard from a small 
saucer coated on the 
interior with a grey 
coloured slip, and 
then decorated with 
two, lathe cut, bands.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
(FD 2006.1. 359) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 U/S B. 1   Cup                             +        55mm 336 
 
One, white earthenware, bisque shard from 
a small cup, coated on the exterior with a 
grey coloured slip, and then decorated 
with a fine, lathe cut, band.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 360) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S  B. 2  Jug?                              +        60mm 337 
 
Two, conjoining, white earthenware, 
bisque shards from a small round jug 
coated on the exterior with a grey coloured 
slip, and then decorated with lathe cut 
bands. There is a trace of a handle scar, or 
possibly a spout, from a small teapot. 
 
    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 3
(FD 2006.1. 361) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 U/S  B. 1 Bowl                             +      57mm 338 
 
One, white 
earthenware, bisque 
shard from a small 
bowl, coated on the 
exterior with a grey 
coloured slip which was 
then decorated with 
two, lathe cut, bands. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 362) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S  B. 3  Mug                              +        75mm 339 
 
Three, white 
earthenware, bisque 
shards, with two  
Conjoining, from a 
small mug, coated on 
the exterior with a 
brown slip, then 
decorated with lathe cut 
bands. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 1
Dipped: Marbled Slip & Rouletting:  
 
Shards (Box 4)   
 
KEY 
 
B              Bisque shard 
G              Glazed shard 
P              Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                       Small 
FD 2006.1.1                    National Museums Scotland acquisition number 
B/W: PU: BL RE & GR: Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black Re& Green.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 233) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S G. 3 Bowl  160mm+ 80mm         211 
Three pearlglazed shards 
from a carinated bowl, or 
bowls, decorated with 
patches of white, dark 
brown, and light blue, slip 
over a dipped light brown 
body. Below the rim, a 
band of (Type 5) rouletting 
is filled with dark brown 
slip. This bowl has a well 
developed footrim. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 234) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S G. 1 Bowl                             + 70mm          212 
 
One, pearlglazed, basal angle shard 
from a bowl, decorated with 
patches of white and dark brown, 
over a dipped light brown body: 
The slip has been cut away from 
the footrim. 
 
 
 
 2
 
(FD 2006.1. 235) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S G. 2 Bowls                      +          213 
 
Two, pearlglazed, shards from a 
bowl, or bowls, decorated with 
blue, dark brown, and white, slip 
over a dipped light brown body. 
The slip has been cut away from 
the footrim. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 236) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S G. 1 Jug?                      +          214 
 
One thick, pearlglazed, shard from the shoulder 
of a jug, decorated with dark brown, light blue, 
and white, slip over a dipped light brown body: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 1
Dipped: Mocha Decorated:  
 
Shards (Box 4)   
 
KEY 
 
B              Bisque shard 
G              Glazed shard 
P              Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                       Small 
FD 2006.1.1                    National Museums Scotland acquisition number 
B/W: PU: BL RE & GR: Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black Re& Green.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 221) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S B. 7 Bowls                      +         80 mm 200 
 
Seven, whiteware, 
bisque shards from a 
minimum of four 
dipped 
hemispherical, 
bowls: All the 
footrims are of 
different heights and 
there is a black, 
dendritic, mocha 
style decoration 
over the brown slip  
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 222) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S B. 1 Jug?                      +        120mm 201 
 
One, whiteware, bisque shard from a 
dipped jug, or possibly a large cider 
mug: There is a dark brown band above 
the base, and black, dendritic, mocha 
style decoration over the light brown 
slip. 
 
 
 
 2
 
(FD 2006.1. 223) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S G. 1 Bowel?                    +        40mm 202 
 
One, glazed, buff coloured, coarse shard 
from, probably, a small bowl: Traces of 
white on the body, under black dendritic, 
mocha style decoration, can be seen. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 224) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S G. 2 Bowels                    +        64mm 203 
 
Two, glazed, pearlware 
shards from the bases of 
two hemispherical 
dipped bowls, with only 
one illustrated. Above 
the base, a painted 
brown band over the tan 
coloured slip has run on 
the illustrated example. 
Both bowls were then 
decorated with black, 
dendritic, mocha style 
decoration. 
 1
Pearlware: Painting: Pratt Colours:  
 
Shards (Box 7)   
 
KEY 
B              Bisque shard 
G              Glazed shard 
P              Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                       Small 
FD 2006.1.1                    National Museums Scotland acquisition number 
B/W: PU: BL RE & GR: Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black Re& Green.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
When the Portobello site was cleared for house building, all the painted shards from 
bowls (illus 349 to 355) were recovered by the author from a small, truncated, pit cut 
into the natural sand. I have also illustrated a few bisque shards in this file: when 
glazed, they would almost certainly have been pearlware. 
 
(FD 2006.1. 372) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
Pit  G. 4   Bowl       170mm          + 349 
 
Four, conjoining,  
glazed pearlware 
shards from the 
rim of a bowl, 
decorated with a 
broad band of red, 
over which are 
yellow leaves, and 
groups of cable 
flowers, also in 
red. There is a band of pink lustre on the interior rim. 
 
(FD 2006.1. 373) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
Pit  G. 6   Bowl             160mm   + 350 
 
Six glazed pearlware 
shards, with five 
conjoining, from the rim 
of a bowl, decorated with 
four thin brown bands, 
and one broad band of 
yellow. There is also a 
broad band of foliage, 
painted in pale lime, 
green, yellow, and  pale brown.  
 2
(FD 2006.1. 374) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
Pit G. 7  Bowl         160mm        + 351 
 
Seven glazed pearlware 
shards, with two 
conjoining, from a bowl, 
decorated with a broad band 
of red, between two bands 
of pink lustre. There are 
pale pink cable flowers 
painted over the red band, 
and a light brown band 
around the rim.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 375) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 Pit  G. 8 Bowls         180mm        + 352 
 
Eight glazed pearlware 
shards, two conjoining, 
from a bowl, or bowls, 
decorated with two thin 
green bands, and one 
broad band of yellow. A 
broad band of yellow 
foliage is interspersed 
with cable flowers in 
pale pink. The fine band 
on one shard is a darker 
brown, which suggests 
this is from a different 
bowl. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 3
 
(FD 2006.1. 376) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 Pit G. 1  Bowl               160 mm  + 353 
 
Six glazed pearlware shards, with 
five conjoining, from the rim of a 
bowl, decorated with a painted band 
of foliage in yellow, and a flower in 
deep red.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 377) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
Pit  G. 1  Bowl             160mm     + 354 
 
One glazed pearlware shard from 
a bowl, decorated with a broad 
band of red, and with yellow and 
green foliage painted over the red 
band. A light brown band was 
painted round the rim. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 378) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 Pit G. 1  Bowl                              + 355 
 
One glazed pearlware shard from a bowl, 
decorated with, apparently, a purple lustre 
band between red flowers, green leaves, and 
blue seed pods.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 4
 
(FD 2006.1. 379) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 U/S  G. 1  Saucer          130mm       + 356 
 
One rim shard from a pearlware 
saucer, decorated with two thin 
painted bands, and spaced, small, 
stylised flowers in green, brown, and 
ochre. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 380) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S  G. 2  Saucer            145mm      + 357 
 
Two, conjoining, shards from the rim 
of a pearlware saucer, decorated with a 
fine, brown, painted band, a blue 
ribbon, and stylised leaves in red, and 
green. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 381) 
Context Shards Forms Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 U/S G. 3  Cup &Saucer      155mm           + 358 
 
Three pearlware rim shards, two from a 
cup, and one from a saucer, decorated 
with a painted brown band, and a 
second, very thin, continuous, wavy 
band, and leaves in light brown, and 
dark brown.  
 
 
 
 
 
 5
(FD 2006.1. 382) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S   G. 1 Saucer    1       30mm       + 359 
 
One rim shard from a pearlware 
saucer, decorated with a brown band 
below the rim, blue crosses, and 
green leaves, etc. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 383) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 U/S G. 1  Bowl        160mm          + 360 
 
One rim shard from a pearlware bowl, 
decorated with pairs of horizontal brown 
bands, with a yellow band between. the 
vertical bands in orange, green, and blue, 
giving a tartan effect. There is also a brown 
band below the interior rim. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 384) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S G. 1 Bowl                             + 361 
 
One rim shard from a pearlware bowl, decorated in 
brown, green, yellow, and blue, with horizontal 
bands, dots, etc., and a brown band below the 
interior rim. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 6
 
(FD 2006.1. 385) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S G. 1 Bowl                             + 362 
 
One, rolled rim, shard from a pearlware 
bowl, decorated with a brown band, and a 
green, blue, and brown, spray: There is 
another brown band below the interior rim. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 386) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S G. 1 Saucer          160mm       + 363 
 
One rim shard from a pearlware saucer 
with a dished rim, decorated with a pink 
lustre band below the rim, and small, 
stylised, flowers in green, brown, and blue.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 387) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S G. 1 Cup           105mm      + 364 
 
One rim shard from a pearlware cup, decorated with two, 
well spaced, brown bands on the interior, and a single 
brown band below the exterior rim. Below this are small 
stylised flowers in different colours, blue, orange, and 
brown. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 7
 
(FD 2006.1. 388) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S G. 1 Bowl          160mm       + 365 
 
One rim shard from a pearlware 
bowl, decorated with three, 
horizontal, blue bands over 
painted with short, vertical,   
brown strokes. Below this is a 
band of yellow, and dark brown, 
spaced, angled, lines. 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 389) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S B. 1 Saucer           140mm      + 366 
 
One rim shard from a bisque saucer 
painted with four brown bands, two 
below the rim, and two, spaced, 
below. On each side of the central 
band there are yellow leaves on 
fine, brown, stems.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 390) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S B. 1 Bowl         140mm       + 367 
 
One rim shard from a bisque bowl 
decorated with two brown bands with a 
band of yellow between. Below this, in 
smudged dark brown, or perhaps black, 
are parts of a Masonic badge, 
comprising an open compass, and a 
square, with the letter “G” between. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 8
(FD 2006.1. 391) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S G.1 Plate 15mm            140mm   + 368 
 
One rim shard from a child’s pearlware 
plate with a dished rim, decorated with 
three thin brown bands, and one broad 
yellow band. The shoulder of the plate is 
decorated with a stylised band in blue, 
brown, and green.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 392) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S G.1 Plate 13mm          140mm      + 369 
 
One rim shard from a child’s pearlware plate, 
decorated with a broad band of oil drop lustre, 
and one of yellow. The interior has a fine 
brown band inside which are faint traces of 
pale green, and brown, painting. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 393) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S G. 1 Mug             100mm    + 370 
 
One rim shard from a pearlware 
mug, decorated with three brown 
bands on the exterior rim. A 
wavy orange band with blue 
stylised leaves above and below 
sits between two of the bands. 
There is a single brown band 
below the interior rim. 
 
 9
(FD 2006.1. 394) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S G. 1 Cup                             +        46mm 371 
 
One base shard from a pearlware cup, decorated 
with a blue and green spray on the interior. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 395) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S G. 1 Bowl                             +       62mm 372 
 
One base shard from a pearlware bowl, 
decorated with a degraded yellow and 
red flower on the interior. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 396) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S G. 3 Saucer                             + 373 
 
Three shards, two from the rim, and one from 
the body, of a pearlware saucer with a wavy 
edge: The saucer was decorated with small, 
hand painted, stylised flowers in blue, green, 
and red. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 10
 (FD 2006. 1. 397) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S G. 1 Bowl                             + 374 
 
One rim shard from a pearlware mug, decorated 
with a lustre band on the exterior rim. Below the 
dark reddish brown decoration there is part of a 
dedication, but only the letter “W” can be 
deciphered. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006. 1. 398) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S G. 1 Mug         70mm         + 375 
 
One rim shard from a pearlware mug, 
decorated with a brown band below the 
interior rim. On the exterior there is part of 
a dedication, but only the letter “A” can be 
deciphered. A trace of lustre, a black 
painted flower, and another small, 
complete flower in black, green, and red, 
can be seen.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 399) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S G. 1 Porringer         90mm          + 376 
 
One rim shard from a pearlware 
porringer, decorated with a brown 
band below the interior rim. On the 
exterior there is part of a dedication 
in black, surrounded by two black 
lines with a yellow band between. 
There is an area of lustre decoration.  
 
 
 
 11
(FD 2006.1. 400) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S B. 1 Clock                             + 377 
 
One bisque shard from a miniature grandfather 
clock showing, in lustre, the numbers 1, 2, and 3 
on the clock face.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 401) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S G. 1 Plate                             + 378 
 
One base shard from a pearlware plate, showing part 
of a painted fish in brown, green, blue, and black: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 402) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S G. 1 Coffee Saucer 22mm         87mm         +       45mm 379 
Approximately one half of a bisque 
saucer, painted with two fine bands of 
lustre. The straight thin foot rim is 4 mm 
high.  
 
 
 
 
 
 12
(FD 2006.1. 403) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S G. 3 Cup              100mm   +     49mm 380 
 
Three shards, two from the rim, and 
one from the base, of a pearlware 
London shaped cup, decorated with 
small, hand painted, green dashes, 
forming quasi diamond shapes. There 
is a band of light blue on the rim, and 
part of a small circle of dark blue dots 
on the interior. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 404) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S G. 4 Cup          110mm      + 381 
 
Four shards, one everted rim, one base, 
and two body, all from a pearlware 
London shaped cup, decorated with 
small, hand painted, orange and blue 
dashes, forming quasi diamond shapes. 
There is a band of light blue on the 
rim. It is quite possible that the top 
right hand shard is from a small bowl. 
See illus 382 and 383 below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 13
 
(FD 2006.1. 405) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S G. 3 Saucer             145mm    + 382 
 
Three shards from a pearlware 
saucer, decorated around the 
inside with small, hand painted, 
orange and blue dashes, 
forming quasi diamond shapes. 
There is a band of light blue on 
the rim. 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 406) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S G. 1 Bowl                             +       73mm 383 
 
One, large, base 
shard from a 
pearlware carrinated 
bow, decorated 
around the body 
with small, hand 
painted, orange and 
blue dashes, 
forming quasi 
diamond shapes. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 1
Painting & Stick-type Decoration:  
 
Shards (Box 8)   
 
KEY 
 
B              Bisque shard 
G              Glazed shard 
P              Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                       Small 
FD 2006.1.1                    National Museums Scotland acquisition number 
B/W: PU: BL RE & GR: Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black Re& Green.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
(Written on Bag)  
Portobello 1980 Trench 2 (Large Dump in SE area (redeposited by machine) 
 
There are several, conflicting, theories regarding the device used by decorators to create 
the small round flowers, in seven segments, sometimes found on pottery. One of the more 
interesting ideas was put forward by Peter Francis, who suggests that a particular flower 
stem, when cut, makes exactly this design. 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 407)     
Context Shards Forms Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
T. 2 G. 2 Cup & Saucer    S.   150mm      + 384 
 
Two pearlware shards, with a 
very blue glaze, one from a 
cup, and one from a saucer: 
Both are decorated, the cup on 
the exterior, and the saucer on 
the interior, with red sprays and 
seven small, red, segmented 
flowers (seven segments) with 
tiny red centres.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
(FD 2006.1. 408) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
T. 2 G. 3 Cup & Saucer  S     150mm       + 385 
 
Three pearlware shards, with a 
very blue glaze, one from a 
cup, and two from a saucer: 
Both vessels are decorated, the 
cup on the exterior, and the 
saucer on the interior, with 
green sprays, and small, 
segmented flowers (seven 
segments) in blue, with tiny red 
centres.  
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 409) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
T. 2 G. 4 Saucer                             + 386 
 
Four pearlglazed shards from a 
saucer, decorated with two thin 
bands, and one very broad band, of 
light blue. Over the broad band are 
three alternating bands of small, 
spaced, dark blue, segmented flowers 
(seven segments) with dark blue 
central dots.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 410) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
T. 2 G. 1                              + 387 
 
One pearlglazed shard from a bowl decorated with two thin 
and a very broad band of light blue. Over the broad band are 
two alternating bands of small, spaced, dark blue, segmented 
flowers (seven segments) with dark blue central dots.    
 
 
 
 
 3
(FD 2006.1. 411) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
T. 2 B. 1                              + 388 
 
One bisque shard from a bowl decorated with a 
blue wash. Over the broad band are two, 
alternating, bands of small, spaced, dark blue, 
segmented flowers (seven segments) with dark 
blue central dots. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 412) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
T. 2 G. 1 Mug                             + 389 
 
One pearlglazed shard from a mug, 
decorated with a blue band below which 
there is a blue segmented flower (six 
segments only) with blue central dots.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 1
Painting: Underglaze Cobalt:  
 
Shards (Box 5)   
 
KEY 
 
B              Bisque shard 
G              Glazed shard 
P              Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                       Small 
FD 2006.1.1                    National Museums Scotland acquisition number 
B/W: PU: BL RE & GR: Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black Re& Green.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
 
Several of the early shards illustrated below were noted by Lois Roberts in her recent 
book on underglaze blue painted wares (2006, 117). Four shard illustrations (221- 4) 
below, were also illustrated by the author in a paper on the evidence for Scottish 
creamware and pearlware (Haggarty, 2007, 227).  
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 242) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S G. 1 Bowl?                             +  65mm 221 a & b 
 
One, deep blue glaze pearlware, base shard 
from a bowl decorated with blue 
underglaze painting. The wedge shaped 
footrim is 12mm high, and has a 
workman’s mark on the base.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
(FD 2006.1. 243) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S G. 1 Bowl?                             +  85mm 222 
 
One, deep blue glaze pearlware, base shard from 
a bowl, decorated with blue underglaze painting. 
The wedge shaped, and undercut, footrim is 5mm 
high. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 244) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S G. 1 Teabowl                             +  41mm 223 
 
One, deep blue glaze pearlware, base 
shard from a teabowl, decorated with 
blue underglaze painting on both 
surfaces. The wedge shaped footrim is 
7mm high. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 245) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S G. 1 Teabowl. S                             +  29mm 224 
 
One pearlglazed base from a small tea bowl, 
decorated with blue underglaze painting on 
the exterior. The straight footrim has a 
rounded tip  and is 7mm high. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 3
(FD 2006.1. 246) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
Pit 1 G. 14 Cup 70mm           95mm  +  54mm                  225 a & b 
 
Fourteen, conjoining, pearlglazed 
shards from a London shaped cup, 
decorated with blue underglaze 
painting. The developed footrim is 
53mm in diameter. This fragment 
came from a small pit cut into the 
natural sand, and was rescued by 
the author and Bill Lindsay after 
the machines had stopped for the 
day.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FD 2006.1. 247) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
Pit 1 G. 1 Cup       95mm           + 226 
 
One pearlglazed shard from a London shaped 
cup, decorated with blue banding, underglaze 
painting, and possibly sponging. The 
developed footrim is 53mm in diameter. This 
shard came from a small pit cut into the 
natural sand, and was rescued by the author 
and Bill Lindsay after the machines had 
stopped for the day.  
 
 
 
 
 
 4
(FD 2006.1. 248) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
Pit 1 G. 3 Cup            95mm       +  227 
Three pearlglazed 
shards, two conjoining, 
from a cup, decorated 
with blue banding, 
underglaze painting, and 
small, stylized, sponged 
flowers. These shards 
came from a small pit 
cut into the natural 
sand, and were rescued by the author and Bill Lindsay after the machines had stopped 
for the day. 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 249) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
Pit 1 G. 3 Bowl               160mm +    228 
 
Three pearlglazed shards, 
two conjoining, from a 
bowl, decorated with blue 
banding and underglaze 
painting. These shards 
came from a small pit cut 
into the natural sand, and 
were rescued by the 
author and Bill Lindsay 
after the machines had 
stopped for the day. 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 250) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
Pit 1 G. 1 Bowl               160mm + 229 
 
One pearlglazed rim shard from a bowl, decorated 
with blue banding and underglaze painting. This 
shard came from a small pit cut into the natural 
sand, and was rescued by the author and Bill 
Lindsay after the machines had stopped for the 
day.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 5
(FD 2006.1. 251) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
Pit 1 G. 3 Plate              90mm    +   230 
 
Three, conjoining, pearlglazed shards from 
a plate, decorated with blue underglaze 
painting and sponging. The wedge shaped 
footrim is 90mm in diameter, and rounded 
at the tip. This fragment came from a small 
pit cut into the natural sand, and rescued 
by the author and Bill Lindsay after the 
machines had stopped for the day. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 252) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
Pit 1 G. 1 Saucer       160mm         + 231 
 
One pearlglazed rim shard from a bowl, decorated with 
blue underglaze banding & painting. This shard came from 
a small pit cut into the natural sand, and was rescued by the 
author and Bill Lindsay after the machines had stopped for 
the day. The brown mark is iron staining. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 253) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
Pit 1 G. 3 Plate. S               150mm +    232 
One pearlglazed rim shard from a small 
plate, decorated on the rim with blue 
underglaze painting. This shard came from 
a small pit cut into the natural sand, and 
was rescued by the author and Bill Lindsay 
after the machines had stopped for the day. 
 
 6
(FD 2006.1. 254) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
Pit 1 G. 1 Teabowl?                             +   39mm 233 
 
One pearlglazed base shard 
from a teabowl with small 
flowers on both surfaces, 
painted underglaze. The 
straight footrim is 39mm in 
diameter and 7mm high. This 
shard came from a small pit cut into the natural sand, and was rescued by the author 
and Bill Lindsay after the machines had stopped for the day.  
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 255) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S G. 6 Bowl                             +   77mm 234 
 
Six pearlglazed shards with 
five conjoining. The other 
body shard, with painted 
bands, probably belongs to 
a carinated bowl decorated 
with blue underglaze 
painting. The fairly well 
developed footrim is 77mm 
in diameter, and rounded at 
the tip. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 256) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S B. 1 Bowl?                             +   39mm 235 
 
One white earthenware 
bisque shard with cobalt 
blue, hand painted 
decoration.  
 1
Earthenware White: Bowls.  
 
Shards (Box 9)   
 
KEY 
 
B              Bisque shard 
G              Glazed shard 
P              Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                       Small 
FD 2006.1.1                    National Museums Scotland acquisition number 
B/W: PU: BL RE & GR: Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black Re& Green.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
 
Most of the white earthenware shards from Portobello came from either Nick Holmes 
excavation (NHE 74 Clinker layer at west end), or from a bag with a partly disintegrated, 
mouldy, paper label, which has (--y’s site Tip into Gasometer 31st - -) written on it. 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 521) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 NHE 74 B. 2 Bowl. P 94mm         202mm       +      90mm        493 
 
Two, conjoining, bisque shards from a white 
earthenware bowl with a slightly wedged 
footrim, 13mm high:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
(FD 2006.1. 522) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 NHE 74 B. 1 Bowl                             +       74mm 494 
 
One bisque shard from a white earthenware bowl with a thin 
straight footrim 12mm high:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 523) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 Gas B. 1 Bowl 80mm        128mm        +       70mm     495 
 
One bisque shard from a white earthenware 
bowl with a well developed footrim: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 524) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 Gas B. 1 Bowl                             +     127mm     496 a & b 
 
One base shard from a bowl with a well 
developed footrim and an incised “m” in 
script, 9mm high, on the base. 
 
 
 
 
 1
Earthenware White: Cups & Saucers.  
 
Shards (Box 9)   
 
 
KEY 
 
B              Bisque shard 
G              Glazed shard 
P              Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                       Small 
FD 2006.1.1                    National Museums Scotland acquisition number 
B/W: PU: BL RE & GR: Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black Re& Green.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
Most of the white earthenware teapot shards from Portobello came from either Nick 
Holmes excavation (NHE 74 Clinker layer at west end), or from a bag with a partly 
disintegrated, mouldy, paper label, which has written on it (---y’s site Tip into Gasometer 
31st ---) 
 
(FD 2006.1. 492) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 NHE 74 B. 1 Saucer. P 27mm       144mm         +      77mm   466  
 
One, large, white earthenware bisque shard from a 
saucer with a crown and initials (S & RR) for 
“Samuel and Robert Rathbone” impressed on the 
base. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
(FD 2006.1. 493) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
NHE 74 B. 1 Saucer. P 29mm       145mm         +       75mm 467 
 
One white earthenware bisque 
shard, from a saucer with part of 
an impressed crown, and the 
initials (S & RR) for (Samuel and 
Robert Rathbone) on the centre 
of the base: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 494) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
NHE 74 B. 1 Saucer. P 29mm          140mm      +       75mm 468 
 
One bisque white earthenware 
shard from a saucer: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 495) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 NHE 74 B. 1 Saucer?                             +        469 
 
One white earthenware bisque shard, probably from a 
saucer, with impressed crown and initials (S & RR), 
for “Samuel and Robert Rathbone”: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 3
(FD 2006.1. 496) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
NHE 74  B. 1 Plate. S. P 14mm             127mm   +        470 
 
One white earthenware bisque shard 
from a child’s small plate without a 
footrim:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 497) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
NHE 74  B. 1 Plate. S. P 16mm                            +        471 
 
One white earthenware bisque shard from 
a child’s small plate without a footrim: 
The rim has a slight chamfer and is very 
slightly wavy.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 498) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
NHE 74 BV. 1 Saucer?                             +        472 
 
One white earthenware bisque shard, probably 
from a saucer, impressed with a small 
segmented roundel. See (Word File 33 page 7 
illus 148) for a similar example of this mark: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 4
(FD 2006.1. 499) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 NHE 74 B. 1 Saucer. P 32mm        140mm        +       60mm 473 
 
One white earthenware bisque shard, from a 
saucer with part of an impressed crown on the 
base: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 500) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 Gas B. 1 Saucer. P 27mm        150mm        +    70mm     
One bisque white earthenware shard from a saucer: 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 501) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
NHE 74 B. 1 Cup. P 55mm        100mm        +     49mm   474 
 
One white earthenware bisque 
shard from a cup with a slightly 
carinated body: There are slight 
traces of painting in lustre on the 
upper body which I have tried to 
enhance by slightly darkening the 
illustration. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 5
 
(FD 2006.1. 502) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
NHE 74  B. 1 Cup 60mm       100mm         +       48mm 475 
 
One white earthenware bisque shard from a 
cup with a slightly carinated body: Same 
form as illus 474 above. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 503) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
NHE 74   B. 1 Cup                             +     46mm   476 
 
One white earthenware bisque shard 
from a cup with a slightly carinated 
body: Same form as illus 474 & 475 
above. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 6
 
(FD 2006.1. 504) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
Gas B. 1 Cup                             +       43mm 477 
 
One white earthenware bisque base shard from a thick 
cup 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 505) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 Gas B. 1 Cup                              +    50mm 478 
 
One white earthenware bisque base 
shard, from a thick cup with a carinated 
body: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 506) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 U/S B. 1 Cup                              +       46mm  
One base shard from a cup, or teabowl, with a thin straight footrim, 6mm high: 
 
 1
Earthenware White: Monochrome: Cut Sponge Decoration.  
 
Shards (Box 8)   
 
 
KEY 
 
B              Bisque shard 
G              Glazed shard 
P              Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                       Small 
FD 2006.1.1                    National Museums Scotland acquisition number 
B/W: PU: BL RE & GR: Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black Re& Green.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
Unless stated otherwise, all the spongeware came from the1980 excavation. 
Written on bags was “Portobello 1980: Trench 2” (Large Dump in SE area). 
 
(FD 2006.1. 413) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
T. 2 G. 2 Bowl                             +        390 
 
Two glazed white earthenware shards 
from a bowl, decorated in blue, with 
two blue bands, and large stylised cut 
sponge flowers.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 414) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
T. 2 G.  1 Bowl                             +        391 
 
One glazed white earthenware rim shard, from a bowl 
decorated with two blue bands with small, spaced, stylised, 
cut sponge flowers between.  
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 415) 
 2
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
T. 2 G. 5 Bowl                             +        392 
 
Five glazed white 
earthenware shards 
from a bowl with an 
everted rim, decorated 
in blue, with two groups 
of three blue bands with 
a band of large, stylised, 
cut sponge flowers, and 
foliage, between. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 416) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
T. 2 G. 2 Bowl                              +        393 
 
Two glazed white 
earthenware shards from a 
bowl, decorated with a blue 
band, beneath which there is a 
band of quasi blue, oval cut 
sponging around two, smaller 
sizes, of oval cut sponging. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 417) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 T. 2 G. 1 Bowl                             +        394 
 
One glazed white earthenware base shard 
from a bowl, decorated inside with a 
single blue Greek key.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 3
(FD 2006.1. 418) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
T. 2 G. 2 Bowl                             +        395 
 
Two glazed white earthenware shards from a 
bowl, decorated with three blue bands, with 
a band of blue below, linking cut sponge 
circles in two sizes.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 419) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
T. 2 G. 3 Bowl                             +        396 
 
Three glazed white 
earthenware shards from a 
bowl, decorated with two 
blue bands with vertical 
strips of three blue circles 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 420) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
T. 2 G. 1 Bowl                             +        397 
 
One glazed white earthenware rim shard from a 
bowl, decorated with a narrow band, and broad 
blue bands: over these are blue circles with dots 
and quasi diamonds containing small circles, 
probably in strips of three. 
 
 
 
 
 
 4
(FD 2006.1. 421) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
T. 2 G. 1 Bowl                             +        398 
 
One glazed white earthenware rim shard from 
a bowl, decorated with a blue band with there 
vertical strips of open blue circles below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(H.MEK 859) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
Pit G ? Mug. P                             +        398 
 
Fragments of this 
monochrome sponge 
printed mug was 
recovered by the author in 
the 1980s from a brick 
lined pit at the site of the 
Portobello potteries and 
given to the NMS. It has 
subsequently been 
restored. 
 1
Earthenware White: Polychrome: Cut Sponge Decoration.  
 
Shards (Box 8)   
 
KEY 
 
B              Bisque shard 
G              Glazed shard 
P              Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                       Small 
FD 2006.1.1                    National Museums Scotland acquisition number 
B/W: PU: BL RE & GR: Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black Re& Green.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
Unless stated otherwise, all the spongeware came from the1980 excavation: 
Written on bags was “Portobello 1980: Trench 2 (Large Dump in SE area)”. 
 
(FD 2006.1. 422) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 T. 2 G. 1 Bowl                             +        399 
 
One glazed white earthenware rim shard 
from a bowl, decorated with four brown 
bands, and a horizontal band of cut sponging 
in a blue Greek key design with corners 
joined. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 423) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 T. 2 G. 3 Bowl                             +        400 
 
Three glazed white 
earthenware shards from a 
bowl, decorated with six 
orange bands, a horizontal 
band of cut sponging in a 
blue Greek key design 
with corners joined. There 
is also a band of green, 
stylised, flowers.  
 
 
 
 2
 (FD 2006.1. 424) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 U/S G. 3 Bowl                             +        401 
 
Three, conjoining, glazed white 
earthenware shards from a bowl 
decorated with two blue bands, and 
two green bands, with a band of 
greyish, linked, circles. This is a 
waster.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 425)  
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
T. 2 G. 2 Bowl                             +        402 
 
Two glazed white 
earthenware rim shards 
from a bowl, decorated 
with six brown bands, 
and a horizontal band of 
cut sponging in a blue 
Greek key design, 
corners joining. There is 
also a faded blue band 
of half triangles with 
three small dabs in each. 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 426) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
T. 2 G. 1 Bowl                              +        403 
 
One glazed white earthenware shard from a bowl, 
decorated with three orange bands, and a horizontal 
band of cut sponging in a quasi blue, Greek key, design. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 3
(FD 2006.1. 427) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 T. 2 G. 5 Mug                             +        404 
 
Five glazed white earthenware 
shards from a mug, decorated with 
two orange bands, and a horizontal 
band of cut sponging in a quasi 
blue, Greek key, design. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 428) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 T. 2 G. 2 Bowl                             +        405 
 
Two glazed white earthenware 
shards from a carinated bow, 
decorated with three orange 
bands and a horizontal band of 
cut sponging in a quasi blue, 
Greek key, design 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 429) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 T. 2 G. 3 Bowl                               +        406 
 
Three glazed white 
earthenware shards from a 
bowl, decorated with six 
brown bands, in three 
groups of two. A horizontal 
band of cut sponging in a 
blue, Greek key, design 
with corners touching, lies 
between the top pair of 
bands. An abstract band in 
faded blue/green lies 
between the bottom bands 
 4
pair, is  
 (FD 2006.1. 430) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 U/S G. 5 Bowl                             +                      407 
 
Five glazed white 
earthenware shards 
with four 
conjoining, from a 
bowl, decorated 
with two painted 
grey bands, and a 
horizontal band of 
cut sponged green 
triangles with dots 
in the centres. A 
band of red quasi 
flowers sits above. 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 431) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 U/S G. 1 Porringer                             +                      408 
 
One large shard 
from a porringer, 
decorated with 
large, loose 
sponged, green 
circles around red, 
cut sponged, circles 
containing round red 
blobs.  
 1
Earthenware White: Hand Painted.  
 
Shards (Box 8)   
 
KEY 
 
B              Bisque shard 
G              Glazed shard 
P              Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                       Small 
FD 2006.1.1                    National Museums Scotland acquisition number 
B/W: PU: BL RE & GR: Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black Re& Green.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
Unless stated otherwise the Hand Painted shards came from the1980 excavation: 
(Written on Bag) Portobello 1980: Trench 2 Large Dump in SE area. 
 
(FD 2006.1. 432) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 T. 2 B. 1 Bowl                             +       88mm 409 
 
One white earthenware base shard from a bowl, 
decorated with a stylised flower spray in green and 
mauve. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 433) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 T. 2 B. 1 Bowl                             +       84mm 410 
 
One white earthenware base shard from a 
hemispherical bowl, decorated with a stylised 
flower spray in green and mauve. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
 
 (FD 2006.1. 434) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
T. 2 B. 1 Bowl                             +       122mm 411 
 
One white earthenware base shard 
from a bowl, decorated with a stylised 
flower spray in what appears to be 
green, brown, and pink. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 435) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
T. 2 B. 1  Bowl                             +       115mm 412 
 
One white earthenware base 
shard, from a large carinated 
bowl, decorated with a flower 
spray in what appears to be 
green, yellow, and mauve. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 3
 
(FD 2006.1. 436) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
T. 2 B.  Plate 16mm        165mm        +        413 
 
One white earthenware rim 
shard from a plate, decorated 
around the rim with stylised 
flowers in what appears to be 
black, green, light brown, and 
pink. 
 
 
 
               
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 437) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 T. 2 B. 1 Jug           78mm       +        414 
 
One white earthenware rim shard from a jug, 
decorated around the border with stylised flowers in 
what appears to be green, yellow, and mauve:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 438) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 T. 2 G.  Bowl         225mm        +        415 
 
Four glazed white 
earthenware 
shards, with two, 
and two, 
conjoining, from a 
bowl, decorated 
with a stylised 
flower spray in 
two shades of 
green and mauve. 
There is also a black line below the interior rim. 
 4
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 439) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 T. 2 G.  1 Bowl         220mm        +        416 
 
One glazed white earthenware 
rim shard from a bowl, 
decorated with stylised lustre 
flowers. There is a yellow band 
around the rim. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 (FD 2006.1. 440) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 T. 2 G. 1 Jug                             +                      417 
 
One glazed white earthenware shard 
from a jug, decorated with light blue, 
dark blue, and green. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 441) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
T.  2 G.  2 Mugs                             +        418 
 
Two glazed white earthenware shards from two 
mugs, decorated in a variety of colours. One 
shard has part of a moulded foot rim.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 441a) 
 5
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
T.  2 G. 11 Bowls                             +        418a 
 
Eleven glazed white 
earthenware shards 
from as many 
bowls, decorated 
with stylised flower 
sprays in a variety 
of colours. Two rim 
shards have black 
bands beneath the 
interior rim, and 
another has a band 
of lustre. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Illus H:  
National Museums Scotland: Hand painted money bank: scratched underglaze RP Portobello 
Pottery 1827  
 
 
 
 
 1
Earthenware White: Jugs.  
 
Shards (Box 9)   
 
 
KEY 
 
B              Bisque shard 
G              Glazed shard 
P              Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                       Small 
FD 2006.1.1                    National Museums Scotland acquisition number 
B/W: PU: BL RE & GR: Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black Re& Green.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
 
All the white earthenware jug shards from Portobello came from either Nick Holmes 
excavation (NHE 74 Clinker layer at west end), or from a bag with a partly disintegrated, 
mouldy, paper label, which has written on it (--y’s site Tip into Gasometer 31st --). 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 525) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 Gas B. 2 Jugs                              +      81mm  497 
 
Two bisque base shards from two 
white earthenware jugs. These jugs 
seem to have been moulded with 
developed footrims, which are 
hollow. It may be that wet clay was 
used to seal the interior of the 
footrims, but that would suggest 
jugs with wide necks.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
(FD 2006.1. 526) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 Gas B. 1 Jug                             +        498 
 
One white earthenware bisque body shard, 
with part of a distinctive handle attached.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 527) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 Gas B. 1 Jug         85mm          +        499 
 
One white earthenware bisque rim shard with a 
handle scar on the slightly splayed, 35mm high 
neck (an internal measurement). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 528) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 Gas B. 1 Jug           108mm      +        500 
 
One white earthenware bisque shard from a 
jug with a splayed rim, and a lathe cut 
groove above the shoulder.  
Diameter, 95mm.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 3
(FD 2006.1. 529) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 Gas B. 4 Jugs                             +        501 
 
Four white earthenware 
jug handles, all simple 
“c” scrolls, two with 
beads down the edge, 
and two with indistinct 
moulding at the bottom 
terminal. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 530) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 NHE 74 B. 1 Jug                             +        502 
 
One moulded white earthenware handle shard from 
a jug. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 4
(FD 2006.1. 531) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 NHE 74 B. 1 Jug        90mm                     +        503 a & b 
 
One white earthenware bisque rim and 
body shard, from a squat, moulded, jug 
with a distinctive pattern below the handle 
scar: this springs from the rim (illus 503b) 
below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 1
Earthenware White: Lathe Cut. 
 
Shards (Box 8)   
 
KEY 
 
B              Bisque shard 
G              Glazed shard 
P              Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                       Small 
FD 2006.1.1                    National Museums Scotland acquisition number 
B/W: PU: BL RE & GR: Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black Re& Green.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
All the lathe cut shards were in bags without numbers, but, as they had been washed, 
almost certainly came from Nick Holmes’ excavation.  
 
(FD 2006.1. 446) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S  B.  Teabowl                             +       40mm 423 
 
One white earthenware bisque shard from 
the bottom of a teabowl, decorated with 
very fine, tapering, lathe cut vertical 
fluting, and a thin, straight, 7mm footrim. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 447) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S  B. 2 Teabowl           90mm        +        424 
 
Two, conjoining, white earthenware bisque shards from a 
teabowl, decorated with very fine, tapering, lathe cut 
vertical fluting, 35mm long around the body, and a small 
band of lathe cutting below the rim. 
 
 
 
 
 2
(FD 2006.1. 448) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S  B. 1  Saucer          130mm       +        425 
 
One white 
earthenware bisque 
rim shard from a 
deep saucer, 
decorated with very 
fine, tapering, lathe 
cut vertical fluting 
around the body, and a small band of lathe cutting below the rim. This almost certainly is 
the matching saucer to the cups illustrated above (illus 423 & 4). 
 
(FD 2006.1. 449) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S  B. 1 & G. 1 Teabowls          90mm         +        426 
 
Two rim shards, one bisque, 
and one glazed, from similar 
lathe cut, wavy edged, 
teabowls: The tapered fluting 
is 10mm broad at the top. 
When the the cutting below 
the rim is painted blue, this 
gives a shell edge effect.    
  
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 450) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 U/S B.  1 Saucer              125mm   +        427 
 
One, stained, white 
earthenware bisque rim 
shard from a saucer, 
decorated with broad, 
lathe cut, fluting around 
the body, and a small 
band of lathe cutting 
below the rim: This 
almost certainly is the matching saucer to the cups illustrated above (illus 426). 
 
 
 3
(FD 2006.1. 451) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S  B.  Unknown          90mm         +        428 
 
One white earthenware, bisque, everted rim shard, 
decorated with two different lathe cut bands, giving 
the same effect as rouletting. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 452) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 U/S B. 1 Bowl 65mm        160mm        +        429 
 
One bisque shard gives the complete profile of a bowl, 
decorated below the rim with lathe cut reeding of the type 
normally stained green or, occasionally, yellow. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 453) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S  G. 9  Bowls                             +    130mm    430 
 
Nine glazed white earthenware 
shards from large bowls decorated 
above the bases with heavy, deep, 
lathe cut bands.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 4
(FD 2006.1. 454) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 U/S B. 2 & G. 1 Mugs                             +       111mm 431 
 
Three white earthenware 
shards, two bisque, and one 
pearlglazed, from three mugs, 
all decorated above the bases 
with a band of lathe cutting 
31mm high. One bisque 
shard has a handle scar. 
 1
Earthenware White: Moulded.  
 
Shards (Box 8)   
 
KEY 
 
B              Bisque shard 
G              Glazed shard 
P              Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                       Small 
FD 2006.1.1                    National Museums Scotland acquisition number 
B/W: PU: BL RE & GR: Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black Re& Green.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
Most of the moulded white earthenware mug shards from Portobello came from Nick 
Holmes’ excavation (NHE 74: Clinker layer at west end), or are unstratified. 
 
(FD 2006.1. 455) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
NHE 74 B. 1 Jug?                              +        432 
 
One moulded white earthenware bisque 
body shard from a jug decorated with 
the figure of a man and, probably, a 
woman, with part of a carriage and 
wheel between.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
(FD 2006.1. 456) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 U/S B. 1 Jelly Mould                             +        433 
 
One moulded white earthenware bisque 
rim and body shard, from what is almost 
certainly a jelly mould.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 457) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 U/S B. 2  Bowl. L         360mm        +        434 
 
Two moulded white earthenware bisque 
rim shards from a wash bowl, decorated 
around the inside of the rim. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 3
 
(FD 2006.1. 458) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 NHE 74 B. 6 bowls                             +        435 
 
Six white earthenware, bisque rim 
shards, from moulded bowls: 
decorated with a band of large beading 
around the rim. Hand painted bowls in 
this form seem to have been relatively 
common, and a number were 
excavated at the Verreville pottery 
production site in Glasgow (Haggarty 
2007b, word file 28). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 459) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 NHE 74 B. 1 Teapot?                             +        436 
 
One moulded white earthenware bisque body 
shard with a handle scar is possibly from a 
teapot decorated with arcading.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 4
(FD 2006.1. 460) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 NHE 74 B. 5 Plates                             +        437 
 
Five moulded white earthenware 
bisque rim shards from plates, one, at 
least, with a wavy rim: It is possible 
that the top right shard is from a 
saucer. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 461) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 U/S B. 1 Unknown                             +        438 
 
 
One moulded white earthenware bisque body shard from a 
vessel of unknown form. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 5
(FD 2006.1. 462) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
NHE 74 B. 3 Jug. S                              +       70mm 439 
 
Three white earthenware bisque shards 
from a small moulded jug decorated all 
over with a quilted diamond effect.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 463) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 NHE 74 B. 1 Platter?           220mm     +        440 
 
One moulded white earthenware bisque rim shard 
from a round platter, dish, or stand, with possibly the 
same border as illustration 437 above: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 464) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 U/S G. 1 Unknown                               +        441 
 
One moulded pearlware 
glazed body shard from a 
vessel of unknown form. 
The moulding is a 
strawberry plant, and 
angled fluting. .  
 
 
 
 
 
 6
(FD 2006.1. 465) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 U/S B. 3 jug                               +        442 
 
Three, conjoining, spout, rim, and body, bisque 
shards from a moulded, white earthenware, jug: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 1
Earthenware White: Mugs.  
 
Shards (Box 9)   
 
KEY 
 
B              Bisque shard 
G              Glazed shard 
P              Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                       Small 
FD 2006.1.1                    National Museums Scotland acquisition number 
B/W: PU: BL RE & GR: Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black Re& Green.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
 
Most of the white earthenware mug shards from Portobello came from either Nick 
Holmes’ excavation (NHE 74: Clinker layer at west end), or (from a bag with a partly 
disintegrated, mouldy, paper label, with the writing (---y’s site Tip into Gasometer 31st --
-).  
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 510) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 NHE 74 B. 2 Mug. S. P 46mm          52mm        +       52mm 482 
 
Two white earthenware shards, conjoining to 
form a complete small mug, minus handle, but 
with two handle scars. There is a fine, lathe cut, 
line 5mm below the rim. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
(FD 2006.1. 511) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 NHE 74 B. 1 Mug                             +        483 
 
One white earthenware bisque shard of a simple “C” scroll handle, 
attached to a shard from a mug: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 512) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
NHE 74  B. 1 Mug. S                             +       50mm 484 
 
One white earthenware bisque shard 
from the bottom of a child’s small 
mug: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 513) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
NHE 74 B. 1 Mug                             +      125mm  485 
 
One white earthenware 
bisque shard from the bottom 
of a mug: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 3
 
(FD 2006.1. 514) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
NHE 74 G. 1 Mug. S                             +       60mm 486 
 
One white earthenware glazed shard 
from the bottom of a child’s small 
mug. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 515) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 NHE 74 G. 1 Mug                             +      100mm  487 
 
One white earthenware glazed 
shard from the bottom of a mug 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 516) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
NHE 74 G. 1 Mug                             +      105mm  488 
 
One white earthenware 
glazed shard from the 
bottom of a mug 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 4
(FD 2006.1. 517) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 Gas B. 1 Mug                             +       64mm 489 
 
One white earthenware bisque shard from 
the bottom of a straight sided mug, with 
some fine, horizontal, striations around the 
body: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 518) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
Gas B. 1 Mug                              +       78mm 490 
 
One white earthenware bisque shard from the 
bottom of a straight sided mug with some fine, 
horizontal, striations around the body, and a 
large handle scar: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 519) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
Gas B. 1 Mug                               +       97mm 491 
 
One white earthenware bisque 
shard from the base of a mug: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 5
 
(FD 2006.1. 520) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 Gas G. 1 Mug                             +       105mm 492 
 
One white earthenware 
glazed shard from the bottom 
of a mug. 
 1
Earthenware White: Odds.  
 
Shards (Box 9)   
 
 
KEY 
 
B              Bisque shard 
G              Glazed shard 
P              Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                       Small 
FD 2006.1.1                    National Museums Scotland acquisition number 
B/W: PU: BL RE & GR: Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black Re& Green.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
 
Most of the white earthenware shards from Portobello come from either Nick Holmes 
excavation (NHE 74 Clinker layer at west end), or from a bag with a partly disintegrated, 
mouldy, paper label with (--y’s site Tip into Gasometer 31st -) written on it. 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 532) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 NHE 74 B. 3 Porringers          85mm         +        504 
 
Three white earthenware bisque rim 
shards from porringers. The largest 
shard has faint traces of hand 
painting in green and, possibly, 
lustre. This was overlooked when we 
sorted out the hand painted material. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
(FD 2006.1. 533) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
Gas B. 1 Dish. P 33mm                            +        505 
 
One white earthenware bisque 
shard from a shallow, sub 
rectangular, dish with a 7mm 
high footrim: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 544) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 Gas B. 1 Jar. S. P. 62mm          63mm       +      65mm  506 
 
One white earthenware bisque shard 
from a small jar with a cut string lip just 
below the rim: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 3
(FD 2006.1. 545) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
Gas G. 1 Jar. S. P. 42mm          62mm        +     62mm   507 
 
One white earthenware glazed shard 
from a small jar with a U shaped cut 
below the rim. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 546) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 Gas B. 1 Ladle                             +        508 
 
One white earthenware 
bisque shard from the end 
of a moulded ladle: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 547) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 Gas B. 2 Dish                             +        509 
 
Two, thick, white earthenware, bisque 
shards from bases of dishes. Both are 
impressed with fragments of 
“FIREPROOF”. 
 
 
 
 
 
 4
(FD 2006.1. 548) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 Gas B. 1 Knop                             +        510 a & b 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
One hollow, moulded, white 
earthenware bisque knop from a 
tureen attached to a small body 
shard. A small hole in the bottom is 
4mm diameter. 
 
 
 
 1
Earthenware White: Plates.  
 
Shards (Box 9)   
 
 
KEY 
 
B              Bisque shard 
G              Glazed shard 
P              Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                       Small 
FD 2006.1.1                    National Museums of Scotland acquisition number 
B/W: PU: BL RE & GR: Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black Re& Green.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
The plate shards illustrated came from a bag with a partly disintegrated, mouldy, paper 
label, with the writing (---y’s site Tip into Gasometer 31st ---). 
 
(FD 2006.1. 507) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 Gas B. 1 Plate                              +       130mm 479 a & b 
 
One high fired white earthenware 
bisque, plate (Granite type ware?) 
with a rather indistinct impressed 
stamp on the base, enlarged below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
(FD 2006.1. 508) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 Gas B. 1 Plate                             +        480 
 
One, white earthenware, bisque base shard 
from a plate impressed with a crown, and  
“R” for Rathbone. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 509) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
Gas B. 1 Soup Plate. P 32mm       235mm         +       130mm 481 
 
One white earthenware bisque shard 
from a soup plate: 
 
 
 1
Earthenware White: Shell Edged.  
 
Shards (Box 8)   
 
KEY 
 
B              Bisque shard 
G              Glazed shard 
P              Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                       Small 
FD 2006.1.1                    National Museums Scotland acquisition number 
B/W: PU: BL RE & GR: Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black Re& Green.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
All the shell edged bisque shards from Portobello are from a large bag marked only 
(NHE 76) and with no context: the glazed shards are in a bag with a very mouldy paper 
label which, I think, reads “Harbour Place (HP)”. A several different types of moulding 
were used, and I have numbered them from (type 1). 
 
(FD 2006.1. 468) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
NHE 76  B. 3  Dishes 57mm     240mm       +        445 
 
Three white earthenware 
bisque shards, one 
illustrated, from dishes 
with (type 1), shell edged 
borders, and wavy rims 
The border is 20mm in 
breadth.  
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 469) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
NHE 76 B. 1 Ashet                             +        446 
One white 
earthenware shard 
from a small semi- 
oval ashet with 
(type 1) shell edged 
border, and awavy 
rim. The border is 
22mm in breadth.  
 
 2
 (FD 2006.1. 470) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
NHE 76 B. 3 Plates          240mm       +        447 
 
Three white earthenware 
bisque shards, one 
illustrated, from soup 
plates with (type 1) shell 
edged borders, and wavy 
rims. The border is 30mm 
in breadth.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 471) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 NHE 76 B. 1 Platter?         c 300mm     +        448 
 
One white earthenware bisque shard from 
a platter with a (type 1) shell edged border, 
and a wavy rim. The border is 33mm in 
breadth.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 472) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 NHE 76 B. 15 Various          Various      +         
Six bisque white earthenware shards, from vessels with (type 1) shell edged borders and 
wavy rims: The breadth of the borders varies between 20mm and 38mm. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 3
(FD 2006.1. 473) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 NHE 76 B. 2 Dishes                             +        449 
 
Two, white earthenware, 
bisque shards, one illustrated 
from vegetable or muffin 
dishes with (type 1) shell 
edged, dished, borders, and 
wavy rims. The border is 
25mm in breadth.  
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 474) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
NHE 76 B. 4 Dishes 31mm                            +        450 
 
Four white earthenware bisque 
shards, one illustrated, from 
sub- rectangular dishes with 
slightly dished borders, (type 2) 
shell edging and plain rims. 
The border is 32 mm in 
breadth.  
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 475) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 NHE 76 B. 2 Plates 24mm            220mm    +        451 
 
Two white 
earthenware bisque 
shards, one 
illustrated from 
soup plates with 
(type 3) shell 
edging, and plain 
rims The breadth of 
the slightly dished 
borders is 30mm. 
 
 
 
 4
(FD 2006.1. 476) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 NHE 76 B. 2 Unknown                             +        452 
 
Two white 
earthenware bisque 
shards, one illustrated, 
with a (type 4) shell 
edged border and a 
plain rim. The border 
is 33 mm in breadth.  
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 477) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 NHE 76 B. 1 Cover                              +        453 
 
One white earthenware bisque shard from a cover 
decorated with a blind band of (type 1) shell edged 
border, and a wavy rim: The border is 42 mm from 
the edge. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 478) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
H-P G. 4 Plates 24mm        Various       +         
Four white earthenware bisque shards from plates with (type 1) shell edged borders, and 
wavy rims. The breadth of the borders varies from 30-35mm. 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 479) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
H-P G. 2 Plates        220mm         +         
Two white earthenware glazed shards from plates with (type 2) shell edged borders, and 
plain rims. The breadth of the, slightly dished, borders is 30mm. 
 
 
 
 1
Earthenware White: Teapots.  
 
Shards (Box 8)   
 
KEY 
 
B              Bisque shard 
G              Glazed shard 
P              Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                       Small 
FD 2006.1.1                    National Museums Scotland acquisition number 
B/W: PU: BL RE & GR: Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black Re& Green.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
Most of the white earthenware teapot shards from Portobello came either from Nick 
Holmes excavation (NHE 74 Clinker layer at west end), or from a bag with a partly 
disintegrated, mouldy paper label, with the writing (--y’s site Tip into Gasometer 31st --). 
 
(FD 2006.1. 480) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
NHE 74 B. 1 Teapot 78mm                             +        454 a & b 
 
One white 
earthenware bisque, 
moulded, spout 
from a teapot. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
(FD 2006.1. 481) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 NHE 74 B. 1 Teapot 85mm                            +        455 a & b 
 
One complete 
crabstock moulded, 
white earthenware, 
bisque spout from a 
teapot. See (illus 511) 
of a handle on page 7. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 482) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 NHE 74 B. 2 Teapots         80mm          +        456 
 
Two white earthenware 
bisque shards from teapots 
covers, one with a central 
steam hole 4mm in 
diameter. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 483) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 NHE 74 B. 2 Teapot                             +        457 
 3
 
Two white earthenware bisque shards from 
the rim of London shaped teapot, with a 
handle scar. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 484) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
NHE 74 B. 1 Teapot        100mm         +        458 
 
One white earthenware bisque shard from the rim 
of a round teapot with a 2mm lid seating, and a 
19mm high collar: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 485) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
NHE 74 B. 7 Teapots      78 & 95mm   +        459 
 
Seven white earthenware bisque 
shards, two conjoining, from a 
minimum of four round teapots, but 
all different teapots. The only 
decoration is fine lathe cut bands 
below the shoulders. There is 
evidence of three handle scars. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 4
(FD 2006.1. 486) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 Gas B. 1 Teapot 100mm                            +        460 a & b 
 
One white earthenware, 
moulded, bisque, spout from a 
teapot with seven large 
straining holes, 6mm in 
diameter: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 487) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 Gas B. 1 Teapot 124mm                            +        461 a & b 
 
One white earthenware 
moulded, bisque, spout 
from a teapot with 
fifteen large straining 
holes, 4 -5mm in 
diameter. The straining 
holes are in a triangular 
shape. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 5
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 488) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 Gas B. 1 Teapot                              +        462 a & b 
 
One white earthenware 
bisque shard from a 
moulded teapot spout, 
pierced with eleven 
straining holes 4mm in 
diameter. The straining 
holes have been pierced 
in a fairly haphazard  
          manner.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 489) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 Gas B. 1 Teapot                               +        463 
One white 
earthenware, bisque, 
moulded spout from a 
teapot with eight large 
straining holes 4mm in 
diameter. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 6
 
(FD 2006.1. 490) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 U/S B. 1 Teapot                             +        464 
 
One, large ,white earthenware bisque body 
shard, with a handle scar, from a moulded 
teapot. The ring of detailed decoration 
around the shoulder is very indistinct. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 491) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 U/S B. 1 Teapot                             +        465 
 
One white earthenware bisque shard from a moulded teapot 
spout: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 7
 
(FD 2006.1. 549) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 Gas B. 1 Handle                             +        511 a & b 
 
One, moulded, white earthenware, 
bisque crabstock handle, probably 
from a teapot: This could be 
related to the spout (illus 455) on 
page 2. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 550) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 Gas B.  4 Handles                             +        512 a & b 
 
Four, moulded, 
white earthenware 
bisque handle 
shards, with two 
conjoining, from 
teapots.:  
 1
Earthenware: Buff: Jars. 
 
Shards (Box 4)   
 
KEY 
 
B              Bisque shard 
G              Glazed shard 
P              Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                       Small 
FD 2006.1.1                    National Museums Scotland acquisition number 
B/W: PU: BL RE & GR: Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black Re& Green.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
The entire group of 44 buff/pink coloured shards illustrated on this page came from an 
excavation carried out in on the site of the Portobello potteries by Nick Holmes, then the 
Edinburgh City Archaeologist. John Lawson, the current city archaeologist can find no 
documentation for this episode of work, but printed on the bag which contained this 
material is PORTOBELLO 1980: trench I: clinker layer at W end: 
 
The cut below the rims suggest that these small vessels may have been used as jars 
although I am not totally convinced that this was their function. Despite the amount of 
time and effort expended only complete one profile was found. 
 
(FD 2006.1. 551) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 T. 1 B.  4 Jar. S. P. 72mm          70mm       +      43mm 513 
 
Four pink/buff bisque shards conjoining to form the 
complete profile of a small jar with a cut, U shaped, 
channel below the rim. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
(FD 2006.1. 552) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 T. 1 B.  40 Jars. S       70-72mm      +     40-44mm 514 a & b 
 
Forty bisque shards from a 
number of small jars with 4, 
4, 3, 2, 2, 2 & 2 shards 
conjoining, from a minimum 
of five pink/buff vessels. I 
have illustrated bases and rim 
shards only. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 1
Earthenware Yellow: Mocha.  
 
Shards (Box 10)   
 
KEY 
 
B              Bisque shard 
G              Glazed shard 
P              Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                       Small 
FD 2006.1.1                    National Museums Scotland acquisition number 
B/W: PU: BL RE & GR: Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black Re& Green.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
The yellow bodied vessels produced at Portobello are extremely interesting in that many 
of them have rolled rims, a feature which, until now, has been considered a characteristic 
unique to American yellow ware production from the middle of the 19th century at East 
Liverpool, Ohio, where British emigrant potters had moved to from Derbyshire 
(Leibowitz, 2002, 38). All the mocha decorated yellow ware shards from Portobello came 
from Nick Holmes’ excavation, and were mixed with banded yellow ware in two large 
bags marked (NHE 76: layer 4: black ash). 
 
(FD 2006.1. 553) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 NHE 76 B. 75 Bowls      190-250mm   +        515 
Seventy five bisque 
shards with only 4, 2, 
and 3, conjoining, from 
earthenware bowls that 
were a yellowish colour 
when fired: All have 
broad, horizontal, bands 
of white slip over which 
is well spaced brown 
mocha decoration. Only 
six shards have been 
illustrated: a few shards 
show a second thin 
white band. It is strange 
that there appear to be 
no base shards 
associated with this 
group. 
 
 2
(FD 2006.1. 554) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
NHE 76 B. 4 Mugs             95mm      +        516 
 
Four earthenware bisque shards 
of a type which are yellowish 
when fired. Brown mocha 
decoration sits on a broad, 
horizontal, band of white slip.. 
Only three of the shards have 
been illustrated, one with a 
handle scar: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 555) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
NHE 76 B. 1 Mug                             +        517 
 
One bisque shard from an earthenware mug of a type 
which is yellow when fired. This has a broad, horizontal, 
band of white slip with traces of blue mocha decoration 
over this, and another, thin, band of white slip. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 3
(FD 2006.1. 556) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
NHE 76 G. 1 Bowl                             +        518 
 
One glazed body shard from a yellowish 
earthenware bowl with a broad, horizontal, band 
of white slip, over which there are traces of brown 
mocha decoration. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 557) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
NHE 76 G. 6 Chamberpot                             +      128mm     519 
 
Six, conjoining, glazed shards 
from the base of a yellow 
earthenware chamber pot with 
traces of a horizontal band of 
white slip, and a run of brown, 
probably from mocha 
decoration. 
 
 1
Earthenware Yellow: Banded:  
 
Shards (Box 10)   
 
KEY 
 
B              Bisque shard 
G              Glazed shard 
P              Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                       Small 
FD 2006.1.1                    National Museums Scotland acquisition number 
B/W: PU: BL RE & GR: Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black Re& Green.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
The later yellow bodied vessels produced at Portobello are extremely interesting in 
that many of them have rolled rims, a feature. Until now, this has been considered a 
characteristic unique to American yellow ware production from the middle of the 19th 
century at East Liverpool, Ohio, to where British emigrant potters moved from 
Derbyshire (Leibowitz, 2002, 38). Most of the mocha decorated yellow ware shards 
from Portobello came from Nick Holmes’ excavation, and were mixed together with 
banded yellow ware in two large bags marked (NHE 76: layer 4: black ash). 
 
 (FD 2006.1. 558) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
NHE 76 B.  310 Bowls                             +        520 a b & c 
 
Illus 520 a) 
Three hundred and ten shards 
(illus 520a) from bowls with 
well developed footrims (illus 
520b), and rolled rims (illus 
520c). All the shards are in a 
fabric which, when glazed and 
fired, appears yellowish. All 
the bowls have been decorated 
with spaced, horizontal, bands 
of pale blue slip. Although 
quite a lot of time was spent on 
this group of shards by one of 
the museum volunteers he 
could only find 21 (illustrated), 
9, 4, 3, & 2, shards to conjoin. 
As there may be an opportunity 
in the future for someone with 
more time to review this group, 
I have decided to give all these 
shards the same accession 
number.    
 2
 
 
(Illus 520 b) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(Illus 520 c) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 559) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
NHE 76 B. 1 Chamberpot         230mm        +        521 
 
One, rim and body, bisque 
shard from a chamberpot in a 
fabric which, glazed and 
fired, appears yellowish. This 
vessel was decorated with 
spaced, horizontal, bands of 
pale blue slip. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 3
(FD 2006.1. 560) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
NHE 76 B. 1 Cover         112 mm      +        522 
 
One bisque shard from a 
cover, in a fabric which, 
glazed and fired, appears 
yellowish. The cover is 
almost certainly from a 
storage jar, and is 
decorated with spaced, 
horizontal, bands of pale 
blue slip. There is a small 
hole, 3mm in diameter, in 
the centre, probably for a 
metal knop. 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 561) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
NHE 76 G. 1 Chamberpot         230mm       +        523 
 
One, thick, glazed rim and 
body shard from a yellow 
chamber pot, decorated 
with a group of six, tightly 
spaced, horizontal bands of 
white slip. There are traces 
of another fine band of 
white slip above traces of 
dark brown on the bottom 
edge of the shard.  
 
 
   
 
(FD 2006.1. 562) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
NHE 76 G. 1 Bowl                             +        524 
 
One glazed body shard from a 
yellow bowl, decorated with 
spaced, horizontal, bands of 
white slip, and two bands of 
brown slip, each with a band of 
blue along the centre.  
 
 
 
 
 4
(FD 2006.1. 563) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
NHE 76 B. 1 Bowl         190mm        +        525 
 
One glazed rim shard from 
a yellow bowl, decorated 
with horizontal, wavy  
bands of white, blue, and 
brown, slip. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 564) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
NHE 76 G. 1 Chamberpot          30mm        +        526 
 
One glazed rim shard, 
with a handle scar, 
from a high-fired, 
beige coloured, 
chamber pot, 
decorated with a faded 
blue band 27mm 
below the rim.. 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 565) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
NHE 76 G. 1 Bowl           190mm     +        527 
 
One glazed rim shard from a high-fired, 
beige coloured bowl, decorated with three 
faded blue bands similar to that seen on the 
chamberpot (illus 526) above. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 5
 
(FD 2006.1. 566)   (Recovered by the author from brick lined pit)  
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
Pit G. 3 Bowl 58mm         125mm       +       53mm 528 
 
Three glazed rim and body 
shards, conjoining,  from a 
small yellow bowl, decorated 
with two groups of four, 
tightly spaced, horizontal 
bands of white slip.  
 1
Earthenware Yellow: Encrusted:  
 
Shards (Box 10)   
 
 
KEY 
 
B              Bisque shard 
G              Glazed shard 
P              Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                       Small 
FD 2006.1.1                    National Museums Scotland acquisition number 
B/W: PU: BL RE & GR: Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black Re& Green.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
All the encrusted yellow ware shards from Portobello came from Nick Holmes’ 
excavation, and were together with mocha and banded decorated yellow ware in two 
large bags marked (NHE 76: layer 4: black ash). 
 
(FD 2006.1. 567) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
NHE 76 B.  1 Salt?                             +        529 
 
One bisque shard from, probably, a 
pedestal salt, decorated with a pale blue 
band of slip, and an applied band of 
crushed calcinated flint:   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 568) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
NHE 76 B. 1 Unknown                             +        530 
 
One bisque shard from, most likely the neck, 
of a vessel of unknown form, decorated with 
two pale blue bands of slip, and an area of 
crushed calcinated flint.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
(FD 2006.1. 569) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
NHE 76 G. 1 Bowl?          110mm      +        531 
 
One glazed shard, possibly from a 
bowl, decorated with two pale blue 
bands of slip above an area of 
crushed calcinated flint.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 570) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
NHE 76 B. 2 Bowl?        110mm        +        532 
 
Two, conjoining, bisque shards, 
possibly from a bowl, decorated with 
two pale blue bands of slip above an 
area of crushed calcinated flint.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 571) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
NHE 76 B. 7 Bowl?             110mm    +        533 
 
Seven bisque shards, possibly 
from a bowl, or bowls, 
decorated with two pale blue 
bands of slip with an area of 
crushed calcinated flint 
between.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 3
 
 1
Earthenware Yellow: Poodle.  
 
Shards (Box 10)   
 
KEY 
 
B              Bisque shard 
G              Glazed shard 
P              Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                       Small 
FD 2006.1.1                    National Museums Scotland acquisition number 
B/W: PU: BL RE & GR: Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black Re& Green.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 574)   (Recovered by the author from brick lined pit) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
Pit B.  1 Poodle                             +        536 
 
One yellow glazed body 
shard from a poodle. Bottom 
left is the scar from a hollow 
front leg, (a waster). 
 1
Rockingham Glazed 
 
Shards (Box 10)   
 
 
KEY 
 
B              Bisque shard 
G              Glazed shard 
P              Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                       Small 
FD 2006.1.1                    National Museums Scotland acquisition number 
B/W: PU: BL RE & GR: Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black Re& Green.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
 
The few shards of Rockingham glazed white earthenware from Portobello came from 
Nick Holmes’ excavation, and are in a bag marked (NHE 76 - 7th Dec 80 - Pipe Street - 
probably from scoop). 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 572) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
NHE 76 G 3 Teapot               95mm    +     85mm   534 
 
Three Rockingham glazed 
white earthenware shards 
from a plain teapot.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
(FD 2006.1. 573) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
NHE 76 G. 1 Jar              115mm    +        535 
 
One rim shard from a 
Rockingham glazed jar with a 
“U” shaped channel below the 
rim. 
 
 
 
 
 
 1
Stoneware: Bottles: Bed Warmers. 
 
Shards (Box 12)   
 
KEY 
 
B              Bisque shard 
G              Glazed shard 
P              Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                       Small 
FD 2006.1.1                    National Museums Scotland acquisition number 
B/W: PU: BL RE & GR: Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black Re& Green.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 596) 
Context Vessels Form Length Breadth     +      Height  Illus 
U/S  G. 1 Bed Warmer 240mm               92mm  +    93mm 558 
 
One complete, two tone, 
“D” shaped, dipped 
stoneware bed warmer 
with screw stopper. The 
stopper is not included in  
the height.  
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 597) 
Context Vessels Form Length Breadth     +      Height  Illus 
U/S  G. 1 Bed Warmer 210mm           90mm      +    108mm 559  
 
One complete two tone, not 
quite round, dipped 
stoneware bed warmer with 
screw stopper, which is not 
included in the height. 
Impressed on the shoulder 
with “1 PT” and  
        “Gray”  
          “E”  
     “Portobello”  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
(FD 2006.1. 598) 
Context Vessels Form Length Breadth     +      Height  Illus 
U/S  G. 1 Bed Warmer 223mm        105mm       +    100mm 560 a & b 
 
One complete, not quite 
round, white dipped 
stoneware bed warmer with 
screw stopper. On the base is 
an incised 
“2”, 22mm 
high (illus 
560b). 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 599) 
Context Vessels Form Length Breadth     +      Height  Illus 
U/S  G. 1 Bed Warmer 277        115mm       +     1210mm 561 a & b 
 
One large, complete, not quite 
round, white dipped 
stoneware bed warmer with 
screw stopper. On the 
shoulder is impressed a “3”, 
8mm high. The hole for the 
stopper, possibly a cork, has 
some sort of cage inside (illus 
561b). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 600) 
Context Vessels Form Length Breadth     +      Height  Illus 
U/S  G. 1 Bed Warmer                               +     562 
 
One shard from the top of a white dipped 
stoneware bed warmer with, impressed on the 
shoulder, 
 “MID-LOTHIAN” 
      “POTTERY”  
  “PORTOBELLO” 
 
 
 3
(FD 2006.1. 601) 
Context Vessels Form Length         Breadth     +      Height  Illus 
U/S  G. 1? Bed Warmer                             +       69mm 563 
 
Two shards, and one stopper, 
from the top of one, or two, 
white dipped stoneware bed 
warmers. Printed in black is  
“THE” 
“MIDLOTHIAN IDEA [L]” 
“BED” 
“WARMER” 
 1
Stoneware: Bottles: Printed. 
 
Shards (Box 12)   
 
 
KEY 
 
B              Bisque shard 
G              Glazed shard 
P              Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                       Small 
FD 2006.1.1                    National Museums Scotland acquisition number 
B/W: PU: BL RE & GR: Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black Re& Green.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
All the printed stoneware shards collected from the site have been retained. Many 
base sizes may seem small, but the bottles are often chamfered. Interestingly, two of 
the prints (illus 554 & 556) recovered at Portobello are similar to examples recovered 
at Gray’s other pottery at Newbigging Musselburgh (Haggarty 2005), proving 
conclusively that the same bottles were made at both manufactories.   
 
 (FD 2006.1. 592) 
Context Vessels Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base  Illus 
U/S  G. 1 Bottle 201mm          32mm         +     56mm 554 
 
One Brown and white dipped stoneware bottle with a 
screw top neck, decorated with a large oval print for “J 
Macintyre & Co Chemists North Berwick, Brewed 
Ginger Stout”. For a published example from the 
Newbigging pottery, see (Haggarty 2005 Folder 
Stoneware Late - Word File Bottles Ginger Beer & Stout 
– page 10 - illus 14).     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
(FD 2006.1. 593) 
Context Vessels Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base  Illus 
U/S  G. 1 Bottle                              +    65mm 555 
 
Base shard from a brown and white dipped 
stoneware beer bottle, decorated with a large black 
print for the brewer “R Emmerson Junr 1 George 
Street. Newcastle on Tyne”: The main element of 
the print is a man cycling on a penny farthing. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 594) 
Context Vessels Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base  Illus 
U/S  G. 1 Bottle                              +    556 
 
Base shard from a white dipped stoneware 
Ginger beer bottle, decorated with a black 
print. For a published example of this bottle 
from the Newbigging Pottery Musselburgh, 
see (Haggarty 2005 Folder Stoneware Late - 
Word File Bottles Ginger Beer & Stout – 
page 12 - illus 17).      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 3
(FD 2006.1. 595) 
Context Vessels Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base  Illus 
U/S  G. 1 Bottle                               +    75mm 557 
 
Base shard from a white dipped stoneware bottle, 
decorated with a black print for a firm in 
“Stockdale St Kimberley”, in South Africa:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 615) 
Context Vessels Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base  Illus 
U/S  G. 1 Bottle                               +     577 
 
One body shard from a white dipped 
stoneware ginger beer bottle, decorated 
with a black print for a firm in 
“Kimberley”, in South Africa 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 1
Stoneware: Bottles Undecorated. 
 
Shards (Box 11)   
 
 
KEY 
 
B              Bisque shard 
G              Glazed shard 
P              Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                       Small 
FD 2006.1.1                    National Museums Scotland acquisition number 
B/W: PU: BL RE & GR: Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black Re& Green.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
 
Dozens of stoneware bottles were recovered from Portobello. Unfortunately most 
were placed, when damp, into large brown paper bags and stored in old metal deed 
boxes. Consequently any, information on the bags, or on the labels, has been totally 
lost. As a result, I have kept only a few which show the range of sizes. Many base 
sizes may seem small, but the bottles are often chamfered. 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 584) 
Context Vessels Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S  G. 5 Bottles 150-148-130-
120 & 104mm 
    38-29-27      +   66-65-54-45  
       & 24                    & 42            
546 
 
Five dipped white 
stoneware bottles in 
different sizes and 
with several 
different forms of 
rims, necks, and 
shoulders. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
(FD 2006.1. 585)     
Context Vessels Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 U/ S G. 3 Bottles 224-170-
155mm 
  40-38- & 31   +     80-65  
                                & 60mm 
547 
 
Three dipped white 
stoneware bottles in 
different sizes, all with 
pouring lips. The two 
largest examples are 
impressed above the base 
with “GRAY”  
               E 
   “PORTOBELLO” 
To the right of this there is 
an impressed “I” 
These may be ink bottles, as 
in the past I have seen 
similar bottles for ink, with 
paper labels.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 586) 
Context Vessels Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base  Illus 
U/S  G. 2 Bottles 224 & 165mm    31 & 29mm      +  74 & 54mm 548 
 
Two dipped white stoneware bottles with 
squared bodies and pouring lips. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 3
 
(FD 2006.1. 587) 
Context Vessels Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base  Illus 
U/S  G. 2 Bottles 148 & Poss. 
175mm 
   30 & ?      +  68 & 64mm 549 
 
Two, round, white stoneware bottles with two 
holes in the necks, and large pouring lips. Both 
vessels have been impressed above the base 
with “BLACKWOOD & Co”  
        “PATENT” 
        “SYPHON” 
The larger bottle is a waster.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 588) 
Context Vessels Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base  Illus 
U/S  G. 4 Bottles. S 112-82-75 & 
65mm 
    36-32 &28mm +   60-46-42  
                                     & 37 
550 
 
Five, small, dipped white stoneware 
bottles in different sizes, and with 
several different forms of rims, necks, 
and shoulders. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 589) 
Context Vessels Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base  Illus 
U/S  G. 1 Bottle. S 80mm         29mm          +     39mm 551 
 
One, small, brown dipped stoneware bottle: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 4
 
(FD 2006.1. 590) 
Context Vessels Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base  Illus 
U/S  G. 1 Bottle. S 173mm         32mm          +      65mm 552 
 
One dipped white stoneware bottle with a screw neck, and 
impressed above the base,      “GRAY  
                                                       D 
                                            PORTOBELLO” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 591) 
Context Vessels Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base  Illus 
U/S  G. 1 Bottle. S 203 & 187mm        24 & 25mm  +  65 & 71mm   553 
 
Two brown and white dipped stoneware 
bottles, with different rims, necks, and 
shoulders: 
 1
Stoneware: Crocks & Covers. 
 
Shards (Box 13)   
 
 
KEY 
 
B              Bisque shard 
G              Glazed shard 
P              Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                       Small 
FD 2006.1.1                    National Museums Scotland acquisition number 
B/W: PU: BL RE & GR: Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black Re& Green.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 616) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 U/S G. 1 Crock Cover         206mm      +      578 
 
One, two tone, stoneware 
cover for a crock dipped 
brown on top, and white 
on the underside. This 
was decorated with three 
spaced bands of 
rouletting, one (type 25), 
and two (type 26), see 
(Word File 40). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
(FD 2006.1. 617) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 U/S G. 1 Crock Cover            155mm   +      579 
 
One, twisted, brown dipped 
stoneware cover for a crock. 
This was decorated with three 
indistinct spaced bands of 
rouletting two (type 15, and one 
(type 27), see (Word File 40). In 
an attempt to make this suitable 
for use, after firing the cover had 
a 45% chamfer ground under the 
rim.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 618) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 U/S G. Crock Cover            130mm   +      580 
 
One, two tone, stoneware cover 
for a crock, dipped brown on top 
and white on the underside. 
Decorated with three spaced 
bands of rouletting one (type 28), 
and two (type15), see (Word File 
40). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 3
(FD 2006.1. 619) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 U/S G. Crock          180mm     +      581 
 
One, two tone, stoneware cover for 
a crock, dipped brown on top, and 
white underneath. Decorated with 
three bands of rouletting, one (type 
25), and two (type15) see (Word 
File 40). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 620) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 U/S G. 3 Crock Covers                           +      582 
 
Three, plain, stoneware 
covers for crocks, all dipped 
brown on top and white on 
the under surface 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 621) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 U/S G. 1 Crock                           +      583 
 
One, two tone, shard from a 
dipped stoneware crock, 
decorated with a band of (type 
26) rouletting, see (Word File 
40). This is impressed “T & H 
SMITH & Co Edinburgh & 
London”. 
 
 
 
 
 
 4
(FD 2006.1. 622) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 U/S G. 1 Crock                           +      584 
 
One, two tone, shard from a small dipped 
stoneware crock, decorated with a band of 
(type 15) rouletting, see (Word File 40), and 
impressed  
“[?]AKIN BROTHERS  
WHOLESALE DRUGGISTS 
LONDON” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 623) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 U/S B. P Crock                           +      585 
 
One large bisque shard from a 
crock with a moulded handle 
beneath which is impressed “A 
“W BUCHAN & CO 
PORTOBELLO 
POTTERY 
2” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 1
Stoneware: Flagons: Spirit. 
 
Shards (Box 13)   
 
 
KEY 
 
B              Bisque shard 
G              Glazed shard 
P              Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                       Small 
FD 2006.1.1                    National Museums Scotland acquisition number 
B/W: PU: BL RE & GR: Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black Re& Green.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 602) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S  G. 1 Flagon                            +      564 
 
One brown dipped 
stoneware shard from 
a spirit flagon 
impressed with an 
Edinburgh retailer’s 
details.  
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 603) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S  G. 1 Flagon                           +      565 
 
One brown dipped 
stoneware shard from a 
spirit flagon impressed 
with part of a Leith spirit 
merchant’s details, 
possibly 
“Melrose Drovers”: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
 
(FD 2006.1. 604) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S  G. 1 Flagon                           +      566 
 
One brown dipped stoneware shard 
from a spirit flagon impressed with part 
of a Leith wine merchant’s details. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 605) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S  G. 1 Flagon                           +      567 
 
One brown dipped 
stoneware shard from a 
spirit flagon impressed with 
part of an Edinburgh spirit 
merchant’s details. There is 
also a fragment with what 
could be the maker’s stamp 
“A.W---“.       
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 606) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S  G. 1 Flagon                           +      568 
 
One brown dipped stoneware shard 
from a spirit flagon impressed with the 
mark of William Affleck Gray & Sons, 
Portobello North Britain” 
 
 
 
 
 
 3
 
(FD 2006.1. 607) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S  G. 1 Flagon                           +      569 
 
One white dipped stoneware shard from a 
spirit flagon, impressed with part of a 
Dublin wine merchants’ details. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 608) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S  G. 1 Flagon                           +      570 
 
One brown dipped stoneware shard 
from a spirit flagon, impressed with, 
probably, part of a London spirit 
merchant’s details. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 609) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S  G. 1 Flagon                           +      571 
One brown dipped stoneware shard 
from a spirit flagon, impressed with 
what is probably part of a flagon with 
London spirit merchant’s details. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 4
 
(FD 2006.1. 610) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S  G. 1 Flagon                           +      572 
 
One brown dipped stoneware shard from a spirit 
flagon, impressed with part of a Forfar spirit 
merchant’s details. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 611) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S  G. 1 Flagon                           +      573 
 
One brown dipped stoneware 
shard from a spirit flagon, 
impressed with part of an 
Edinburgh (Canongate), spirit 
merchants’ details. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 612) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S  G. 1 Flagon         81mm        +      574 
 
One brown dipped stoneware shard from a 
spirit flagon, impressed with part of an 
Aberdeen spirit merchant’s details, and a large 
“5” impressed on the neck. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 5
 
(FD 2006.1. 613) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S  G. 1 Flagon         40mm        +      575 
 
One brown and white dipped stoneware shard 
from the neck, handle, and shoulder, of a 
small spirit flagon impressed with the mark 
for Gray of Portobello, North Britain. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 614) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S  G. 1 Flagon               +      576 
 
One brown dipped stoneware shard from a 
spirit flagon, impressed with the mark of 
the Mid-Lothian Pottery Portobello. 
 
 
 
 1
Stoneware: Inkwells. 
 
Shards (Box 11)   
 
 
KEY 
 
B              Bisque shard 
G              Glazed shard 
P              Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                       Small 
FD 2006.1.1                    National Museums Scotland acquisition number 
B/W: PU: BL RE & GR: Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black Re& Green.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
 
Dozens of small stoneware inkwells, of the type installed in school desks, were 
recovered from Portobello. Unfortunately, most had been packed in large brown paper 
bags when damp, and stored in old metal deed boxes. As a result, all information on 
the bags, or on the labels, has been totally lost. Therefore, I have kept three only, 
showing the different sizes. 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 579) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 U/S G. 1 - P Inkwell 52mm         25mm      +       58mm 541 
 
One white dipped stoneware inkwell.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
(FD 2006.1. 580) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 U/S G. 1 -P Inkwell 46mm         22mm       +     51mm    542 
 
One white dipped stoneware inkwell.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 581) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 U/S G. 1 - P Inkwell 64mm       28mm         +     80mm 543 
 
One white dipped stoneware inkwell.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 1
Stoneware: Jars: Preserves. 
 
Shards (Box 11)   
 
 
KEY 
 
B              Bisque shard 
G              Glazed shard 
P              Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                       Small 
FD 2006.1.1                    National Museums Scotland acquisition number 
B/W: PU: BL RE & GR: Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black Re& Green.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
 
Dozens of stoneware jars of the types associated with preserves were recovered from 
Portobello. Unfortunately, most had been packed in large brown paper bags when 
damp, and stored in old metal deed boxes. As a result, all information on the bags, or 
on the labels, has been totally lost. 
Therefore, I have kept only a few which show the range of sizes. 
 
 (FD 2006.1. 582) 
Context Vessels Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S  G. 4 Jars 135-115-100 
& 83mm 
           84-75-60   +    95-78-72  
            & 50mm        &  68mm     
544 
 
Four dipped 
white 
stoneware 
preserve jars 
in different 
sizes, and 
with varied 
neck and 
shoulder 
forms. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
 
(FD 2006.1. 583) 
Context Vessels Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 U/S G. 4 Jars. S 64-60-50 
& 35mm 
      49-40-         +     49-46-40  
     & 29mm             &29mm 
545 
 
Four dipped white 
stoneware 
preserve jars in 
small sizes. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 1
Stoneware: Lamps. 
 
Shards (Box 15)   
 
 
KEY 
 
B              Bisque shard 
G              Glazed shard 
P              Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                       Small 
FD 2006.1.1                    National Museums Scotland acquisition number 
B/W: PU: BL RE & GR: Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black Re& Green.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 575) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
U/S  G. 1. P Lamp Base. 1`45mm           30mm     +     108mm 537 
 
One white dipped stoneware base for an 
oil lamp decorated with bands of 
rouletting (type 15) and (type 22) see 
Word File 40.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
(FD 2006.1. 576) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 U/S G. 1 - P Lamp Base 142mm         28mm       +    103mm  538 a & b 
 
One white dipped stoneware base for an 
oil lamp, decorated with bands of 
rouletting (type 15), and (type 23), see 
Word File 40. “PL & Co” is impressed on 
the base, possibly for Perry London. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 577) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 U/S G. 1 - P Lamp Base                           +      539 
  
One white dipped stoneware base 
shard, part an oil lamp, decorated with 
bands of rouletting (type 15), and 
(type 24), see Word File 40: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 3
(FD 2006.1. 578) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 U/S G. 1 - P Lamp  119        49mm        +      540 
 
One white dipped stoneware 
body, the reservoir for an oil 
lamp. This shard has a turned 
foot (which is not a screw 
thread), presumably to help with 
fixing to the base. 
 1
Stoneware: Odds. 
 
Shards (Box 14)   
 
 
KEY 
 
B              Bisque shard 
G              Glazed shard 
P              Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                       Small 
FD 2006.1.1                    National Museums Scotland acquisition number 
B/W: PU: BL RE & GR: Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black Re& Green.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 624) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 U/S G. 1 Cream jar                           +      586 
 
One large shard from a white dipped 
stoneware “preserved cream” jar decorated 
with a blue print for the  
“CARRICKS 
DAIRY CO Ld 
LOW ROW 
   CUMBERLAND” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
(FD 2006.1. 625) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 U/S G. 1 Jar. P                           +      587 
 
One complete white dipped stoneware Virol 
jar decorated with a black print 
“IDEA FOOD 
VIROL 
   A PREPARATION OF 
  BONE-MARROW” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 626) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 U/S G. 1 Whisky Jar                           +      588 
 
One almost complete two toned dipped 
stoneware small handled whisky jar decorated 
with a black print on one side 
“FOR AULD LANG SYNE 
“BON-ACCORD” 
SCOTCH 
 WHISKY” 
 
And on the other side is printed, also in black,  
“ROBERT WATSON 
(ABDN) LTD 
 ABERDEEN” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 3
(FD 2006.1. 627) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 U/S G. 1 Cover                           +      589 
 
One very large 
fragment from the 
cover of a large, 
oval, white dipped 
stoneware bread bin 
with a distinctive 
handle, and an  
impressed “2”.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 628) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 U/S G. 1 -P Parrot Feeder 105mm         74mm       +     77mm 590 
 
One, complete, dipped white stoneware 
parrot feeder, impressed “PERRY & Co 
London” We now know that during the 
clearing of the pottery in the early 80s a kiln 
base was smashed by a JCB. This was full of 
hundreds of these parrot feeders, in two sizes, 
The illustrated example is the smaller size. 
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(FD 2006.1. 629) 
Context Shards Form Height              Diameter Illus 
 U/S G. 1 Weight -P 27mm                    133 591 
 
One, smooth, white dipped 
stoneware discus shaped object, 
with a 25mm central hole. This, 
almost certainly, is a net weight 
for a fishing boat.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 630) 
Context Shards Form Height Dia Illus 
 U/S G. 5 Covers  40-50-107 & 125mm 592 
 
Five white dipped 
stoneware covers from 
jars. These ought to 
have been catalogued 
with the preserve jars in 
(Word File 90).  
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(FD 2006.1. 631) 
Context Shards Form Height Diameters Illus 
 U/S G. 2 ? 23mm 53 & 56mm 593 
 
Two small dipped 
white stoneware disks 
with “Singletons eye 
Ointment” incised in 
scratch blue, around 
there edges. 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 632) 
Context Shards Form Height Diameters Illus 
 U/S G. 2 ? 18 & 23mm 52 & 57mm 594 
 
Two small dipped 
white stoneware 
disks with “J Green 
2 Union Place 
Lambeth” incised in 
scratch blue. around 
there edges.  
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 633) 
Context Shards Form Height Diameter Illus 
 U/S G. 1 Stopper 80mm 77mm 595 
 
One, large, white dipped (but not on the top), 
stoneware stopper, probably for an acid 
carboy:   
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(FD 2006.1. 634) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 U/S G. 2 ? 43 & 45mm    48mm         +     36 & 38mm 596 
 
Two, hollow, white dipped 
stoneware vessels in the form of 
top hats. I have no idea what these 
were used for, and I may have 
photographed them upside down. 
One is stamped “VF”.  
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 635) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 U/S G. 2 Strainer                           +    145mm  597 
 
Two, conjoining basal 
angled shards from a 
brown, salt glazed strainer, 
decorated on the exterior 
with bands of (type 15) 
rouletting.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 636) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 U/S G. 1 Jug                           +      598 
 
One rim shard from a moulded salt 
glazed brown jug.  
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(FD 2006.1. 637) 
Context Shards Form Height Breadth      Illus 
 U/S G. 1 Dish 27mm                      85mm            599 
 
One, brown speckled, salt glazed shard from, 
probably, a soap dish: The interior is much 
whiter.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 638) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 U/S G. 3 Stoppers 34mm           31mm    +      600 
 
Three, two tone brown and 
white, stoneware stoppers 
with two impressed “Wood & 
Sons”, and the other, 
“Holliday & Co South 
Shields”:  
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 639) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 U/S G. 1 ?                           +     59mm 601 
 
One white dipped, quasi pyramid shaped, stoneware 
bottle, impressed above the base “Blackwood Albert 
Bottle”. 
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(FD 2006.1. 640) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 U/S G. 3 Planter-P 81mm         162mm     +     220mm 602 
 
Three, conjoining, shards from a 
two tone brown and white planter 
in the form of staves bound with 
willow. 
Portobello: Plaster of Paris Moulds.  
 
Shards (Box 16)   
 
 
KEY 
 
B              Bisque shard 
G              Glazed shard 
P              Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                       Small 
FD 2006.1.1                    National Museums Scotland acquisition number 
B/W: PU: BL RE & GR: Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black Re& Green.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 652 
Context Mould Form Height Diameter Illus 
 U/S 1 Cover 40mm 170mm 614 a & b 
 
One half (female) of a plaster of 
Paris mould, for a teapot cover, of 
the type normally associated with 
Rockingham glazed wares. See 
(illus 614b) below for more detail. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 (FD 2006.1. 653) 
Context Mould Form Height Diameter Illus 
 U/S 1 kNOP 45mm 126mm 615 
 
 
One half (female) of a plaster 
of Paris mould, for a teapot 
knop, of the type normally 
associated with Rockingham 
glazed wares. See (illus 
615b) below for more detail. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 652 
Context Mould Form Height Diameter Illus 
 U/S 1 Cover 38mm 127mm 614 a & b 
 
One half (female) of a plaster 
of Paris mould, for a teapot 
knop, of the type normally 
associated with Rockingham 
glazed wares. 
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Portobello: Kiln Furniture:  
 
Shards (Box 16)   
 
 
KEY 
 
B              Bisque sherd 
G              Glazed sherd 
P              Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                       Small 
FD 2006.1.1                    National Museums Scotland acquisition number 
B/W: PU: BL RE & GR: Transfer printed colour codes for Blue and White, Purple, Black Re& Green.  
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
 
Very little kiln furniture from the site of the Portobello potteries has been saved from 
the excavations or from material collected on the site by individuals. None of the kiln 
furniture retained is related to the firing of redwares. David Barker’s seminal paper on 
the Staffordshire material (1998, 318-341) should be read by those with an interest in 
kiln technology. 
During the last few years a significant amount of material on Scottish 18th and 19th 
century kiln furniture has been published (Martin & Martin 1966: Haggarty 2005: 
Haggarty 2006, Haggarty 2007b & Haggarty 2007c), creating a data bank which gives 
us authority to contribute to any future debate on this subject.                                                                      
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 655) 
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia      +      Base Dia Illus 
 U/S 3 Thrown Ring 72mm       164mm       +     225mm 617 
 
Three, conjoing, 
whiteware shards from a 
thrown ring:  
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 (FD 2006.1. 656) 
Context Shards Form Height Diameters Illus 
 U/S 5 Rings stilts with spikes 10 &16 mm 75 & 85mm 618 
 
Five whiteware shards, three 
conjoining, from three, extruded, 
rectangular, ring stilts with 
alternate spikes.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 657)   (Seven small shards discarded) 
Context Shards Form Height Breadth Illus 
 U/S 5 Extruded hand made 3 arm stilts 7 & 12mm 6 & 8mm 619 
Five whiteware shards 
from extruded, diamond 
shaped, three-arm, stilts. 
Three arm stilts are made 
by luting together three 
equal lengths of knife-
trimmed, extruded, white 
clay. The arms from stilts 
at West Pans vary in 
length from 35mm to 
70mm; the height of the 
triangular pieces range 
from 6mm to 9mm, and 
the rhomboid pieces, from 
10mm to 13mm. 
Examples from 
Staffordshire have arms that vary in length from 25mm to 65mm, with a thickness 
averaging 10mm.The example from Portobello, centre of illustration, is the only 
Scottish example I have seen where the arms are not of, approximately, the same 
length.  
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(FD 2006.1. 658)    
Context Shards Form Height Breadth Illus 
 U/S 7 Extruded Rods & Grooved Pins   620 
 
Seven whiteware shards from 
straps, and star shaped pins. The 
straps would have adhered 
vertically to the inside wall of a 
saggar, and sections of white, 
extruded, grooved, clay (pins) 
would be pushed horizontally into 
the straps. Barker dates this type of 
kiln furniture to the late 18th, or 
early 19th, century, but evidence 
from West Pans (Haggarty 2006 
Word file 02) suggests that they 
were used into the 1830s.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2006.1. 659)    
Context Shards Form Hight Breadth Illus 
 U/S 19 COCKSPURS  (HENS’ TAES) 12-18mm 17-30mm 621 
 
Nineteen, small, whiteware, glazed, 
pyramid shaped, three-footed 
spurs: These hand-made kiln props 
are known in England as 
“cockspurs”, and in Scotland as 
“hens’ taes”.  Because they were 
hand made, the height, and the 
distance, between the points vary 
considerably: As a result, 
individual measurements are not 
listed. Barker (1998, 337) suggests 
that in Staffordshire small 
cockspurs were used on flatware, 
and date to the early 19th century. 
 
 
 
 
